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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

To the Chairman of the Executive Board 

I have the honour to transmit the Report of the Standing Committee 

on Administration and Finance• 

It is a matter of deep regret to myself and the members of the 

Committee that the Chairman) Sir Arcot Mudaliar) was unable to attend. 

His vast knowledge, sound judgment and wise leadership were greatly 

missed during our deliberations, 

The Director-General and his staff served the Committee in the most 

efficient manner„ 

工 should like to recognize the debt of gratitude 工 owe personally, 

in my capacity of Acting Chairman) to my colleagues on the Committee and 

their technical advisers. Without their fine spirit of co-operation and 

high sense of responsibility our task could not have been performed。 

A
e
 Stampar 

Acting Chairman of the Standing Committee 
on Administration and Finance 
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REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION M D 

FINANCE TO THE SEVENTH SESSION OF THE EffiCUTIVE BOARD 

FOREWORD 

Terms of Reference 

At its sixth session held in June 1950, the Executive Board acting on 

instructions from the Third World Health Assembly"renewed the mandate of 

the Committee by adopting the following resolution: 

"The Executive Board 

Having noted resolution 7ЛШ.89 of the Third World Health Assembly 
on the organizational structure of the Secretariat, 

1- BE—ESTABLISHES the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance 
consisting of the following members i 

2i INSTRUCTS this committee to meet at least 14 days prior to the 
seventh session of the Executive Board for the purpose of reviewing the 
expenditure level for 1951 and the programme and budget estimates for 
1952, and 

3o INSTRUCTS this committee to continue with its study on the organi-
aational structure of the Secretariat and, in particular, to examine and 
report to the Executive Board its conclusions and recommendations on 
the following subjects: 

(a) decentralisation; 

(b) staffing, including level, maximum use of local personnel on 
field projects, and geographical distribution; 

(c) examination of Assembly procedures; 

(d) documentation； 

(e) necessity for travel and the cost thereof； 

(f) organisational structure and efficiency of regional offices; 

(g) liaison activities - organisation, efficiency and costj 

(h) status о上、contributionsj 

Dr» H. Hyde 
Professor M. de Laet 
Dr, 7í. de león 
Dr. Melville Mackenzie 

Sir Arcot Mudaliar 
Professor J. Parisot 
Dr. Â. Stampar 

h m A 3。89 



Ac Stampar 
F。J о Brady (alternate to Di\ Eo Hyde) 
C’> Boidé ( alternate to Professor J

a
 Parisot) 

C. van den Berg (alternate to Professor IL do Laet) 
felville Kacken

r

¿ÍG 
С .Ko Lakshnanan (alternate, to Sir Arcot Mudaliar) 

Secretar/ 一 Mr。 Milton P。 Siegel 

The Eirec-c-or-Qonaral Wcus eloctcd Acting Chairman for the first meeting 

in the absence of Sir Arcot Mudali.ar« At the second meeting Dr» A. Stampar 

was unanimously elected Acting Chairman for the remainder of the session. 

Dr
P
 FoJ

Q
 Brady was clected rapporteur

0 

Method of Work 

The full Committee hald 12 meetings during which the following items 

on the agenda were discussed; 

Programme and budget estimates for 1952 
Tax reimbursement for 1951 
Use of Spanish language in the Organteation 
Plans for the future work of the Standing Committee 

Owing to the volume of work on the agenda the Committee divided into 

two working parties^ one for financial matters and one for administrative 

matters to consider the rcr. binder of the agenda с The composition of each 

party was as follows 2 

Financial iw^rkinj party 

Drс Brad^ (Chairman) 

Dr
v
 Rae (x-eprescnting Dr

0
 Mackenzie), assisted by Mr. Mells 

. M^ Foessel (representing Professor Parisot) 
Dr с Lálcshmanan 

(i) procedure for consideration of the programme and budget at 
the Fourth World Health Assembly; 

(j) review of financial regulations； 

(k) review of staff regulations," 

Members Attending 

The Committee began its work on 8 January 1951 and was composed of the 

following persons； 

г
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This working party held four meetings during which the following 

matters referred to it by the full Conimittee, were discussed: 

Financial position of the Organisation 
The Working Capital Fund 
Level of expenditure for 1951 
Status of contributions 
Supplemental programme, and budget estimates for 1951 . • 
Scale of assessments 
Review of financial regulations 厂 
Delegation of authority to. the Dire.ctor-Qenefal to accept : ,• 

gifts on behalf of the Organization 
Supplies for governmental programmes 
Issue of special World Health stamps^ labels and flags

:

 ；、 
Balances of allotments to inactive members 
Currency .of contributions 

Administrative working party 

Dr
e
 van den Berg ( Chairman) 

Drо Mackenzie5 assisted by Mr
c
 Lindsay (rapporteur) 

Dr. Bernardj assisted by Me Toussaint 
Mro Roseman (representing Drс Hyde)- :. 

• - . •. • 

The working party held seven meetings during which' the following matters, 
• • i -. • 

referred to it by the full Cormnittee^ were discussed: 

Salaries； allowances and leave system 
Organizational Structure and Administrative Efficiency 

Headquarters . ., 
Liaison activities 

.Regional offices 
Decentralization . 
Staffing 
Geographical distribution, of' staff 
The necessity for travel and cost thereof 

Review of staff regulations 
Staff rules 
Examination of Assembly procedures 
• Documentation 

. • • ‘ •‘；‘ 

The new functional developnerrbs of WHO and their effect on .budgetary, 
financial and admini s't r at i ve matters . . . 

In the three years of existence of the World Health Organiaation, the 

Director-General has consistently followed.the principle that programmes” 

must be directed towards the assistance to nations in developing and improving 

their national health services。 The Committee rocogniaed that ths work of 



the Organization is increasing very greatly both in quantity and complexity 

and therefore feels that an examination of the changed conditions in which 

the Organization now functions, is essential to a full appreciation of the 

budgetary, financial and administrative implications. 

Xt is first necessary to note a significant change in environment, 

Whereas in the past, policies have had to be determined by the Assembly, 

Executive Board and Secretariat almost entirely from Headquarters, continuing 
. • , -

decentralization has now reached the stage at which regional programmes are 

being formulated not only regionally but in the countries for approval by 

the regional committees. It is obvious therefore that it is no longer 

possible for the Assembly or the Executive Board to indicate from Headquarters 

the details of the regional programmes. These programmes can now be developed 

along lines that are better suited to the：needs in individual cotmtries^ 

The right to make changes in programme is, of course, reserved to the 

Assembly. 

The Committee wishes to draw attention to the further change in environ-

ment occasioned by the changing pattern of other international bodies in the 

health field. Greatly increased funds to be administered by the Organiza-

tion are available from the funds provided for Technical Assistance for 

Economic Development. This money, which may possibly increase to over 

four million dollars in 1951, is earmarked for programmes of technical 

assistance and must inevitably influence the direction in which the Organiza-

tion is to progress. An illustration of this is the development of bilateral 

technical assistance. A large provider of this type of fund is the United 

States Government. Commonwealth funds are also used in this manner and 

technical assistance is ofteu given by one country to another. 

It must also be noted that although in the early history of the 

Organization it was the sole agency that provided international health 

services, UNICEF now plays an important role in international health 

activities by providing supplies and financing fellowships and other services 

for large scale health programmes. This lays heavy responsibilities and 

requirements on the World Health Organization, The UNICEF budget is very 

large compared with that of WHO and the requirements of UNICEF and its 



demands on WHO for technical advice and controls, to examine programme and 

to supply technical individuals to see that programmes are implemcmted in 

technically sound wa/s, have become v^rj heavy indeed. 

It appears to ,the 'ComnittGa that the basic concern of the Organic ation 

for the development of the he alth services of： governments is even； more 

important than in the past, so that they, may stand the impact of those very 

large funds which, could otherwise be extremely disrupting by developing different 

aspects of health services not always proportionate to the needs, particu-

larly in underdeveloped countries. The importance of the advice and 

services of the Organization is therefore greatly increased particularly as 

it is a permanent agency with a great concern for these particular aspects 

of development• The Committee wishes to stress again the principle that 

all international health programmes should be so designed, as to strengthen 

the national health services of co-operating governments and that such 

programmes within countries shuuld therefore be the direct administrative 

concern of national health administrations• 

Another important consideration to which the Committee wishes to draw 

attention, is the concern of the United Nations, and particularly its 

Economic and Social Council, to co-ordinate the wcrk of the United Nations 

and the specialised agencies, including all the projects for assistance of 

underdeуь1oped countries» к resolution of the Economic and Social Council 

reproduced in .Innex XVII indicates its attitude in this matter and calls for 

concentration of effort and resources by all the agencies of the United 

Nations
f
 It has set out criteria relating to projects, which it and the 

General Assembly have asked to be considered when programmes are planned. 

These criteria in no way conflict with those set up by the three World Health 

Assemblies and indeed the Organisation has pioneered in this direction. 

The Committee noted that the agencies of bilateral technical assistance 

are being extremely co-operative and a system of close liaison is being 

worked out to ensure that agencies do not compete with each ether in providing 

technical assistance for economic development, Arrangements have been made 

for reciprocal exchange of all requests from governments for such assistance, 

in order to avoid overlapping• 



The Committee noted with approval that the heavy increase in work that 

results from these various factors has been accepted by the Secretariat with 

very few additions to the Headquarters staff. To accept their additional 

responsibilities‘ the regional committees have requested a considerable and 

continuing increase in regional staffs. 



SECTION I 

PROGRAMME AND BUDGET -ESTIMATES FOR 1952 

Budgetary principles 

The Standing Committee notes that the Director-General's programme and 

budget estimates for the year 1952 total $8,703,251, as compared m t h a 

total of C'7,300,000 approved by the Third World Health Assembly. A number 

of recommendations of the Committee, made in agreement mth； the Director-

General, if approved .by the Executive Board and the Foiirth World Health 

Assembly, m i l result, in. substantial changes to this .budget estimate. 

One addition and three deduction will： result in reducing the total budget 

estimate for 1952 to ^8,379,653-» With the funds available, plus an 

additional item of income which .the Committee, has recommended be. utilized；, 

the net amount on which assessments would be made against Governments is 

$7,901,871.
2 

•НшАЗ.115 ’ 
2

 Total All Parts of the Director-Géttérái ' s … “ - … 
proposed Progrадате and Budget Estimates/for .195.2. 

Add; 
⑴ 

Use of Spanish in Ш0 Mee-ti.ngs • (para。U2) 

(2) Deduct: Reduction or cancellation of- amounts 
included in Budget 

2Л Amortization of the Building Fund . 823,365 
(para • 36) 

2„2 Application to 而С of the changes in 
salary, allowance and leave provisions 
adopted by the United Nations 70,000 

(para= 151-153) 

2,3 Provision for relief to the civilian 
population of Korea (para» 45) 252,288 

( R e v i s e d total of Director-General's Budget Estimates 

For continuation of footnote see followiiiR page 

J.8,703,251 

22,055 
8,725,306 

345,653 

8,379,653 



The Standing Committee expressed doubt that the Fourth World Health 

Assembly would approve an appreciable increase in assessment in respect of 

the 1952 budget. The Committee
]

s grounds for this view are: 

(1) The concern at téie increasing cost of international work 

expressed in^the Fifth Committee of the United Nations General 

Assembly by the representatives of several Members, That concern 

was embodied in a Resolution adopted by the General Assembly at its 

314th Plenary Meeting and contained in UN paper A 1587， which 

recommended that the specialized agencies should stabilize their 

budgets• 

(2) Several Members have found it necessary in the past year to. 

revise their- national budgets drastically on account of the 

current tensions in the vrorld. The Committee realizes that the 

activities of WHO are valuable measures in solving these difficulties^ 

'but'it is of the'opinion that increased commitments would be 

accepted by many governments with reluctance. 
• ：' • « 

(3) The continuing difficulty experienced by a number of Members 

in paying promptly their contributions to the Organization• 

Footnote ccntinued from page 7 

(4) Less Income Available to finance Budget'"" 

4 Д Amount to be made available for 
financing the 1952 Budget from 
balances of allotments to 
inactive members (paras. 66, 67) 

4.2 Assets of 〇IHP 

4.3 Available from UNRRA Special Fund 

4.4 Miscellaneous income 

4.5 Assessments on new members from 

68,436 

43,846 

30,010 

232,501 

• previous years 102,989 477,782 

(5) Net Total $ 7,901,871 



3. The Comnitt.ee feels therefore that to propose at this time any increase 

in the amounts assessed on Members would not nécessarily produce more money 

for expenditure by the Organization, -vrould aggravate the difficulties caused 

by delay or failure in payment of contributions and would delay a solution 

of the financial difficulties of the Organization. • 

4. On the other hand the operation of many of the projects of the 

Organization m i l be expanded m t h funds provided for the Technical Assistance 

for Economic Development, It is realized that these funds have restrictions 

on their use but they may be used to extend existing programmes or introduce 

new programmes， into areas which might not otherwise be served• 

5
#
 The Committee noted the résolûtion of-the Regional Committee for South-

East Asia indicated that the Director--General
1

 s budget estimates should.be 

increased by 20%. • The nature of the Organization is such that some Members 

imist receive more from the. Organization than they contribute^ in finance at 

least, and others must contribute more than they receive. That should not 

be considered either as a credit to the one gr.oup or as a reflection on the 

other: that position is inherent in the purposes of the Organization。 

Nevertheless， in considering the total of the budget, it is at present 

unfortunately necessary to consider not only the needs of its Members con-

sidered as possible beneficiaries but also the. resources of its. Members 

considered as contributors and， on the latter question) it seems to the 

Committee that the views of representatives of governments at the Fifth 

Committee of the General Assembly, should be given due weight
ç 

6.. The Committee believes that the Assembly "will not adopt a programme and 

assessed budget for 1952 greatly in excess of that for 1951, The Committee 

recoramends that the Executive Board indicate that the total assessed budget 

for 1952 be $7,089
>
025. Should the Assembly decide not to assess certain 

Members of•the.Organization in 1952， the assessment budget should be 

.• $5>954,019j the difference in amounts being the assessment of the ten 

inactive Members of the Organization. The Committee noted that the 

technical staff needed on joint TOO/UNICEF projects have to a large extent 

• in I95O and I 9 5 I BOEXI r i i^ N C C C Л 丄 ITN FU^JÜ P R O V I S O J by UJÑICEF。 Furthermore 



these projects could not have been undertaken otherwise since the budgets of 

the Organization for those years did not include provision for these technical 

personnel. The Direct or-Gene ral has Included provision in the 1.952 budget 

estimates under regular funds o.f. $1^5,000 (see paragraph 16) and also under 

technical assistance funds (see statement made on behalf of.the Director-General 

to the UNICEF Executive Board in paragraph 12) for all. such technical staff for 
• •• • . • • . . . ' ' ' . 

whic坆 UNICEF has provided the necessary financing. This presents an important 

consideration for decision by the Health Assembly and the Fourth World Health 
• • • . - • 

Assembly"should decide if and to what extent the budget should be increased 

fot this purpose. 

7. The assessed, budget will be augmented by $扛了了，782， provided that the 

Assembly adopts the proposals‘set forth in this report. The sum of ^^77,782 

consists of funds received from the OIHP, from UNKRA, from miscellaneous 
• . , • • ‘ ' . * 

income, from the assessment of .new members, and from the availability of 

previously allocated funds. 

8. During the course of its deliberations the Committee emphasized that vith 

the exception of the staff costs involved in providing international personnel 

which do not continue when WHO assistance comes to an end厂 great care should be 

taken to ensure that budgeting for demonstration projects should not exceed 

an amount which could reasonably be ejected to be budgeted by national govern-

ments to continue these projects after the withdrawal .of international personnel. 

General Beviev of Programme and Budget 

9. The Committee noted that in preparing the Programme and Budget for 1952 

the Director-General had taken into account Resolution WHA3.107
1

 entitled "Form 

of Presentation of Programme and Budget Estimates" which^ inter alia, had 

invited the Director-General "Insofar as possible to develop a uniform 

system of programme and budget justification for each project proposed". 

The Director-General had also been guided by the principles in Resolution 
2 . •

 % 

ЕВб.Е20̂  adopted by the Executive Board- at its Sixth Session, entitled 
. • • 

"Form of Presentation of Programme and. Budget for 1952" in which it had 

established certain main principles and in particular had requested regional 

schedules indicating as far as possible "field activities by countries". 

It also noted that after the ailoption of these resolutions, the General 

1

 Off.Rec. 28, 63 
2

 Off.Bee. 29, 10 



• — • . • q 
Assembly of the United Nations ..had adopted； a resolution in which it had 

....•‘ . ' . . . . * ‘ .• . •：；,.., 
requested specialized àgenciesV

:

 inter alia'/ to provide in their regular budget 
'：• • . .... ‘ ..‘.'. ' i , ..‘' , .... 

documents information- concerning the estimates for e^enditure of Technical 
‘ ‘ “‘ ¡. •• • -

Assistance funds, as well as
:

 extrá 丄budgetary funds• The Director-General 

informed the CoCTiittee, that, ： view of these, resolutions and in accordance 

m t h tbe. provisions of Chapter 2 ôf thé Constitution which gives as one of 

the
 :
functions of the Organization "to act the directing- and co-ordinating 

authority on international health, TOrk"
 y
 he

:

 hacl prepared an integrated 

.international health programme for 195.2 ôhowing all the anticipated sources 

of funds. In. so doing, he had paid due regard;to "the principles of 

co-operation between WHO and UNICEF drawn.ùp by the. Joint Committee on Health 

Policy and approved by the ThircJ' World Health Assembly• In order clearly to 

reflect the funds #iich the Health Assembly would be asked to appropriate 

towards tKis co-ordinated prograjrime, all the. projects proposed for financing 

from regular funds had been extracted from the regional schedules and had 

been presented under the informational annexes for the regular budget» 

The Committee .discussed this form .of presentation and, agreed that in 

presenting his Programe - and Budget for 1952, the Director-General, had 

：
;
followed the .instructiojis of the Health Assembly' and the Executive Board and. 

had - also been guided by "the resolution of the United Nations General Assembly 

.referred to above» However, the;.Comittee consideredy and the Director-

General agreed, that the figurés of thé estimated езфenditure under UNICEF 

funds should be printed in different. type
f
 • , The Committee agreed that, in 

presenting regional schedules indicating, proposed activities' by countries, 
‘ - * . 

the Director-General had followed the instructions of the Sixth Session of 

the Executive Board•； In order to. meet'^certain opinions expressed during the 

course, of "the Committee
1

 s, deliberations^- tbe .Director-General agreed to 

insert,in his introductory statement, the follQ-wing paragraphj-

“ • "It is emphasized that, the regional schedules presented in this document 
.are indicative of the health programmes iivhich countries wish to imple-
ment "with the assistance of the Organization during 1952. The main 

3

 Л/1587 



factors that m i l influence the amount of assistance which will be 
provided, from regular funds towards these progranimes will be related 
to the amount of the budget appropriated by the Fourth World Health 
Assembly and the stage of development of individual plans of 
operation. Naturally how far effect can be given to the total 
country programmes for which assistance has been requested.will also 
depend on the amounts that UNICEF will make available and on. the 
Technical Assistance funds that will be forthcoming for this purpose," 

- * • . . . . . + • • ' • . . . • . ' . 

The Committee réconimends to the Executive ：Board that it discuss the form of 

presentation of thé Programme and Budget for 1953 at its Eighth Session to 

be held ipnediately after the meeting of the,Fourth World Health Assembly 

when additional experience will have been gained concerning the, presentation 

of the Programme and Budget. ' 
• .. . • • ' . • . . • _ . . . 

’ The Committee agrees that the - total programme proposed, was not adequate 
, 、 • •• • ,, •‘ . ... • . • • 

to meet-the health needs of t.he world, but it noted that programmes had been 
.. ；.•. . ..... ； • ‘ 

proposed by existing regional organizations with the aim of helping•national 
governments- tó' develop, from within,--.balanced health services, and some of 

• ... • ‘ ‘ . 

these programmes had been endorsed by Régional Committees.. In thé view of 

the, Copnitte'e the to'tál prograwme propo-sed conformed m t h , .general pro grammes 

of work. approved by "the Health Assembly^ -which had been adapted to- thé actual 

conditions', and requirements of the various member states. The Committee 
- _ . . • . . •• •-

. . ... \ . . . . . . . ‘ •. ‘“ “ 

agreed that as far as po ssible government s should be assisted to meet
 ;
 ；their 

r_ • . • • ' ' • • .. ... .... ; . ' . • 
most pressing public health problems by making available to them up-to-date. 

technical Knowledge concerning modern methods of dealing with these-problems, 

；',• • • "• ‘ ..... ..:、.• ：+••••.-.... ‘“ ‘ 

training faeili^iее and technical staff to assist in implementing the pro-

gramme, However, the Coinmittee considered- at some length the Organization's 

ability to, pecruit sufficient staff to carry out the proposed expanded ；• 

activities. ： Although the Director-Gener.al- and somé Committee members •• 

thought thiç,. could be 'done, others, expressed, concern as to the possibility : 

of recruiting enough qualified candidates-to. fill thé
 :

additional posts, 

proposedj especially in-view of the probable competition that might result 

from the implementation oí other Technical Assistance programmes. It noted:, 

that a wide range of additional posts was proposed., of approximately 
,… .. ';

ъ
 • v. • ‘ ‘ • ‘

:
 ‘' ‘‘ ‘ : . ‘： . -.V -V 

o ne-third, were for medical' officers, as sho-wn by the f oiloiAdng analysis 卜 



UNICEF TAED Total Regular Funds. 

Prof. Medical Staff -
Auxiliary Staff

1

 -
Admin, & Clerical -

Total -
2 

Prof, Medical Staff 
Auxiliary Staff. 
Admin. & Clerical 

Total 

28 -4l3 
50 -73З 
44 -

122  1 -114 

Net additional staff in 1952 over 1951 

Net additional staff in 1951 over.1950. 

The Connittee considered that on the assumption suitable staff can be 

obtained, the programme proposed could be implemented during the budget year, 
‘ • • • . 

• ;.In reviewing the broad financial implication of the budget estimates
3 

the Coranittee constantly kept in mind the fact that^ with the establishment 

of the Special Account for an expanded programme of technical assistance for 

economic development of under-developed, countries, it was hoped that 

additional funds/ amounting to at least 03,500^000 -vrould be • available in 1951, 

though. it was not known what amount "would be .available from the Special 

Account in 1952. The Committee also noted that in accordance with the 

principles established by the M O A T N I C E F Joint Committee on Health Policy 

and approved by the Third World Health Assembly^ UNICEF had. made available 

to the Organization funds to enable it to. provide international expert health 

personnel required for the implementation of joint ïfflO/UNICEF programmes« 

The Director—General informed the Committee that, with the provision of 

Technical Assistance funds, he had agreed with UNICEF to provide^ where 

appropriate, international personnel required for newly envisaged joint 

1 
Includes nurses， technicians^ engineers etc

e 

2 
Recruitment already in hand for few additional staff under 
regular funds in 1951 

Transferred to other funds in 1952 
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this policy at the last meeting of 

statement had been delivered on 

his behalf:-

"The Joint Committee on Health Policy
д
 which lays domi the broad 

principles based on wh-ieh UNICEF-assisted health programmes are 
implemented^ established at its Third Session the principles "which 
govern the close cor-operative relationship between ШО and UNICEF

 a 

Мацу UNICEF-assisted health prograrames have received technical 
approval from the Vforld Health Organization, and. have .been functioning 
successfully for some time in the Americas^ Europe, Eastern 
Mediterranean, South East Asia and Vie stern Pacific regions» Some of 
these projects have required provision for international staff to 
advise governments concerning their implementation and integration 
into national public health administrations

 e
 In spite of its 

restricted budgetary position^ the World Health Organization has 
provided the international staff required for some of the-projects 
and renders appropriate technical advice and assistance through its 
headquarters and regional office staff。 However^ due to its 
limited resources

y
 the World' Health Organization has not always been 

able to accept the financial commitments involved in providing 
international personnel for UNICEF-ass+sted health projects^•and in 
accordance m t h the principles established by the Joint Committee 
on Health Policy, .it has provided such personnel "with funds made 
available by UNIÔEF. This has enabled a large number of- projects 
to be inaugurated, particularly in South East Asia and the Western 
Pacific, which could not have been the case if UNICEF had not agreed 
to provide the appropriate funds for the international - personariel 
requiredс I am happy to inform the UNICEF Executive Board of the 
great success which these UNICEF-assisted health'proj ects have 
already attained

 e 
!t

Progress has now been made in the plans for establishing the United 
Nations special account for technical assistance and in fact some 
contributions have already been paid into it

0
 Thus

y
 it can be assumed 

that the resources' of the World Health 0rganization. will increase 
and therefore

3
 where appropriate^ and at the request of the relevant 

governments
3
 工 hope, to use technical assistance funds - in '1951 to 

provide international personnel required for newly, envisaged joint 
ШЮ/üNICEF projects。 

"Under the terms of Article 2(a) and (b) of the Constitution QX...the 
¥orld Health Organization,工 plan to present to the Fourth World 
Health Assembly an.integrated international health programme which 
will take into consideration all available resources and funds• 
Accordingly, in my 1952 budget proposals I am providing' under regular, 
or Yiheve appropriate^ technical assistance funds for all - international 
staff required for existing or envisaged joint YfflO/UNICEF projects。 

YfflO/UNICEF projectso In conformity with 

the UNICEF Executive Board/the "follomng 



.-.,.The members'" of the UNICEF Executive Board will undoubtedly appreciate 
tH'at W s e ' plans, can only be realized, if t)ie Fourth World Health 

' -'Assembly appropriates the requisite funds and if the' amount of . 
technical assistance funds available in 1952 will be sufficient'. 

, " I should líice .tó take- this opportunity of expressing ..ray appreciation 
. . of

 :

the happy spirit of co-operation that, exists between our two 
"'organizations in all those areas whei-e, in accordance with the terms 

• ...... of, our Constitution and Charterj we assist governments to improve ‘ 

the'health of their peoples." • .... , , . .. • . 

“ ' • • .. •••• ,‘ . . . . : : . . • . . , . . . . . . . • . • 

13. • • The Standing Committee reminds -che. Executive Board of the various 

resolutions adopted by the General" Assembly of the
1

United Nations and the 

• . Economic and Social Council which deal with the problem of the proliferation 

and overlapping oí* the ̂ rQ^rammes_ of the United Nations ajid of . the _ 

specialized agencies and also the reiterated requests by the General Assembly ‘ 

to the United' Nations and- specialized' agencies'to secure the requisite •.. 
co-ordination of effort； • • . 

" • • • . . . ; . . . . , . • . - • • •• ‘ • « , 
• • • • • 

14. Article, 1 of the Agreement between the United Nations•and the World 

Héalth Organization states - ••• •.... :. 

"The' Unit.ed -Nations recognizes the World Health Organization 
•as the specialized agency responsible for taking'such action 

•• ；.. as may be appropriate under the Constitution for the 
accomplishment of the objectives set forth therein." 

“The Third Session of thè Joint Committee on Health Policy 
• adopted principles governing - ..... 

‘"the co-operative relationship between WHO as the：United — 
• Nations specialized agency recognized as the directing arid 

co-ordinating authority on international health work> and 
UNICEFj with regard• both to health programmes approve^ by 
the Joint Committee on Health Policy and. any new health 

:
:

programmes, which may be developed for its consideration." 

' T h e s é principles were approved by the Second Yforld' Health Assembly 
and reaffirmed' at the；Third World Health Assembly. • 

. . . “ 
.. . ；' 

15. The presentation of the Programme and Budget for 1952 includes only 

the health aspects of UNICEF programmes and not any other programmes which 

that organization may wish to implement. It should be understood that this 

is not UNICEF
;

s budget and it cannot be assumed to pre-judge in any way what 

action the UNICEF Executive B^arJ 山ay t^k^ in ocnnexion with these programmes. 



The amounts indicated in the UNICEF column reflect projects which "WHO, at 

the request of governments, hopes to sponsor and for which it is understood 

governinents "Will request supplies，and equipment from UNICEF•. However, the 

Coramittee invites the attention of the Executive Bçard to: the fact that the 

1952 budget presentation should not be considered as all-inclusive nor should 

it be considered that all thesé projects m i l be carried out. Eaoh individual 

project will be subject to careful planning by the two organizations within 

the area concerned and each project "vd.ll be subject tó the decisions of 

the UNICEF Executive Board and technical ápproval by the World Health 

Organization» 

16• The Committee agreed vrith the Director-General that, where appropriate 

in 1952
5
 technical assistance funds should be used for all international 

staff required for existing or envisaged joint ШО/UNICEF projects and that, 

in accordance with its Charter and the principles governing the co-operative 

relationship bétweén WHO, as the United Nations specialized agency recognized 

as the directing and co-ordinating authority on international health "work, 

and UNICEF with regard both to health programmes approved by the Joint 

Committee on Health Policy and any new health programmes which may be 

developed for its consideration. UNICEF
1

 s role in health programmes is 
• * • ； . • i 

"to furnish under its agreements m t h governments the required supplies and 

services" for these programmes. It noted that in 1952 provision had been 

made under the regular budget in an amount of approximately ()143,000 and 

under the Technical Assistance budget in an amount of approximately 0490,000
y 

to continue international personnel engaged in joint ТШО/UNICEF projects, 

for which UNICEF was ejected to make funds available in 1951. The Committee 

welcomes this additional indication of close co-operation vdth UNICEF and 

invites the attention of the Executive Board to the increasing co-ordination 

between the two organizations in assisting governments to develop their 

health programmes. 



Detailed consideration of Programe and Budget 

The Committee noted that, in accordance with resolution EB6 R.20 

adopted by the Executive Board at its Sixth Session, all existing posts and 

those proposed for establishment had been listed under the various activities 

with an indication of functional title, grade and salary. Actual Salaries 

had been shown and where appropriate increments had been included. The type 

of work performed by each organizational unit at Headquarters had been indi-

cated, with workload statistics, where available. Justification for the 

establishment of additional posts•had been included and justifications had 

been presented for all grants and for each expert committee meeting proposed. 

All field activities had been shown by countries, and justifications for 

their continuation or establishment, with a short statement of prevailing 

and anticipated conditions, had been included. Because of differing legisla-

tive practices, it had still not been possible to show what local funds 

governments might be expected to contribute to each activity. Estimated 

costs for all activities throughout the organization had been shown under 

suitable "purpose of expenditure" headings. Wherever provision had been 

made for duty travel, appropriate justifications had been submitted. Since 

the Executive Board had not yet adopted the revised salary plan proposed by 

the United Nations General Assembly, salaries had been computed on the basis 

of the salary scale included in Off. Rec. 23, page 231, Staff costs had 

been computed individually. ïi/here applicable actual allowances and costs of 

travel on home leave had been,computed for each filled post。 .In estimating 

the cost of vacant posts, thé salary of the proposed grades had been used, 

taking into account re-valuation where appropriate. All other personnel 
_ • • .. ‘ “ 

costs had been computed on the basis of averages. The tables shown in 

Off, Rec. No. 23, pages 5 - 8, describing the averages used in computing the 

1951 estimates, had been reviewed and certain minor changes had been made, 

in the light of increased езфег1епсе. The Committee considers that the 

system of costing employed by the Director-General for the 1952 Programme 

and Budget is satisfactory. 



(1) Organizational Meetings 
•.丨• I 1 • •• "• ••'-!• _ _ • •• - А З II 

The CoHmittee noted that the estimates under this heading were based 

on the assumption that the Fifth World Health As'sembly would be held at 

Geneva, Estimated expenditure for 1952 is С20,000 below that, anticipated 

for 1951. , This is due to the fact that in 1951 provision has been made for 

the meeting of the Special Committee on International.Sanitary Regulations 

to be held prior to the meeting of the Fourth' World Health Assembly. 

• * . 

The Committee noted that an amount of (7,500 has been provided for the 

first regional committee meeting proposed for Africa
4 

(2) Headquarters 

The Committee' noted th^t.only three additional posts had been proposed 

for Headquarters in 1952
a
 It did not find it possible to egress an opinion 

concerning the number of staff in the various departments at Headquarters 

•without a thorough study. The Committee understands that the Director-General 

has undertaken a number of management surveys and believes that these surveys 

should be con+imed. The results of these surveys should be made available 

to the•Committee at its future sessions* 

The Committee noted that an amount of 0254,553 had boon provided for 

continuing the Tuberculosis Research Office in Copenhagen. . The Committee 

understands that the Tuberculosis Research Office in Copenhagen was started 

as a temporary project supported by UNRRA funds, T/Vhile the importance of 

the work of this office is appreciated by the Committee, ii' nevertheless 

represents a rather expensive activity and after, several years of operation 

its programme should be examined in some detail. The Committee proposes 

that the Executive Board appoint a working group to evaluate the accomplish-

ments of this Office and perhaps to estimate the duration of its operations. 

Such a study should take into consideration resolution 3.79 of the Third 

World Health Assembly and Annex 7 page 32 of Off. Rec. 17. A further 

suggestion is made that the Ebcecutive Board might recommend the appointment 

of an expert group which, by visiting the Office at Copenhagen, could 

evaluate the accomplishments and make recommendations regarding its future 

programme. 



(3) Expert Committees 

The Committee noted that in 1951 twenty-five expert committees had been 

proposed, of which two were to be financed from OIHP funds. In 1952 twenty-

seven езфегЬ committees had been proposed of Triiich three were to be financed 

.from OIHP funds. The total amount provided under the regular budget in 1951 
''• • • •..' . 

for this purpose amounted to (146,571 and the total amount provided in 1952 

under the regular budget amounted to (¿166,142, an increase of about G20,000. 

The Committee recommends that the Executive Board examine the desirability 

of convening each of the expert committees proposed for 1952, 

‘’’•••..‘.. ； .• .... 

(4) Regional Activities 

The Committee had the opportunity of discussing the proposed regional 

programes with the Regional Directors for the Americas, South East Asia and 
•. * 

Eastern Mediterranean and the Chiefs of the Special Office for Europe and 

the Office for Africa. In the absence of the Chief of the Temporary Office 

for Western Pacific., the Committee heard the views of the Assistant Director-

General, Advisory Services, on the programme proposed for. that region. 

. In general the Committee noted that with the progress of the policy of 

de centralizatI О DL, there had been a- noticeable increase ' in the proposed 

programme for Í952 over that planned for 1951. It invites the attention of 

the Executive Board to the increased cost vdiich clearly must result from a 

policy of regiohalization although at the same time it provides increased 

effectiveness. It was gratified to note that in the programmes proposed 

by regional organizations, there had been a marked emphasis on programmes 

for education and training, including fellowships and assistance to 

educational institutions. It noted that the estimated expenditure for 

1952 under education and training amoiinted to approximately Ol,700,000 which 

was an increase of approximately C.
;

95〇,000 over the estimated expenditure for 

1951. 

The Conimittee discussed, with Regional Directors the advisability of 

sending consultants to countries for short periods and concluded that in 
. < .....• . . . • 

some cases the value was not commensurate with the cost. However, it recog-

nized that this varied with the region and activity so that, for the present, 



general principles were not set out and each proposal should be judged on its 

own merit• The Regional Directors emphasized that the value of regional and 
•• .''• • 

country advisers is much increased if they stay in a region for a longer 

period» It is useful J or advisers to understand lo.cal conditions' and this 

knowledge could not be .gained in a short period。 •.:、 

26. The progressive
;

transference to Regional Offices of responsibility for 

framing the programmed of the Organization, must .necessarily transfer to those 
J

' offic.es also part of the responsibility for deciding relative priorities among 

projects., suitable.'to their 分egions* The Cgmmittee assumes that the Regional 
... " • •... .•.',•• .• • *•• , 

• Committees^ in；deciding those priorities, "will take into accotuit (a) the 

importance for .public health in the country concerned of the several projects, 

(b) whether those projects form part of a larger'..scheme ‘of co-ordinated action 

by several agencies, and (c) the ability of the national gaverriment to 

continue and complete work started with ,the.- aid： of "WHO; The Committee 

suggests that it night be profitable also for the Regioñál"'' Committees to 

take ac.coyjit of-how fâi?' the projects selected for .their Région form a whole 
• .•‘ . • ... ..... 
which m i l on the one hand provide them with a "wide 

types of projects ánd will on the other. hand permit 

results of different projects in adjoining areas or 

project in different countries. 

_ ' . ._.!••.. ... . 
: ( a ) Africa : 

, . • • . ' » . . . • .. 

27.' The Committee noted, that in accordance with tb^ provisioris. of resolution 

TÍVHA 3 . 5 5 1 adopted by the :Third Vforld Heálth Assembly^ an office for‘ Africa 
. . ‘ . : . " : . , . . . : . . . . i . “ 

-ч - ： ... ... • • • . 
had been established at World- Health Organisation Headquarters in Geneva. 

.f . 、•.••...二 “ ..‘ 
It had not been possible to- submit proposals for a .detailed programme since 

discussions were still continuing between the Chief of. .the Office- and' the 

relevant governments о .. Generally programmes would fall. undey. the ： headings 

of public health adininis tr ati о ni control of conimunicabl^ diseases and
 ; 

. . . . ..... . . ..••；：... V • ..； 
education and training

0
 The Committee was informed that in the commencing 

stages of operations it was planned to establish three area offices in Africa, • 
. f 

• • • • . 、...：•：.：. ' '' 
丨•丨.. ‘ V 

1

 Off. Rec¿'28^page 35 . -, . : 

.experience of different 

â cóHipárisón of the 

of the. same- type of 



functions of Tflhich would be to develop appropriate programmes m t h relevant 

authorities, 

(b) • Americas 

The Committee noted that the proposed programe for 1952 had been 

transmitted to the Regional Committee for the Americas. The Regional Directo 

informed the Coramittee that the Pan American Sanitary Organization was 

anxious that the Vferld Health Organization should make reasonable budgetary 

provision for the development of the Regional Office, particularly in view 

of the heavy urorkload entailed in UNICEF and Technical Assistance programmes. 

Moreover the Fellowships, Personnel and Supply- Sections in the Regional 

Office for the Americas served the whole organization to a greater extent 

than those sections in other regional offices. • 

The Committee noted that the functions of regional advisers differed 

generally from those of area supervisors.. The latter were responsible for 

advising a group of governments within the region concerning the implementa-

tion
 o f

 health programmes. In effect this was a method of reducing expendi-

ture on international staff. 

The Committee examined the projects proposed in country programmes and 

the Regional Director e^lained to the Committee that the estimated increase 

in the regular budget for 1952 of ^400,000 was due to the intensification of 

decentralization, of ïfflO programmes in accordance with the established policy
0 

He emphasized that without á basic сайке of intematicnal baalth .sfafi, it 

was not possible to service technical assistance and UNICEF-assisted health 

programmes adequately. 

The rate of progress of activities in Central America had arisen from the 

fact that the Pan American Sanitary Bureau had concentrated
 a
 disproportionate 

part of its staff on work arising from government requests in that area。 The 

results achieved had fully justified that action. 

The Regional Director informed the Committee thàt the list of States for 

which programmes had been requested did not include four countries and a 

number of colonies in the Western Hemisphere. However, it must be rioted that 



UNICEF had allocated almost C5 >000^000 for work in Latin .America, which could 

not be handled without adequate staff • 

33. The Committee, rioted that the expenditures from regular assessment funds 

contributed by the twenty-one American republics for the budget of the Pan 

American Sanitary Bureau were - in 1946 (160,000， in 1947 С176,000, in 

1948 (-320,000, in 1949 ^786,000 and in 1950 about Çl，350，000. The approved 

assessment for 1951 is 943-000 • 

34. The Coirmdttee considered that there was a definite advantage ici develop-

ing regional budgets for financing regional programmes in addition to those 

financed from the general budget of the organization,, It therefore recommends 

to the Executive Board that future budget documents of the organization 

should include information concerning regional budgets financed from funds 

raised within the region for health programmes within that region. 

-.• ‘ • 

(с) South East Asia 

i . 

35• The Regional Director informed the Committee that the programme for his 

region had been examined country by country by the Regional Committee^ which 

had endorsed the prograimne and had adopted a résolution^ propaosLng that in 

1952 the budget of the organization should be increased by 20窝 provided that 

this increase were used to finance field activities。 

36• The Committee, examined by prefects the various country programmes pro-

posed and in particular noted the proposal to provide from technical assist-

ance funds a public health administrator to the governments of Afghanistan， 

Burma^ Indonesia and Thailand, The Regional Director informed the Committee 

that it was intended to recruit two of these Public Health Administrators 

from within the Region and two from outside. They -would assist governments 

in conducting surveys, in co-ordinating international health programmes and 

in securing integration of the programme into the national, public health 

services. 

37. The Committee noted that the estimated expenditure on the programme in 

I952 exceeded that anticipated for 1951 by about ^350,000, and that this 

increase was proposed almost entirely for education and training， including 

fellowships and assistance to educational institutions. 



(d) Europe : .. ‘' • 

. . . , ： '：：• ： ‘ / . . , . . . . , . , ' ‘ ‘ • 

The Committee referred the question of establishing a Regional 
. . . . . . . . … ‘ • • . 

. • - • . 

Organization for Europe to the Executive Board for consideration. It noted 

that the costs of an office for Europe Yiould vary depending upon the ultimate 

desires of the Member States, as follows: 

(a) Continuation of Special Office, for Europe 

in Geneva, or 

(b) Regional Office in Geneva, or 

|c) Regional Office outside Geneva 

•： (If located in
;

 a country which has 
. - - • • • 

revalued its currency this would be 
^131,821, a reduction of $12,096) 

The Committee examined proposed country programmes 

noted that the relatively small increase pro-posed for Advisory Services includes 

provision for Regional Advisers in those fields where programmes had been 

t
delayed through-lack Gf funds. 

•；'• , .. ... ‘ . ‘ . 
;

The major activity in Europe had been in the general field of Education 

and Training. The Committee noted that the estimated expenditure in 1952 

if.or. Education and Training, including Fellowships and assistance to 

Educûtioiial Institutions, exceeded expenditure planned in 1951 by an amount 

of approximately i>200/000. 
(e) Eastern Mediterranean 

- ! . � ' - 1 • 

The Regional Director informed the Coramittee that the programme had 

been examined and endorsed by the Regional Committee • The programmes 

proposed for each country were•examined by projects and the opinion was 

expressed that wherever possible^ projects should be integrated with those 

of the United Nations and its specialized agencies which aimed at increasing 
.'•• ； ... 

food production and were, in the process of development. The Committee agreed 
, • i. » . ‘ ‘ 

. . . . . . V - ； . : • ' 

with the Director-General that this appeared to. be the best way of raising 

the standards of living and enabling governments to develop proper health 

$ 82,178 

$105,117 

$14.3,917 

by projects and 

programmes. 
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t
 The Committee noted that no proposal had Veen made under the regular 

budget in 1952 for Saudi Arabia and that provision had been made for 

malaria and insect control under Technical Assistance funds. .The Regional 

Director informed the committee that -because of an epidemic of malaria due 争 

to an increase in Anopheles „gambiae which had broken out in Saudi Arabia， 

consideration was being given to developing a control programme in 1951，， 
• - • • •, ‘ .. ’ ‘ • “ 

43. The Regional Director informed the Committee that in his view the 

Regional Office should be .made responsible： for the ： ®f fellow-

ships.- He Considered that the Regional Director was in thé best position 

to judge -which country needed fellowships for graduate and post-graduate 

courses-or for further training of senior public health officers and which 

country required more intensive training'of auxiliary, staff. The Committee 

noted that the estimated expenditure in 1952 for EduçatiQri and Training, 

including Fellowships and Assistance to Educational Institutions, exceeded 

the planned expenditure in 1951 by an amount of approximately $100д000^ 

‘(f) Yfestern. Pacific - .•” 

44. The Committee examined the proposed countxy programmes by projects 

and iioted that considerable amount of the ；work already undertaken in the • 

region had been financed from funds madç availably by UKICEF« Some Joint 

WHO/UNIGEF.projects, such as Nursing Training in Brunei, .Sarawak, Borneo 

and Malaya, had commenced operations duzlng 1950.. The Committee irivites 

the attention of the Executive Board to the fact that, .in View.- of the 

limited financial resources of the Organization, these programmes could 

not have been inaugurated "without this co-operation with UTilCEF. 
. . . . . , •. ••....... • • ； . •.. • 、..•-. - • . - . ； . •• . ； • 

45. The Committee noted that estimated expenditure in the Region during 
• . - .'i .... • ；.、 • . '• •' ' -

1952 included an amount of ^252^288 for Korea. It also noted the resolution 

of the General Assembly of the United Nati .ins adopted at its 314th Plenary 
1 •

 ; 

Session cetablishing the United Nations Reconstruction Agency for the：. 

Relief and Rehabilitation of Korea and considered that it, would, be the 

responsibility of this Agency to make funds available to the Organization 

1

 A/1595 



in 1952 for any services that may be required, It therefore recommends 

to the Executive Board that it recommend to the Fourth World Health 

Assembly that the amount of 焱252,208 be excluded from the amount to be 

appropriated for .1952 and that it instruct .'the Director-General to take 

appropriate steps to have funds made available to the Organization for 

continuing these emergency relief services .in Korea in 1952 if they are 

desired. Apart from the amount estimnted for emergency relief to the 

civilian population of Korea, the estimated expenditure for the region in 

1952 did not exceed the amount provided in 195lo (An amount of approxi-

mately $163,000 for education and training/ including fellowships and 

assistance to educational institutions was provided for the Region). , _ 
46, The Committee was informed that the Dire ct or -Gô ne ral had invited 

, . 、 ... ‘ • . . ’ 
appropriate governments within

:

the region to attend the first regional/' 

committee meeting •which had,been planned 'for March 1951. The Director-
• i. :' ' . • 1 4 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ . 

‘• ：•,.广•• . • ‘
; 

General.explained that he hai convened this meeting in accordance with the 
provisions. of resolution víH/i3.5'4' ' adopted by the .Third World Health 

. i • • " - ' • •• . •• 

• ‘ 

Assembly, He recogpizèd th^t there were； political difficulties in the 

Region but Gohsidered t hat the question of whether the meeting should be 

postponedvwas one for. the Executive'Board to decide. The Committee agreed 

that the Dir©ctór-Gene ral had acted in accordance with the instructions 

of the Third ViTorli Health, Assembly, 
(5) Appropriation Resolution 

• " " " • . — 
\ . - • . • 

. . . 

47, The Committee -noted that the proposed Appropriation Resolution 

followed the pattern, adopted by the Third World Health Assembly and con-

sidered that this pattern should be с )ntinued, 

, .‘ ：• 
(6) Yforking Capital Fund Resclution • 

48, The Comnilttee examined the draft Working Capital Fund Resolutiorl for 
2 

1952, In the light of re. с опте ncJat ions nade elsewhere in this report 
• • • . • . 

. .’•. 
工

 ：

’... ....• • . V
 1 

Off, ñec. World Hlth Org, 28, 35, •• 

Para, 86. ‘ 



the Committee reсóramenos to the Executive Boar-1 that it recommend to the 

Fourth World Health Assembly that paragraph 1 of this Resolution should be 

changed to read as follows: 

"l. RESOLVES that the Working Capital Fund for the present membership 

be maihtained for 1952 in .the amount of US ФЗ,192,032.85." 

Considerations on the proposed joint YfflO/UNICEF programme 

49, The Committee noted that in accordance with the policy contained in 

the Director-General's statement delivered to the last meeting of the UNICEF 

Executive Board, provision had been made under regular, or where appropriate^ 

Technical Assistance funds, for all internati onal staff required for existing 

or envisaged joint 1/fflO/UNICEF projects. It also noted that provision had 

been made under regular funds for BCG Headquarters staff and BCG regional 

advisers, and .that UNICEF had agreed to make funds available to the Organi-

zation to meet expenditure in connexion with international health personnel 

required for BCG field projects planned for 1952. 

50. In its examination of the various regional programmes by countries, 

the Committee was gratified to. note that throughout the world many UNICEF-

assisted health programmes had started, operations, some of which included 

the provision of international health personnel. The Committee invites the 

attention of the Executive Board to the fact that in spite of its restricted 

budgetary position, in accordance with the principles established by the 

Joint Committee on Health Policy at its Third Session which confirms the 

close co-operative relationship between WHO and UNICEF, the World Health 

Organization has in all cases rendered appropriate technical alvice and 

assistance through its Headquarters and Regional Office staff, without which 

these programmes could not have been inaugurated; Similarly, in accordance 

with these same principles, where, the World Health Organization had not 

been able, because of its limited resources, to accept the financial 

commitments involved in providing international personnel .for UNICEF-

• assisted health projects, UNICEF had made funds available to the Organization 

to enable such personnel to be provided. 



The Committee noted that in the main the programmes proposed follow 

the general pattern of those already approved by the Joint Committee on 

Health Policy, The Director-General informed the Committee that the pre-

sentation of these programmes had been discussed with UNICEF at its regional 

and Headquarters offices and that during the session of the Committee, at 

his invitation, a senior representative of UNICEF. Headquarters had copie to 

Geneva, and, in consultatióh with Regional Directors and Headquarters staff, 

hàrl proposed certain adjustments which would, be reflected in the printed 

version of his Programme and ‘Budget for 195.2, The. Director-General further 

informed the Committee that programmes for which firm allocations had been 

made by the UNICEF Executive Board would be indicated on the regional 

schedules „ In s.ome cases supplie s for such programmes were shown under 

UNICEF funds for 1950 or 1951 only. However, should further supplies for 

continuing and expanding these programmes be required in 1951 or 1952， it 

is expected that Ga-vernments would submit, requests to UNICEF^ and if 

technical approval were given by WHO it is understood they might be met 

from unexpended regional allocations already made or from further funds 

raised. Where proposed programmes had not yot been considered by the UNICEF 

Executive Board, the amounts shown for supplies and equipment were tentative 

only and.had been so indicated by an asterick. 

The Committee recommends to the Executive Board that it express its 

appreciation to UNICEF for this further evidence of co-operation in co-

ordinating international health programmes. 

Considerations on proposed Technical Assistance programme 

In reviewing the proposed country programmes by regions, the Ouiranittee 

also examined the projects.requested by countries under the expanded pro-

grammes of Technical Assistance for economic development of under-developed 

countries. The Committee noted that the estimated expenditure： for this 

programme in 1952 amounted to $7,287,726. •Hcwever, the Director-General 

informed the Committee that it was already known that additional requests 

would be received and also that there, would be requests for Technical. 

Assistance to be ...furnished in co-operation with one or more of the parti ci-

pati ng organizai>ions, . . 



5 4

•
 T h e

 Committee noted that, where appropriate, it ha 1 been proposed to 

integrate the Technical Assistance programme with UNIŒF-assisted health 

programmes and that in addition provision had been made under Technical 

Assistance funds in an amount of $1,876,277 for supplies and equipment. In 

this connexion, the Director-General informed the Coirmittee that one of the 

guiding principles laid down by the Economic and Social Council in 

Resolution 222(IX) is that "requests for the
:

 furnishing of equipment and 

supplies may be considered insofar as thoy form an integral part of a 

project of Technical Assistance." The Technical Assistance Board had 

agreed, after consultation with the Legal Department of the United Nations, 

that "in appiying this principle the participating organization will be 

guided by the following considerations 

(1) Equipment and supplies should be furnished only as an integral 

part of a project, which includes other forms of Technical Assistance 

such,as expert advice, training or demonstration teams. 

(2) The responsible organization should determine whether such 

and equipment are essential to the：project and should determine 

amount of the supplies and equipment that is reasonably related 

services rendered." 

The Committee nevertheless believes that there still exists the 

problem of making available certain necessaiy health supplies under 

circumstances in which the necessary technical services are available 

in the country and only supplies or equipment are required from an 

external source to carry out a desirable project of technical assistance 

for economic development. 

55/ The Committee therefore suggests that the Executive Board may wish to 

ask the Director-General to consider submitting -to the TAB for consideration 

certain project proposals which inelude complete plans for the technical 

services, supplies, equipment, etc. required, with the requirements for the 

project insofar as possible met within the country, and only the equipment 

and supplies not available in or obtainable by the country and which are an 

integral part of the project of Technical Assistance provided from Technical 

Assistance funds. 

supplies 

the 

to the 



56, The Committee agreed that if suitable personnel could be found the 

expanded programme of Technical Assistance proposed by the Director-General 

could be carried out in 1952. 

57, The^Committee considered that the proposed expanded Technical Assistance 

programme was suitable for integration with the normal work of the 

Organization, It welcomed the eo-ordinati'on of effort' which paid due , 

regard to the Constitution of WHO and the Charter of UNICEF and the 

relations established between them,, and enabled requests for assistance 

to be handled jointly by both Organizations in accordance with the guiding 

principles laid down by the Economic and Social Council in Resolution 

222(XI)
1

. 

Assembly proposals not in.cluded in the budget 

58
e
 The Director-General called the attention of the Committee to the 

fact that he had not provided in the programme and budget estimates for 
2 _ 

I 9 5 2 for certain recommendations of the Third World Health Assembly: 

(1) The establishment of an expert committee on poliomyelitis. 

Because of the limitation on the number of Headquarters' personnel, 

the Director-General felt that it would not be possible to convene 

such a committee in 1952, 

(2) The establishment of an.expert committee on rheumatic diseases. 

No provision was made fpr the convening of such a committee for the 
» • • » 

reasons given under (l) above, 

(3) Study of the problem of dental health, There is no provision in 

the 1952 budget for dental activities
f
 The Board will recall however 

that a study was made in 1950 on this subject with, a view to presenting 
» • 

a programme for consideration by the Fourth World Health Assembly. 

59
0
 It is the opinion of the Committee that the Director-General has acted 

properly in not including these items in the 1952 budget, in view of the 

limited resources of the Organization and the greater urgency of other 

problems
n 

1 

2 
Off, Rec, World Hlth. O r g” 23, p. 30 and 31 

Off, Rec
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 World Hlth, Org», 28
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 resolutions WHA.3»21, WHA3.29, WHA3.33 



SECTION II_ 

OTHER BUDGETARY, FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS 

The 1951 Budget 

Supplemental Programme and Budget Estimates for 1951 and 

. . Balances of allotments to Inactive Members 

60. The： Committee found it convenient to consider and report on these 

matters together. 

61. It was noted that the Organization had done all that it could reasonably 

be ejected to do to establish whether or not it- was the desire of the 

inactive Members to continue to benefit by the allotments made to them in . 

prior years, the balances of which are set out in Annex 

62. •• It further noted that the sum of $313,780.07 represents cash funds now 

established to be available, and which have not otherwise been brought into 

account.
 1 

63. The Committee believes that it is desirable that the Executive Board 

should take steps to see that these funds 'are employed without delay in a 

.manner which would conply with any restrictions which were originally placed 

on their use. It further notes that the amount of $313i780.07 is made up as 

follows : 

(X) Funds originally transferred to the Interim Commission of T7H0 

from ；UNRRA the use of ivhich was restricted to health activities 

.in countries eligible to receive aid from UNRRA -.$179,665,28. 

⑵...Funds transferred to the Tiorld Health Organization by UÎJRRA 

(UNRRA Special Fund) the use of which is restricted to programmes 

approved by the ТШО/UNICEF Joint Committee on Health Policy -

$37,500. 

⑶ Funds allotted under the 1949 regular budget of ÏÏH0 - $96,614.79. 



64. In considering the use to be made of these funds, the Committee deemed 

it desirable to consider the matter of financing the supplemental budget 

estimate for 1951 totalling $245,344 in respect of the continuation during 

1951 of relief and rehabilitation for the civilian population of Korea. 

65. ‘ The Committee understands that Korea is one of the countries eligible 

to receive funds indicated under (1) of paragraph 63. It therefore suggests 

that the Board may wish to consider using the sum of $179,665.29 in part 

cover of the suggested supplemental estimate, as this use woulc? manifestly 

be in accordance with the conditions imposed at the time when the funds were 

made available to the Organization. 

66. The Committee, having taken this first step/ believes that the balance 

of the supplemental estimate could well be met by drawing in pa,rt on the sum 

of 196,614.79 indicated under (3) of paragraph 63 and the balancé of 

$30,936 be used towards、the financing of the 1952 budget estimates. 

67. ‘ The Committee farther recommends that the amount shown under (2) of 

paragraph 63 of $37,500 of the UNRRA Special Fund should be used aà 

additional income available for the financing of the 1952 budget estimates. 

68. The Committee therefore recommends to the Board the adoption of the 

following resolution: 

The Executive Board 

Having endorsed the commitments in connexion with relief for the 

civilian population in Korea made by the Director-General in 1950 to 

the Secretary-General of the United Nations, and 

Having considered the supplemental budget estimates for 1951 sub-

mitted to it by the Director-General, which are designed to continue in 

1951 the commitments made to the Secretary-General of the United Nations 

in 1950, and . 

Having considered that the financing of the supplemental budget 

estimates can be handled either through supplemental assessments 

against Member States or by utilizing any easting unused balances, and 



Having noted that Korea is one of the countries eligible to receive 

aid from UNRRA, 

!••.. AUTHORIZES the Director-General to withdraw the unused balances of 

the allotments to inactive Members indicated in Annex I (plus any-

further sums which may become available from "the same source) and to 

place the entire amount in the suspense account established by the .: 

Third T7orld Health Assembly
1

; 

• ' -, - 、 . . • 

2• RECOMMENDS to the Fourth IVorld Health Assembly that the supple— 

mental budget estimates be approved and that the best method of 

financing these estimates would be. to make available for the purpose 

from the suspense account such ajuount as иау be necessary j 
• . • • • 

2 . :.. 

3. DECIDES, under its authority ， that, pending decision by the Fourth 

17oi>ld Health Assembly concerning the method of financing the supplement— 

al estimates for Korea, the Director-General should draw on the '.Vorking 

Capital Fund for this purpose, and that any advances withdrawn under 

.this authority should be replaced in accordance with any decision • 

relating thereto taken by the Assembly；' and ‘ 

4. RECOMMENDS to the Fourth ForId Health Assembly the adoption of the 

following resolution; , 

The Fourth 17orld Health Assembly 

Having considered the report of the Executive Board on the 

supplemental budget estimates for 1951 to cover the e^enses of 

the Forld Health Organization for relief to the civilian 

population in Korea, and 

Having considered ways and means in which this supplemental 

budget can best be financed, and 

Having noted that Korea is one of the countries eligible to 

receive aid from UNRRA, and 

1 • 

Oif. Rsc. World Hlth Org., 28, Rts. 3.105. II.4 

Off. Rec. Tor Id Hlth Org., 28, p.48, Res. 17HA3.105.I.3 
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- •• . . ‘ • ‘ • • ! . ‘ . . . • • • _. . • ‘ 

Having noted that the Executive Board at its seventh session 

authorized the Director-General to withdraw the unused balances 
• : . , 

of allotments to inactive Kerabers of the Organization and to 

place, the entire amount in the suspense account established by the 
1 

Third World Health Assembly 、 

, . l. APPROVES the supplemental budget for 1951 by increasing 

Appropriation Section 5 of Part II.of the "Appropriation 
2 . 

Resolution for the financial year 1951" in an amount not to 

exceed $245,344, and . 

2。 DECIDES that the funds in the suspense account be used, inter 

alia, for financing the supplemental budget, and -

3. AUTHORIZES the Director-General to transfer an amount not to 

exceed $245,344 from the suspense account as an addition to the 

other income available for the financing of the Appropriation 

Resolution for the financial year 1951 as amended herein. 

The present financial position of ТШО 

69。 In addition to the details furnished in respect of 七 h e ' further items 

included in this section of the Standing Committee
1

s report, the Executive 

Board will m s h to have some comments from the Committee on the. Organization's 

. b u d g e t receipts and e^enditures since its inauguration in 1948. 

70. 1948 . 

The budget of 800,000 approved for 1948 by‘the First T/orld Health 

Assembly included an amount of $1^650^000 for TTorking Capital Fund purposes 

(Part III)， and the.total net assessments against Member states‘towards 
3 

Parts I, II and IV of that budget amounted to ft2,30é,262«42, As of 31 

Decen±ier 1950, the total contributions received in respect of such assess-

ments amounted to |1,944,429.27 v • The net outstanding arrears for 19.48, as 
• 

^ Off. Rec. World Hlth O r g” 28, Res,
 Г

ЖЗ^Ю5, II.4 
Off. Rec. Y/orld Hlth Org。，至，Res. ”ЛАЗД09 

О ‘ " 

-
3

 The addition of Parts I, II, III and IV of the assessment budge.t will not result 
in a total of ^4,800,000 because 々22,726 m s t be deducted as credits in respect 
of apportionment of assessments and ^866,463^58 raust be added for transfer to 
the Working Capital Fund. ‘ 



of 31 December 1950, amounted to ^361,833：15, including ^302,610.66 in 

respe et of those Member States who^ for the present at any rate, are re.^ar^ed 

as inactive Members» Excluding these latter assessments; the contributions 

collected to c'ate in respect of the year 1948 can therefore be regarded as 

reasonably satisfactory, and in fact the Organization
1

s position in this 

connexion comparewS favourably w i t h the other specialized agencies -

As a result of the defections of the inactive and some other Members, 

the е̂фепсИtures under the 1948 budget have exceeded the receipts for that 

year, but by decision of the Second. ITorld Health Assembly the unused, 

balances from the appropriations for 1948 were transferred to the forking 

Capital Fund and the Standing Conmiittee is now recomendingy - xirider another 

heading
i
 the adoption by the Executive Board of a proposal whereby these 

unused balances will be transferred to the suspense accourrtr from which the 

1948 deficits- due to the failure of the inactive Members to pay their con-

tributions^ can be met « , . '•： 

The Board will note with satisfaction that the Interim Commis-sioc and 

TYHO debts to the United Nations) were completely liquidated during 195〇。 

Provision for the repayment of the 工 j i t e r i m Commission debt was included in 

the 1948 budget
 c
. 

1949 . 

The assessments against Member States towards the '1949 budget of 

益5,000-000 amounted to' ¿5 .C46 .293 and as of 31 December 19.50, the total con-
• . . . . . 

tributions received in respect of such assessments amounted to ^4^144
5
274

9
17. 

Since that date further contributions for 1949 have been received. The 

outstanding arrears for 1949^ as of 31 December 1950
;
 include ,¿764^248 in 

respect of the inactive Members and if，as for 194.8, these contributions 

are excluded from the arrears calculation the position can again be regarded 

as reasonably satisfactory.. 

The Organization^ expenditure for 1949, although appreciably within the 

amount of the approved budget, has exceeded the receipts for that year and 

the failure of the inactive Kembors^ whose numbers increased during 19^9, to 

pay their assessed contributions can be said to have contributed largely to 

the 1949 budget deficit « 



75. In view of this position, the Third Torld. Health Assembly dec-Лей that 

the budget surplus.for 1949, anountirif to
 v
603

;
256,47, should be transferred 

to the suspense account and the difference between the 1949 arrears of the 

inactive Members and the budget surplus for that year, amounting to 

； > 1 6 0 , 9 9 1 с53, represents a mtMra-ral from the T.'orking Capital Fund and a 

budget deficit, which m i l be liquidated if the Committee
1

 s proposal in 

paragraph 71 above is adopted. 

76. . 1 9 5 0 

The Organization's accounts for the year 1950 are not yet available, 

but a table sho^iring the assessments, receipts and outstanding contributions 

as of 31 December 1950 is contained in Annex II, and in the item on "Status 

of Contributions" the Committee submits for the Board's consideration and 

adoption certain measures with .a. view to securing more prompt payment of\ 

Members' contributions.. The contributions collected up to 31 December 1950 

in respe et of that year cannot be regarded as satisfactory, but further pay-

ments are expectsri in the near future which will effect a considerable 
• 4 • 

iirprovement • 

77 • The 'action taken by the Executive Board at its fifth session, anĉ  

later ccnfirrned by the Third :ï。rld Heríth Assembly, in fixing a level of 

budget expenditure for 1950 has ensured that the continued defection of the 

inactive Members m i l not result in the budget,e^enditure for 1950 

..exceeding.the receipts in respect of that year, 

78• Advances to the forking Capital Fund, again excluding the assessments 

against the inactive Members/ have been reasonably satisfactory and in a 

separate item the Coimnittee has supported proposals • for a revision of the 

Fund,which, if adopted, ivill reduce the gross amount of the Fund but at the 

same time produce a more realistic position。 

• . . . • 

‘ s proposal to improve the financial position of the Organization 

ттштт» Id ma н м _i • ma i" 1 _ •••«•••，__• m •_ _ - — i •• _ "i f — » — • •. • �__i_ i_ i —^ i mu i •_ • i , i i m m i ••! —• *， 
• 

79. The Coimnittee gave full and careful consideration to the Director-General
1

 s 

proppsals in Annex III for inprovinp： the financial position of the Organization. 

The Çirector-General's proposal.‘in brief, recomnends that the Fourth T'orld 

Health Assembly reverse the decision of the Second
 r

/orlc! Health Assemblyj 



whereby the 1948 budgetary surplus of ‘866,463.58 was transferred to the 

Working Capital Fund, and place this amount in the Suspense Account estab-

lished by the Third ITorld Health Assembly. 

8D. The Committee is in general agreement with the Director-General
f

 s 

proposal, but considers that action to reverse a previous
 v

.orld Health 

Assembly decision should be taken only m t h reluctance and after very 

careful consideration of all factors, including the repercussions on the 

financial stability of the Organization and the further financial liability 

which may fall on its Members• 

81. The gross forking Capital Pune
1

 establishment at 31 December 195〇 wgs 

058^496«43 and the adoption of the Director-General
1

 s proposal with other 

considerations, would give the follomng position: 

Gross forking Capital Fund 
Deduct 

(a) I948.Budget surplus 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Adjusted "forking Capital 
Fund Establishment 

Outstanding "forking Capital 
Fund assessments against 

.Inacti/re Members 

Effective T/orking Capital Fund 

Outstanding vrithiirawals in respect 
of 1948 and 1949 Budget 
Deficits U97,587.38 

forking Capital Fund 
assessments still due 
from other than 
Inactive Members CI 

(c) 

1 5 2 , 3 4 3 . 8 6 

Total cash in Tforking Capital Fund 

Reserve for Executive 
Boarc

1

 Fund 

Effective Cash forking Capital Fund 

C4,058,496.43 

866,463.58 

C3,192,032.85 

« 439,398.08 

§2,752,634.77 

I 349,931,24 

t2,402,703.53 

j 300,000.00 

^2,102,703.53 

82. Further, the adoption of the Director-General's proposal vroul^ mean, in 

effect, that v463..602.19 of the surplus of ^866,463.58 from 1943 would be 

used to meet the defections of certain Members. The cash element of the 



surplus of ¿866,463.58 amounts to 0734,326.73 and of this sum 1233,644.86 

would be used for the. Building FUnd. ИбЗ,б02.19 would be used, to meet 

defections referred to above, leaving a cash balance of 各37,079.68. The 

disposal of this cash balance would be a matter for consideration by the 

Fourth IVorld Health Assembly. 

.The. Committee agrees that the actual cash position of the '""orking 

Capital Fund would not be materially affected by the adoption of the 

Director-General's proposal, but the fact remains that the gross Fund is 

reduced to 192,032.85'of which “439,398.08 are outstanding arrears of 

the inactive Members, and to a cash level (for budget purposes) of 

¿2,102,703. 

The external auditor has-stated that a cash balance of 000,000 in 

thë forking Capital Fund is necessary for the Organization's budget needsj 

and since the above amount of 102,703 does represent actual cash.the 

Committee considers that a gross 7,'orking Capital Fund of 192,032.85 

should be adequate to meet the Organization's needs. 

Apart froffi;other considerations, the Director-General
1

 s proposal has 

merit in- t h a t : . . . 

(!) brings the action for disposal of the budgetary surplus for 

!948 into line with the actiçn taken in respect of the years 1949, 

1950.and 1951; . 

⑵ it sinplifies the accounting arrangements for the Forking Capital 
:

Fun.d and removes certain anomalies which now exist, e.g. crediting 

contributions in the V.'Orkxng С api tal Fund to countries which have 

nbt paid anything and, in two cases., are not yet Members. 

Subject, therefore, to the adoption of a gross forking Capital Fund in 

an amount not exceeding ^3,192,032.85, the Committee recommends the adoption 

of the Director-General's proposal and the adoption by the Executive Board 

of the following resolution: 

The Executive Board * • 

Having considered the proposal by the Director-General for-.. 

improving the financial position of the Organization; • 



Desiring to remedy the present financial difficulties brought 

about by certain Member States no longer being interested in the 

Organization; 

Believes that the proposal of the Director-General is sound anrl 

requests the Director-General to circulate this proposal, together 

m t h this resolution, to all Member States for their consideration 

prior to the Fourth Torld Health Assembly;
 c 

RECOîâffiMDS to the. Fourth T^orld Health Assembly the adoption of 
. . . •. 

the follomng resolution: 

• ‘ 

The Fourth T.orld Health Assembly 

Having considered a report made by the- Seventh' Session of 

the Executive Board on the financial position of the Organization^ 

• and 

Notwithstanding the decision of the Second Yforld Health 
1 “ 

Assembly 

1» RESOLVES to transfer the 1948 budgetary surplus from thé 

•forking Capital Fund to the suspense account established by the 

Third VTorld Health Assembly
2

; 

2. REQUESTS the Director-General to meet from the 1948 budgetary-

surpluses transferred to the suspense account the cash deficits 

for the years 1948 and 1949 resulting from the non-payment of 

contributions by certain Members and to effect an appropriate 

charge against the suspense account; it being nevertheless under-

stood that this action will in no. way relieve those Member States 

concerned of their obligations to the Organization in respect to 

the contributions assessed on those Governments； 

3. RESOLVES to revoke the decision of the Third 'Vorld Health 

Assembly in respect'to* the establishment of a Building Fund by 

cancelling paragraphs 5，6, 7 and 8 of Resolution V.Tî/O »105, and 

1

 TVHA2,57 
2

 1ШАЗ.Ю5 



authorize the establishment of a Building Fund by the transfer of 

v233>645 from the 1948 budgetary surpluses transferred to the 

suspense account, which Building Fund shall remain available until 

the coirpletion of the building operation and liquidation of all 

obligations, notwithstanding the provisions of the Financial 

Regulations. Upon corripletion and liquidation of the outstanding 

obligations any balances remaining shall be returned to the 

suspense accountj 

4. RESOLVES to suspend the application of Financial Regulations 

13 and 16 (e)
1

 for 1952 and future years until such time as the 

financial position of the Organization is such that these surpluses 

can be used in accordance with such Regulations; 

5
#
 DECIDES that the financial position of the suspense account 

should be reviewed by each Health Assembly; and 

6. DECIDES further that notwithstanding the decision of the 

Third rorld Health Assembly, the establishment of the
 v

orking » • 

Capital Fund is hereby changed to v3,192^032,85• • 

Level of expenditure for 1951 

87, The Committee, after full consideration of Annex IV and of all infor-

mation adduced in connexion with this matter, reached the conclusion that no 

significant change had occurred in the financial position of the Organization 

since the Executive Board, at its sixth’ session, set the eyp enditure level 

for 1951 at (>6,150,000 and that, therefore, the Committee could not recommend 

that any change should be made in that figure • 

88, On the other hand, the position with regard to the funds transferred t о 

YvTîO f^om the Office International d
f

Hygiène Publique, in - accordance with and 

accepted by Resolution .98, was such that the amourrb of
 Sl
82,057, referred 

to in Annex IV should be formally added to the sum previously fixed by the 

Board, and accordingly, the Committee recommends to the Board the adoption 

of the following resolution: 

1

 The reference to 13 and 16(e) will need revision if the Financial 
Regulations referred to in paragraph 98 et seq. are adopted. 



The Executive Board 

Taking note that there have been no significant changes since the 

matter was considered by the Board at its sixth session; 

Having considered the latest available information concerning the 

anticipated income for 1951î and 

Considering it necessary to provide for the functions to be 

carried out in 1951 with the funds transferred to the Organization by 

the Office International d
!

Hygiène Publique; 

RESOLVES that the expenditure level for 1951 shall remain at the 

amount of ；¿)6Д5〇，000 plus the amount of ¿82,057, funds transferred 

from the Office International d
1

Hygiène Publique, making a total of 

¿6,232,057• 

Status of contributions 

89• The Committee considered Annex II and noted that during 1950 the status 

of contributions had improved in respect of the years 1948 and 1949 • As at 

31 December 195〇，the net arrears for 1948 amounted to ¿361,833.15 and for 

the year 1949 the arrears amounted to 0902,018,15. Excluding the,assess-

ments for the years 1948 and 1949 of the remaining members were 2.57^ and 

2.13% respectively• 

90m Tilth regard to the year 1950, the outstanding arrears as at 31 

December 1950 amounted to C2,921,018,78 or 4 1 o f the assessments for 

that year. Further contributions are expe-cted shortly which will reduce 

these arrears considerably, -but the Committee considered that the 1950 

position was not yet satisfactory and that steps should be taken to bring 

to the notice of all members fhe desirability of meeting their obligations 

as quickly as possible after the due date, and recommends for consideration 

of the Executive Board t 

(1) That wherever an opportunity occurs, and -with the active co-

- ‘ operation of the Regional Director, an official from Headquarters 

should visit Members who are in arrears and, as part of their 

discussions on other matters, press for early payment of 



outstanding contributions. ‘ 

(2) That with the monthly "Status of Contributions" statements for 

February or March 1951, all Members should be informed: 

(a) as to the number, amounts and percentages of arrears for 

each year, and of the same details in respect of the ""crking 

Capital Fund, and further ' 
« ‘ . 

(b) that as at 1 January Members who have not paid their con-

tributions for the preceding year are in arrears for that 

year j 

(c) that default or delay in the payment of contributions 

towards budget e^enditure may result in a severe drain on 

the Working Capital Fund and place an undue liability on 

other Member States5 

(d) that ТЛЮ programmes can be carried out only to the extent 

that funds are available, and that the failure of Members 

to pay their assessed contributions promptly mast, at 

least, hamper the execution of work approved in the 

budgets, and may result in the abandonment or curtailment 

of certain programmes; 

(e) that the financial difficulties which beset some Members 

are appreciated but that "."HO work is of world-wide importance 

and application, and this -work can continue and progress 

only through the constant support of Members; 

Finally, all Members should be asked to (l) make provision in their 

national budgets for regular payment of annual contributions to ГНО, (2) 

make payment of the current contributions as early as possible after the 

due date, and (3) provide for the liquidation of any outstanding budget and 

Working Capital Fund arrears as quickly as possible. 

The Committee accordingly recommends to the Executive Board the 

adoption of the following resolution: 



The Executive Board 

After considering.the status -of' contributions to the budgets and 

assessments to the lïorking Capital Fund of the Organizationj 

. - . • 

1» NOTES that certain Members are still in arrears for the years 1948 

and 1949 and that the position, as at 31 Dècémber 1950, in respect of 

the year 1950 is not satisfactory; 

2. CALLS upon these Members ‘ to make payment of "their contributions 

as quickly as possible} 

3. REQUESTS the Director-General to 

"Status of Contributions" statement a 

position at 31 December 1950,.and 

include with the next monthly-

statement saimraarizing the arrears 

4. DRA
v

ïS to the attention of Members the fact that default or delay 

in payment of contributions may result in a severe drain on the 

Working Capital Fund and place undue liability on other Member States. 
• • * • 

Further that TVHO programmes' can only be carried out to the extent that 

funds are available and that'failure of Members to pay their assessed 

contributions may-result in the abandonment or curtailment of certain 

programmesj that the financial difficulties which beset some Members 

are appreciated but that the work of the World Health Organization is 

of world-wide inpcrtance and this work, can continue and progress only 

through the constant stipport of Members j 

5. REQUESTS all Members to make payment in full of the outstanding 

arrears and thereafter to make provision in their national budgets for 

regular payment of annual contributions iro the l?orld Health Organization 

and to make payment of such contributions as early as possible after' 

the due date； and 

REQUESTS all Members in arrears to advise the Director-General 

prior to 1 May 1951 of the action taken by them or shortly expected in 

this.respect in order that the full report called for by Resolutions 

m 3 . 7 3 and
 T

*m3.74 may be submitted to the Fourth
 r

forld Health 

Assembly. 



The Committee believes that the earnest attention of the Executive 

Board should be given to the situation of those Members affected by the 

Resolution passed at the Second Т/orlcî Health Assembly, reading as follows : 

The Second World Health
:

 Assembly 

RESOLVES to adopt the following policy and. procedure when the 
contribution to be paid by a Member is in arrears: 

ïïhen the contribution has not been paid by any Member in full, by 
the ehd of the year for which the assessment is made, that Member 
shall be considered to be in arrears。 Then any Member is in arrears, 
the Director-General shall conimunicate with the Member concerned to 
ascertain the reasons for the delay in payment and what arrangements 
can be made for payment。 He shall submit to the next session of the 
Executive Board a report on the result of his enquiries» 

T.Tien the contribution has not been paid by any ÏJember in full 
by the end of the year following the year for which the assessment 
is made^ that .Member shall be considered to be in arrears for one 
year, warranting consideration by the next convened meeting of the 
IVorld Health Assembly

 ¿ 

A full report on the circumstances of the case shall be furnished 
by the Executive Board to the World Health Assembly and the Health 
Assembly may^ after consideration of that report, take such action, 
if any, as it considers necessary anc

1

' appropriate
r
 by invoking all or 

part of Article 7 of the Constitution。 

In this connexion the Committee invites the attention of the Executive 

Board to the following resolutions: 

ÏÏHA3-73，.which provides, inter alia. 

The Third TTorld • Health Assembly^ 

TThile noting the resolution by the Second World Health Assembly 
and the recommendations of the Executive Board in ptirauance. of that 
resolution^ that action be taken as provided in Article 7 of the 
Constitution, also consic'ers that 

？Ulereas certain of these Members have paid all but a small 
proportion of their contributions, 

l/7hereas other Members have indicated that they have put in 
motion their legislative machinery to pay their contributions, and 

TVhereas other Members have only recently joined the Organization 
and therefore have not been able to arrange for payment through their 
legislative bodies; 



1. RESOLVES that additional time shall be given to these Members 
to acquit themselves of their financial obligations to the Organization, 
and calls upon them to do so promptly； 

2, REQUESTS the Executive Board to furnish a full report to the 
Fourth World Health Assembly on any Members whose assessments to the 
1948 budget have not been paid at. the time of convening of the Assembly‘， 
together with recommendations for any action that the Board may consider 
necessary and appropriate. 

1БА3.74, -vriiich provides : 

The Third World Health Assembly, 

Having considered a report on the status of contributions to the 
"budget for 1949, again 

.1. .CALLS upon Members who have failed to pay in full their'assessed 
contributions to the budget for that year'to acquit themselves of their 
financial obligations to the Organization promptly； 

Realizing that.at the time of convening the Fourth World Health 
Assembly.Members whose assessments to the 1949 budget have not been 
paid； "will.be in arrears for one year, 

2. REQUESTS the Executive Board to furnish a full report to the Fourth 
..World Health Assembly on any Members whoss assessments to the 1949 

budget have not been paid in full at the time of convening of the ‘ 
Assembly) together with recommendations for any action that the Board may-
consider necessary and appropriate,. 

Scale of Assessments 

95. After study of Annex V the Committee recommends to the Executive Board 

the adoption of the following resolution: 

The Executive Board 

Having examined the scale of assessments for Israel, Korea and 

,Viet-Nam as requested in Resolution 

Noting that the scale of assessment for Israel to the United 

Nations has not been altered, 

Considering that the state of hostilities in Korea has rendered 

valueless most of the information at present available in respect of 

th^t country, and 

1 …― 
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Noting that there has been no change in the available information 

affecting the criteria on which the assessment of Viet-Nam was 

originally based, 

RECOMMENDS to the Fourth Tforld Health Assembly the adoption of 

the following resolution:• 

The Fourth ‘ V.'orld Health Assembly ̂  • 

Noting the information contained in the resolution of the 

'• Executive Board at its seventh session, …： .；'：• 

1* RESOLVES that the*définite assessment of Israel for the years 

1949, 1950 and 1951 shall be 14 units; and ‘ 

2. RESOLVES that, subject to review in respect of future yëars, the 

scale of assessments for Korea and Viet-Nam for 1952 be as follows: 
• • . - . . . » », 

• , 

Korea 5 units 

Viet-Nam 25 units 
‘ » • -

96» The. Committee noted, that available records did not always indicate the 

factors on which assessments were based • Jt recommends that, the factors 

previously taken into account in establishing a provisional assessment 

should be before the Assembly when it considers any appeal against such 

assessments. .•.. . 
» • • • . ： • • » 
Currency of contributions 

. • ； • . • 

97» In view of the position, as explained in Annex VI，the Committee 

recommends to the Executive Board the adoption of the fpllomng resolution; 

The Executive Board 

After considering the report of the Direсtor-General on the currency 

оГ' contributions • 

1# NOTES that the matter is being considered jointly with the United 

Nations and the other specialized agencies； and . ，• :• 

2. REQUESTS the Director-Gener.al to continue his study of the question 

and to report any further developments to the Executive Board» 
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Review of Financial Regulations 

98. The Committee noted that in accordance with the resolution of the 

Third World. Health Assembly , Members had been advised of the suggested 

uniform Financial Regulations provisionally accepted by the Administrative 

Committee on Coordination and that ample time had elapsed for Members to 

consider the draft. 

99, The Committee was of the opinion that the adoption of such uniform 

Regulations is a welcome step forward. It agreed that a normal further 

step WQuld be the adoption by the United Nations and the specialized 

agencies of uniform financial rules, as far as is practicable； taking into 

.account the individual needs of each of the Organizations-» 

100. The Committee discussed the Regulations one by one and it was agreed 

that the following changes should be made in the proposed Regulations set 

out in Annex VII, pages 4 - 1 3： . 

Article 3.5 There should be inserted after the words "Health Assembly" 
t h e

 following words: "and, if. possible., four weeks prior to the appropriate 

meeting of the Executive Board". 

Article 3.P In order that the article may indicate the normal sequence 

of events, it was agreed to change Article 3.9 to read as follows.: 

"The Director-General shall prepare supplementary estimates in a * 

form consistent with the annual estimates and shall submit guch 

estimates to the Executive Board and to the Health Assembly. 

The Executive Beard shall review such estimates and report 

thereon." 

Article 4.3 The last sentence of this article should read: "The cash 

balance of the appropriations shall be surrendered." . 
• 

101. There was some discussion as to how such cash balances would be 

apportioned to the Member States. The Committee understood that one inter-

national agency apportioned such cash balances only to those Members 

Off. Rec. I^orld Hlth Org. 28, 66 



who had paid their contributions for the year in question. After some 

further discussion it was agreed to ask the Director-General to have this 

matter considered by the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination in an 

effort to have a uniform method, adopted by all international agencies. 

Article .7.2 The Committee felt that .this article conflicted with Article 

57 of the Constitution and this view was confirmed by the Legal Section of 

the Organization. Article 57 of the Constitu.tion reads as follows: 

"The Health Assembly or the Board acting, on behalf of 
the Health Assembly may accept and administer gifts and 
bequests made to the Organization provided that the conditions 
attached to such gifts or bequests are acceptable to the Health 
Assembly or the Board and are consistent with the objective and 
policies of the Organization." 

The Committee accordingly decided to delete the é¿Lsting draft Article 7.2 

and to substitute therefor the following:• ‘ •
：
 .. 

"7.2 Gifts or bequests, whether or not in cash, 'may
:

'be • 

provisionally accepted by the Director-General, • 

subject to the provisions of Article 57 of the 
...,••• . . . ., . . • • - ‘ ； ... » .• 

:

Constitution." 

Artiele 11.4 This article as drafted reads as follows : 

"The annual accounts shall be submitted by the Director-General 
to the Auditor(s) not later than 28 February following the end 
of the financial year." 

• .. - ' • • • •. 
102. Tfte Committee noted that the date of 28 February Was inserted in 

place of 31 March (which is the date appearing in the United Nations 

Regulations) because of the practieal difficulties involved in providing 

the External Auditor with.sufficient time to carry out his task and to 

report to the Assembly in May. It was recalled that the same provision 

was included in the provisional Financial Regulations adopted by the First 

¥orld Health Assembly, and that at the time these provisional Regulations 

were adopted it was pointed out that,- whilst the.Secretariat would exper- • 

ience great difficulty- in complying therewith,, every effort- would be made 

to do so. The Committee learned that, in fact, the requirement had never 

been complied with fully but, on the understanding that every effort would 

continue to be made, it was agreed that the words "if possible" should be 

inserted after the word "Auditor(s)" in the draft. 



Article 11.5 The Committee agreed that Reflation 33 of the provisional 

financial Regulations might properly be incorporated in the.Financial 

• Regulations, and it was decided to include it as Article 11-,5' which will 

therefore read as follows : 

“
1 1

*
5

 The Health Assembly, after examination cf the financial 

report of. - the Director-General, the. report of the External 

Aur>itor(s), and any observations of the Board thereon, 

may disallow any item in the accounts which.it considers 

improper and direct the corresponding, amendment of the 

" . a c c o u n t s . If the Health Assembly disallows any item, it 

shall decide what steps shall be taken to deal with"the 

matter.." 

Article 15.2 . The Committee agreed add at the end of this article the 

words: ."subject to confirmation by the Executive Board at its next 

meeting." 
• • 

1 0 3

*
 A f t e r

 approving the foregoing changes the Committee recommends to 

the Board the adoption of the following resolution: 

The Executive Board ' 

Having considered the report of the Director-General concerning 

the adoption of uniform Financial Regulations as approved by the 

Administrative Committee on Co-ordination; 

Taking note of the approval by the United Nations General 

Assembly of Financial Regulations together with the request that 

the specialized agencies adopt similar Financial Regulations with 

such alterations as are required to meet their constitutional 

provisiona and organizational structure; 

RECOMMENDS to the Fourth rorld Health Assembly the adoption 

for the l^orld Bealth Crganizatlon of the Financial ReguTations 

contained in Annex VII and proposes the adoption by the Fourth 

World Health Assembly of the following resolution: 



л .The Fourth.World .Health Assembly 
“ ' . . . j .„ - ••.:、...•，..•:.... ' i . ,. .• 

“"…Considering the' desirability of adopting ..Financial Regulations 
• ' • ： - . 、 . . • 

• ‘ which are .as. uniform.as.possible with those of the United Nations and 

•the specialized agencies with only such alterations as are required 

to meet- thé constitutional provisions and organizational structure 

of the. uorld Health Organization; 

......, DECIDES to, adopt .the proposed Financial Regulations container! 

in Anr>ex VII. as the Financial Regulations of the Tvorlc
1

 Health 

Organization. 
• » ‘ ^ . : . i . ... •• <. •： ., 

104. The Committee noted that several matters of relatively minor import-

ance covered bx the ]X оvisional financial Regulations were not included in 

the new draft, and after discussion agreed that such matters could more 

suitably be dealt with in amended Financial Rules which, in accordance 

with Article Î6.1 are reported annually to the Health Assembly after 
• . ... 

confirmation by the Executive Board. 

. . . . . . 、 •• • 

Supplies for governmental programmes 

105. The
:

 Committee considered：：the statement in paragraph 1 of Annex VIII 

that "̂ШО should：： be responsible' for supplies to governments (medical 

supplies and. equipment) in certain connexions, and recalled the Ю 

policy in regard to the Organization's supply functions. 'This is well 

summarized in the folloivirig extract from the comments of the Executive 

Board on the 1950 Budget： .. . , . ... . - ,••：： . . .； .； ' 
. ‘ • • . 

‘•. , ；. . 

"2. Supplies ‘ . .、 

2.1 ‘ Although the' Bôàrd recognizes thë-^critical： need for health and 
medical supplies in many areas of the world, it believes that the 
distribution of these commodities is basically an economic problem. 
The Board feels that one of the functions of УШ0 is to assist and 
support governments in the utilization of international economic 
machinery in efforts to obtain supplies for health purposes. 

2.2 Ulereas WHO should provide supplies required for its own work, 
including its demonstration teams, the Board is of the opinion that 
it is not within the province of, nor is it possible for the Organization 
to make itself responsible for supplies required by governments. However, 
the Board recognizes that. it. may be 'desirable.in some cases for supplies 



to be made available for spcific projects examined in advance in 
detail and approved by the Executive Board, either to continue the 
implementation of programmes after the WHO demonstration teams have 
finished their task

3
 or to implement or further a health project 

carried out by a governmental health administration. 
1" 

2.2.1 Governments will pay for these supplies wherever possible•»« 

The above views which applied to the regular budget of the Organization 
2 

were approved by the Second Health Assembly in Resolution WHA2#73. 

IO6• The Crinmittee tojk note of the information set 春ut in Annex IX 

relative to an agreement entered, intr between WHO and the Co-operative for 

American Remittances tc Europe Inc. (CARE)^ and suggests that the Executive 

Beard request the Director-General to report on this matter to the next 

session of the Board• 

107- Having studied Annex X, the Committee recûmmënds to the Executive 

Board the adoption of the following resolution: 

The Executive Board • 

Having referred to Resolution WHA3.42 of the Third World Health 

Assembly, and having examined the document on "Supplies for Govern-

mental Programmes" submitted by the Director-General, 

NOTES the comments of the Director-General； 

APPROVES the preliminary actions so far taken? and 

REQUESTS the Directcr-General to complete his exajnination and to 

submit à report； together with.recommendations， either to the Fourth 

World Health Assembly or to a later session of the Executive Beard• 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1

 Off, Rac. World Hlth- Org. 18, v. 
2
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Tax reimbursement for 1951 

The Committee agreed that there are two aspects to this problem: 

(l) the equality of treatment among Member Governments; and (2) the 

equality of treatment among staff
л
 It was agreed that as a matter of 

principle it was undesirable that there be a difference of treatment among 

the States Members whioh resulted when some states taxed their nationals 

in the employ of WHO and others did not, but it was also undesirable and 

impraotioafele to adopt any measure which would resiüt in unequal treatment 

of staff.-

The Committee noted that legislation is now pending in the United States 

which, if adopted, w o l d have the effect of relieving nationals of the 

United Státes, employed by international agencies which had tax assessment 

schemes, from dual payment of taxes* At such time as this legislation is 

adopted it would be possible to equalize the situation for States Members 

as well as for staff by adopting a tax assessment scheme along the same lines 

as that adopted by the United Nations. The Committee therefore agreed to 

recommend to the Executive Board the following resolution: 

• "•‘ •‘ • Î . •‘‘ .. . . 

The Executive Board-

On the recommendation of the Standing Committee on.Acimiriistration and 
. . 、 . ’ • . .： .... '' • • 

.Finance 
. .：• • ' . < . . . • • 

. . . . . • . . 、 . ... • 
AUTHORIZES the Director-General to reimburse staff members for national 

taxes (including ^tate taxes which they are obliged to pay) paid by them on 
. • 

salarie s and allowances received from the World Health Organization during 

1951. , ' . • •• • • 

Delegation of authority to the Director-General to accept gifts on behalf 
of the Organization 

In view of the (lonmiltt^e
 1

 s decision on Article 7奢2 of the Financial Regu-

lations as set forth in paragraph 101, it was' agreed that the only action whi^h 

the Board is required to take at its forthcoming session is to authorize the 

Director-General
>
 in the interval before the Fourth World Health Assembly 



considers the proposed Uniform Financial Regulations 

proposed Article 7.2 were already in effect. 

Ill, Thé Committee therefore reconimends to the Board 

following résolûtion: 

"The Executive Board 

to act as if the 

the adoption of the 

； - ' 、 • • . 

..：Considering the desirability, of empowering the Director-

Gene ral, pending the adoption-by. the Fpurth World Health Assembly 

队 Of ‘ reviaed Einan:ial Eegiilations^
 4
to accept provisicnally gifts 

and bequests offered to the Organization； *
 ; 

'•“ ...
;

 ‘ ‘
 !

 ’ .. - - ” ••‘ Í , . . , 
’... • . - • •• с ••:、.. . 

^SOLTííS that pending such adoption* gifts or bequests^ 

' whether .or not in cash,, xiiay Bè pr^Tieionally accepted by the 

DireptorrGeneral, subject to the provisions of Article 57 ,,.. 

' of thç Constitution." ‘ ‘ ' '
 :

 ..v, ••; 

/ ‘ •： ... .. ‘ ‘ ‘ “ • ‘： ... ........ . 
‘ • ... “ , “ ’ • * - . . • . • 

The Use .of Spanish in WHO Meétings » . . ’ 
. . . . . ‘ ‘“ ； .• ,. \ ‘'

 ;
 •

 4
 . • > 1 1 2

• The Committee- discussed a report óf ..the Direçtor^General (Annex XI) 

, ' • . - ‘ 

that prèsented the cost estimates for thé adoption of Spanish as a full or 

partial working language of the OrgaBizatión". While the. Committee noted the 

value of printing documents in Spanish, it. felt that the present financial 

situation was such that its use for. the present should Ъе limited to the 

.interpretation from and into Spanish of French anà English for sessions of 

the Asgembly, Executive Board and its Standing Committee/ Expert Committees 

； ,
a n d

 ótlier advisory bodies. The cost of providing this service in 1952 is 

estimated at $22^055. ... • 

The Committee therefore submits the following resolution to the 

.Executive Board for consideration. 

.ц :•；•• , 

The Executive
1

 Board. 
.• ； • . . * • • 

‘“BECÓMMENPS to the Fcurth World Health- Ás'sembly the adoption 

of the following： resolution: 



The Fourth World Health Assembly 

Having examined the proposals made Ъу the Executive Board 

for the amendment of Bules 66 add 67 of the rules of procedure 

of the World Health Assembly； 

Having noted the high proportion of Members whose national 

language is Spanish； 

Eecognizing the desirability of the interpretation of French 

and English from and into Spanish at sessions of the World Health 

Assembly, the Executive Board， Expert Committers and other advisory 

bodiesj 

RESOLVES that Bules 66 and 67 of the rules of procedure of 

The World Health Assembly Ъе ammended. to read as follows : 

Eule 66 

.•‘ . 

Speeches made in either of the working languages shall Ъе 

interpreted into the other working language and Spanish. 

Speeches made in Spanish shall be interpreted into both 

working languages• 

Bule 67 
\ . . . . 

Speeches made in any of the other official languages shall be 

interpreted into both working languages and into Spanish. 

Issue of special World Health stamps, labels and flags 
. • • • 

ИЗ. The Committee considered resolution WHA3.97 of the Third World Health ^ 

Assembly^ and agreed that in adopting this resolution the Assembly had endorsed 

the general principle of the issue by Member States of special World Health 

stamps or lábels and the sale of flags on World Health Day. The Committee 

agreed therefore that the duty of the Conimittee was to formulate a practical 

method of carrying out the Assembly^ resolution. 

lllf. The Committee further agreed that it was not the. intention of the Assembly 

that there should be one international stamp issued by the World Health 



Organization, but. that surcharged stamps might be issued by the postal 

administrations of the various countries, and that the sums realized from 
- • ‘ » 

such surcharge^ together with sales to philatelists, would be divided 

between the national health administrations of those countries and WHO on an 

agreed basis. 

115. The Committee was of the opinion that while labels which had no postage 

or philatelic value could also be used to raise funds, the revenue would 

probably not be as great as from the sale of postage stamps. However, they 

could be of value in stimulating public interest in the work of the 

Organization. The Committee noted this method of raising funds was already 

widely used by non-governmental organizations, and to be successful usually 

required careful planning, a paid secretariat and a large organization 

working on a voluntary basis, with publicity provided free of charge through 

the various media. 

1 1 6

•
 W i t h

 regard to flags, the Committee considered that this method of 

raising funds would only Ъе successful provided tbere was a nation-vide 

organization able to carry out the sale and to recruit members of volunteer 

vorkers for the street sale of flags or lapel emblems. 

117, A representative of the Director-General reported that the League oí 

Nations had had some e^erienoe with regard to the issuing of special sur-

charged stamps by Governments on behalf of international organizations, and 

quoted the following information from the official records of the -League 

of Nations (document A.23.1936.XII): 

"The Norwegian and, subsequently
;
 the French Government 

responded to an appeal made by the Nansen International Office 
for Refugees, and endorsed by the Assembly and Council, that 
Governments would issue postage stamps bearing a surcharge in 
favour of the funds of the Office. The issue :лайе Ъу the 
Norwegian Government consists of a series of four stamps of 
postal values of 10， 15, 20 and 30 Sre, each bearing Dr. Hansen's

5 

portrait, and a surcharge on these stamps has realized about 
30,000 Swiss francs during the first three and a half, nonths. 

The French Government made an issue of a 75-centime stamp 
with a surcharge of 50 centimes^ one-half of the proceeds of which 
are to Ъе transferred to the Office, the other half being reserved 



for refugee relief in France. The Office has already received a 
remitaance of French francs‘in respect of its share of the 
first two months' proceeds from that surcharge. 

In response to the questionnaire on this subject, it is 
gratifying to note that the Governments of the Netherlands and 
the United States did not send, negative replies, but intimated 
that the proposal vas not feasible at present." 

118. The Committee agreed that WHO could not afford to use from its owh 

limited resources any significant sums for furthering campaigns to sell stamps, 

labels and flags. 

119. The Committee recommends that in any agreement entered into with any 

Member State regardine the sale of WHO stamps； labels or flags, there should 

Ъе a provision that the sums retained by the national administration would 

Ъе used by that Administration for purposes in general conformity with the 

principles set forth in the Constitution of the World Health Organization. 

120. The Conmittee concluded that a suggestion should Ъе put forward to Member 

Governments asking the» where not prohibited by their laws, to consider the 

issuing of special World Health stamps, and that the revenue derived ЁРСЯЖ tJ&e 

surcharge on suoh stamps and the sales to philatelists should Ъе divided with 

the World Health Organization on an agreed basis. If Sovernments were unabl-e 

to issue special stamps of this kind, their attention should be drawn to the 

possibility of raising funds Ъу the issue of special labels or by tbe sale of 一 

flags on World Health Day, and that a portion of the consequent revenue should. 

be divided vith the World Health Organization on an agreed basis. The Committee 

felt that while the revenue to Ъе derived might not be large in some instances, 

the public information value to the Organization would Ъе of considerable 

importance. 

121. The Committee recommends to the Executive Board the adoption of the 

following resolution: 

The Exeflutive Board 

Having considered resolution WHA3-9? of "the Third. World Health 

Assembly； 



is a preceient for the ；principle of Goveraments 
' ' . • *. ' • i .... 

on. behalf‘of international organization in 

called Nansen Stamps at the request of the 

. . . ‘ • • . .. 

Considering that it - would not be feasible for the Organization 

itself to undertake the promotion of the sale on an international 

basis of World Health stamps, labels or flags because of the costs 

involved and the possible, conflict with existing campaigns carried 

out by both Governments and non-governmental organizations； 

Realizing however that the issuance of such stamps, labels or 

flags would stimulate public interest in the work of the Organization； 

1. SUGGESTS to Member Governments that whe-re possible they should 

consider issuing special World Health stamps-and that the monies . 

raised by the surcharge on s.uch stamps and by sales- to philatelists 

be divided between the World -Health Organization and the national 

health administrations on an agreed basis；• 

2. FUBTHEE SUGGESTS to Member Governments "that if it is not 

feasible for them to issue special stamps, they consider the 

issuing of labels and the sale of flags tinder analogous conditions； 
• • . . 

3. FURTHER SUGGESTS that any agreement entered into between the 

Organization and any Member State regarding the sale of WHO stamps, 

labels and flags should contain a provision that the sums retained 

Ъу the national health administrations of Member Stefces would be 
' . ••• 

use¿ for purposes in general conformity with the principles set 

forth in the Constitution of the World Health Organization； 

REQUESTS the Director-General to circulate"this resolution to 

all Member Governments• 

lîoting that there 

issuing special stamps, 

the issuance of the so-

League of Nations；、 



ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND ADMINISTRATIVE E,PIC.IENCY 

The Health Assembly 、.....… 

1?2. The Committee examined the question of Assembly procedures and docu-

Mentation, particularly close attention being paid to the procedure for 

consideration of the programme and budget. Four possible solutions were 

discussed： 

(1) To continue' the present arrangements； that the Committee 

on Programme and the Committee on Administration, Finance and 

Legal Matters consider separately the programme and the financial 

aspects and meet jointly to recommend appropriation of funds to 

each Part of the budget； 

(2) To continue with the two Main Committees but establish a 

working party, composed of 12 Members jointly appointed by the 

Chairman of the two Main Committees to consider programme and 

budget arid to report to a joint meeting of the two Main Committees. 

:Under this procedure the budget and the programme could be recon-

ciled early at each level； 

(3) To establish three Main Committees, one to discuss purely 

technical questions, one to consider administrative, financial and 

legal matters and the third to devote its attention to programme 

and budget considerations. The timetable could be arranged so 

that not more than two Main Committees met at any one time. 

(4) To establish two Main Committees^ one to consider programme 

and budget and one on administration, financial and legal matters. 

The programme and budget committee might establish a sub-committee 

specially charged with the examination of the details of the budget. 

1 2 3

• The Committee was informed that the Secretariat could without an 

appreciable increase in cost or loss of efficiency service simultaneously 

two main committees and one working group. It noted also that the records 

of the Second and Third World Health Assemblies indicated that the number 



of delegates in each delegation tended to decrease, as shown in the follow-

ing table, so that the difficulty of finding quorums for three meetings 

would increase. 

Members of Second • Third 
delegations Y‘orld Health Assembly borld Health Assembly 
•• i

 1

 _ • ^m h w m w w — — — — « — — n •• »——» m i • i m—— 

1 12 bferabers 13 Members 

2 11 “ 18 " • 

3 10 » 6 » 

4 or more 23 " 18 " 

124. As a result of the discussions the Comraittea recommends that the 

Executive Board adopt the following resolutionÍ 

The Executive Board. 

Having considered the request of the Third V'orld Health Assembly 

that it put forward to the Fourth liVorld Health Assembly proposals 

for an improved procedure for the consideration of the programme and 

budget at the Assembly； 

RECOMMENDS to the Fourth world Health assembly that it adopt 

the following resolution on the procedure for the consideration of 

the programme and budget for 1952: 

The Fourth horld Health Assembly 

INSTRUCTS the Committee on Programme to make a broad appraisal 

of the proposed programme, together with the comments and recommen-

dations of the Executive Board； 

2. INSTRUCTS the Coimnittee on Administration, Finance and Legal 

Matters to review the broad financial aspects of the programme and 

budget, together with the comments and recommendations of the 

Executive Board； 

3 . INSTRUCTS the Committee on Programme and the Committee on 

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters (a) to meet jointly early 

in the session, to make joint recommendations on the total amount 



of the budget, and (b) to establish a joint working party, composed 

of 12 members, to make a detailed examination of the programme and 

budget as early as possible during the session, and to report to the 

Committee on Programme and the Committee on Administration, Finance 

and Legal Matters in joint session its findings and re с от Tie ndations ； 

4, INSTRUCTS the Committee on Programme and the Committee on Admin-

istration, Finance' and Legal Matters to meet jointly to consider the 

report and recommendations.of the working party and to make joint 

re с ommend^ti ons to the Health Assembly on the programme and budget 

for 1952， including in particular the amounts of the total budget to 

be devoted to each part of the budget/ i.e, . • 

Part I Organizational Meetings 

Part II Operating Ргоггашше 

Part III Administrative Services 

The Committee agreed that the Executive Board should be represented 

at the Assembly by two of its members and recommended the following 

resolution： 

The Executive Board 

Having considered the procedure for examining the 1952 programme 

and budget； and 

Taking note of its instructions from the Third T-Vorld Health 

Assembly with regard to this matter, including the instructions to 

• review the Organizational structure and administrative efficiency; 

!• DECIDES that the consideration of the programme and budget 

estimates for 1952 by the Fourth World Health Assembly will be 

facilitated if the Board submits a complete report on its examination 

and review, and also arranges for the Board to be officially repre-

sented at the Assembly； 

2. REQUESTS the Director-General to arrange for the printing of the 

report of the seventh session of the Board in two parts, one part to 



be devoted exclusively to the Board's comments and recommendations on 

the programme and budget estimates for 19.52, including its review of 

the organizational structure and administrative efficiency； and 

3, DECIDES farther thnt the Board shall be officially represented 

at the Fourth Y/orld Health Assembly by! 

126. The'Commiotee also discussed other matters affecting Assembly procedure 

and as a result recommends that the Executive Board request the Fourth 

ïvorld Health Assembly to defer any examination of this nature. It is 

felt that the present rapid development of the Organization continually 

introduces new factors which would inevitably affect any decision made. 

1 

In this connexion the Committee discussed also the resolution of 

the Third Vvorld Health Assembly which requested the Director-General to 

study carefully the arrangements necessary for implementing the decision 

to approve in principle a plan whereby Assemblies would be held every two 

years and to report on the necessary amendments and transitional arrange-

ments. The Director-General expressed the view that as with the examina-

tion of Assembly procedures and for the same -reasons this was not the 

appropriate time for such a study. The Committee concurred in this view 

and recommends that the Executive Board authorize the Director-General to 

defer action in this regard by adopting the following resolutions 

The Executive Board 

Noting that the Third Tuorld Health Assembly
1

 requested the 

Director-General to study the arrangements necessary for implementing 

the principle of biennial Assemblies； 

Considering that the implications of recent developments^ 

particularly in their early stages, call for increasing international 

collaboration which in a great ineasurc can be provided only by annual 

Assemblies； 

1

 TiHA3.96 



AUTHORIZES the Director-General to report to the Fourth World 

Health Assembly that in the opinion of the Executive Board this study 
» 1 

should be deferred for report to the Fifth World Health Assembly. 
. , , . , . . . . 二 . . . ； . . . . . . ‘ ‘ 

127. The Committee concurred in a proposal that я Legal Sub-Committee be 

established, with membership to be provided by delegations which indicated 
,» . . . . . . •'••-• ••；'-. •. • * . • ；

 • • 

'a desire to serve on this Sub-Cominittee. 工t was agreed that if 
. , • * . . • ' , i . 

simultaneous meetings of the Committee on Administration and Finance and 

the Legal Sub-^Committee are planned, governments should be notified in 
.. .• • ' • . • 

.advance so that they might arrange the membership of their delegations 
. • •, • • ‘ 

accordingly. À complete record would be made of the deliberations of the 

Legal Sub-Committee, 

128. Some of the Committee doubted whether so long a period as four weeks 
. « • • 

would be necessary for the meeting of the Coimnittee to с onsider the 

.Sanitary Regulations Immediately before the Fourth livorld Health Assembly. • 

After discussion it was agreed thàt it would be better to allow four weeks. 

It was better to have a gap of a few days before the Assembly than to risk 

overlapping of this； Committee with the Assembly； It was highly desirable 

that the report should be completed and distributed before thé start of the 

Fourth World Health Assembly as delegates might wish to•consult their 

governments on it. . . . 丨
： 1

 : : . 

129. The Committee noted the plans proposed for technical discussion on the 

two topics .selected by the Executive Board for the Fourth TfVorid Health 
» “ . 

Assembly. In view of the great interest shown by certain members of the 

Executive Board in this proposal, the Coinmittee thought it was for the 

Board to consider the method.of presenting the proposed topics and their -

technical aspects. The Committee considered the administrative arrange-

a n t s for the discussions and agreed generally with the proposal that these 

discussions be held at the and of the first week of the Assembly. The 

first topic would be presented by visiting specialists at an informal 

'evening session which interested members of the public should be able to 

attend. This publicity would be valuable. Discussions would be continued 

in groups during the following days and 4 sumary of the results of dis-

cussions prepared for presentation and final discussion in combined groups 



at the beginning of the next week. The second topic would be presented at 

an evening session at the beginning of the second week, more in the form 

of a lecture, with subsequent discussion. 

130. The Committee noted and approved a suggestion made that papers 

presented to the Board or Assembly should generally include a summary 

outlining the problems and indicating shortly the possible solutions. It 

was recognized that this might not be appropriate for certain types of 

documents. 

1 3 b The Committee suggests that normally members of the Secretariat, when 

introducing items for discussion in Committees need not do more than 

point out changes and new developments since the relevant document was 

issued. 

1 3 2

' So that the work, of the Assembly may proceed with the utmost expedition 

.the-Committee suggests that Chairmen of Committees might be asked at the 

opening of.their meetings to emphasize the need of avoiding repetitive 

discussion. 

1 3 3

' . The Committee agreed that reports of Expert Committees ahould normally 

be submitted to the Executive Board who should determine action to be 

taken on them, but the Assembly should be- given an opportunity to raise 
ОП t h e m

 ^ P°
i n t s t h á t

 扰 thought fit. It was not necessary that the 
A S 3 e r a b l y s h o u l d f u l l

y ^scuss all Expert Coimittee reports. The need for 
аП

 ^ ^
 C o m m i t t e e t 0

 insider, before their presentati.,n to the Assembly, 

reports of Expert Conuniotees not considered by the full Board should be 

further considered by the Executive Board. 

134. The Committee requests that the establishment of working parties in 
• : • 

the Assembly should be restricted to the following purposes： 

(1). to formulate a conclusion on which substantial agreement has 

been .reached (whether unanimously or by an evident majority); 

(2) to make clear and state the issues that are before the Committee 

for decision； 



(3) to provide a Committee with an expert opinion relevant to its 

dismissions. 

The Executive Board 

135.. The considerations that led the Committee to suggest that any cloçe 

examination of the functions and relations of the Health Assembly should be 

deferred seemed to it to apply at least equally to the Executive Board. 

Since the Organization came into i^ull being in 1948, the Executive Board 

has gone through a process of evolution and adaptation^ discovering what 

are its most effective relations on the one hand with the Health Assembly 

and ón the other hand with the Director-General and his Secretariat, The 

new conditions in which the Organization is now working must greatly 
‘ . • ‘ 

influence that process of evolution and adaptation and the Committee feels 

that^ until there has been further experience of working under these new 

conditions, any close examination of the principles on which the Board can 

best work would be neither desirable nór effective. 

Headquarters Staff 

136. The Committee considered the functional chart of Headquarters repro-

duced in Annex XII.. 

137。 It considered that the structure approved by the Standing Conimittee 

and recommended to the fifth session of the Executive Board, in which a 

few minor changes have been made, had proved satisfactoiy. It noted that 

the administrative staff will be five less in 1951 than in 1950. It 

approved certain new titles to reflect more accurately the functions of 

the units concerned. 

1 3 8

• 工七 noted the temporary suppression of the Co-ordination of Research 

Section in the Division of Therapeutic Substances and the establishment 
o S a n

 Antibiotics and Insecticides Section in the saine Division, the costs 

of which would be met from technical assistance funds. 

139. The Committee feels that in view of progressive decentralization in 

the future, the question of the size of the Headquarters staff should be 

kept continually under reviartr. It noted that the expanded programme of 



the Organisation would place heavy additional responsibilities on Head-

quarters for which no corresponding increase in staff was proposed, The 

Director-General pointed out that certain parts of the Headquarters staff 

may need strengthening^ namely the reports office, liaison staff and public 

information staff
e 

. ... , . . “ . 

140, The Committee requested the Director-General to consider the. following 

matters 5 

(1) Office of the Director-General, In-'view of current developments^ 

.it was considered whether the Legal Office which is at present in the 

Department of Administration and Finance should now form a part of 

the Office of the Director-General, No decision was. made,, but the 

Director-General is keeping the question under review
e 

(2) Division of Public Health Servic.es
e
 The Committee noted with 

satisfaction that in spite of the large number of sections that it 

contains^ the Division operates under its present direction in a 

very satisfactory manner. However, it felt that in view of current 

developmentsj the formation of a further division might in time prove 

• ' to be necessary. This would certainly result in a more equal allo-

cation of directional responsibilities, 

(3) Supply function in the Department of.ádministration and Finance. 

The procedure whereby requests for medical supplies are scrutinized by-

Headquarters medical staff is receiving the current attention of the 

Director--General» The three main points in this work are (a) advising 

governments on the purchase of supplies； (b) securing proper liaison 

between technical advisers and those responsible for ordering and 

buying； and (c) handling the complication introduced by different 

currencies； not all interchangeable. It was understood that all 

procurement is centralized undar the Department of Administration and 

Finance
t 



Regional Offices 

141. ‘ The Committee noted and approved the following measures in decen-

tralization taken by the Director-General during the past year； 

(1) Regional Offices for the Americas, South-East Asia and the 

Eastern Mediterranean have become fully operative. 

(2) The Special Office for Europe is functioning at Headquarters 

where administrative facilities are readily available. It has been 

.delegated thé responsibility for planning and administering advisory-

services programmes similar to the fully established regional offices. 

(3) The Office for the Western Pacific has been in operation during 

the year and is gradually assuming the same duties and responsibilities 

as other regional offices. The Regional Committee is to meet for 

the first time in 1951. ' 

(4) The Office for Africa has also been established, for the 

present using the administrative facilities of. Headquarters. 

142. The Committee noted that complete authority has been delegated to 

Regional Directors .for the development and approval of projects with 

•• countries. It is evident that 1951 must see the development of regional 

staff to cope with these new responsibilities. Adequate and well qualified 

groups of professional advisers in the regions will be required, having 

a first hand knowledge of the countries in the' region and of the policy 

of the Organization, The development of Technical Assistance and of 

work with UNICEF will greatly increase this work in the Regions and tiie 

present staffs will probably be inadequate to deal with the increase. 

1 4

3 . The Committee also rioted and approved the measures taken by the 

Director-General to assist Regional Directors by the provision of standards, 

such as are set out in the Policy and Procedure Manual and the post classi-

fication system, showing job specifications and qualification requirements. 

Appointments for staff for positions subject to local recruitment are now 

made by regional directors and arrangements are being worked out for 

regional directors to appoint additional field staff after the appointment 



of qualified regional personnel officers. The decentralization of 

accounting records and procurement proceeds in parallel with technical 

developments, 

144. On the technical side Headquarters is providing all assistance 

requested in programme planning, undertakes the acquisition and dissemin-
•• • ... 

ation of technical information and assists in co-ordination and liaison 
• . . . .• • • 

services with other organizations, 
* •• • . ‘ ： ‘ 

145. On the Organization's direct relations with Governments, the Director-
* • . 

General suggested and the Committee agrees that thë functions, of Head-

quarters will eventually be mainly co-ordination, liaison and diplomatic 

action. It was noted that Regional Offices assist Headquarters materially 

in the collection of contributions and this might be further developed. 

146. The Committee approved the reports by Régional Directors summarized 

in ANNEXES XIII, XIV and XV. . 

(1) The Americas 

The Committee noted the success attained in co-ordinating the 

operations and administering the proprammes of the Pan American 

Sanitary Organization and the World Health Organization in this region 

and the advantage that has thereby accrued to both. The progress 

made in co-ordination is given more fully in Annex XV.I- .The. Committee 

also noted that the representatives of the United Kingdom, 

Netherlands and France participated with full voting privileges in 

the Fourth Meeting of the Directing Council- of the Pan American 

Sanitary Organization and in the Thirteenth Pan American Sanitary 

Conference which met in the Dominican Republic in September and 

October 1950, 

The Committee accepted that the organization shown in the 
• . • i 

documeiit- is an intermediate step in the development of this Regional 

Office and that changes are to be expected after this year.. 

It was further noted that this Regi ,nal office undertakes 

important services for other regions such as the procurement of 



；
(
. . supplies,,.reerúítment- of -personnel and the supervision of fellowship 

.training, all of w ^ c h affect its staff requirements.‘ 
• •_ • ’ ’ -J. ‘ ... . . v . .. •

 t(:
 • ’；. 

‘ .(2) ;,Sou^h-East Asia 
- . _ » 

The Committee noted that the organization shown in .Annex XIV 

was expected to remain fairly stable for the next two years and that 

,.
:<
-’

 r
the Regional. Committee felt thao assistance for some time to come 

should be limited to' the types of projects covered by the preseiit 

organization. The structure is however flexible and adjuistments can 

be readily made to cover expansions in programme» 

The size of the Statistical Office is at ipresehï' at a minimum 

as considerable assistance in the way of vital and epidem^logical 

statistical data is giv^n by the Singapore Epidemiological Intelli-

gence. Station, This will always be so but thë development of 

governinental statistical o r gáni z at ion s, and the necessity for special 

statistics.for TOO projects will have to be.reflected in an increased 

st-aff. in- the future. 
• * * • .• *. • 

. • , . ； • ...'： • . “
 ； 

(3) • Eastern.Mediterranean -

The Committée accepted the structure as presented in Annex XV as 

‘‘being basically that on which the Region is expected' to operate during 

the next two.years• . Experience will show whether the interim structure 

is' adéquate and on this experience the definite strupture will be 

based•• • ? . . 
• * . 

Necessity for travel arid • the cost thereof 
. 1 - 1 •. : _• . . • 

The Committee examined a table of' travel、costs presented by the 
• • ..... - * • ». 

Direct or? — General， showing thé ' purpos'-e's the major travel expenditures 

during the first ten months of I95Ô. . I t noted particularly the large sum 
.：

;
 ,'î . r J . : . .、 ， .. . . . -

necessary for. attendance at meetings of UN organisations, but realized 
• « • - ' • . ‘ 

that this was a necessary expenditure' • in order for the Organization to 

cárry on-its rqàuired liaison activities. . The Copnittee was informed by 

thè. Bix e.ct or- Ge ne ral that the Organi¿ati'onwDuld necessarily have increasing 

expenditures for travel as a rëis'ult 'of decentralization. More travel will 



a l s o be r e q u i r e d if the Organization is .to carry да, a greatly expanded 

programme with a very sli
E
htly expanded staff. bcreased travel would 

also result from the many meetings of intefnationil organizations being 

planned.' for various parts: of the world» : Longer journeys would in con-

sequence, be necessary^ ‘‘ 

• •‘ ‘ ••.• • “、， “ “. ： :... .•厂；“：:-‘ 
• • . . - ' � 1 •• • 

. . • . , , •• > ‘ G.o—ordination • . ..,., 
111,11

 ••
 r

 “ 

：• 148厂 ’Article' 2
：

 of the Constitution of the Organization .states, inter alia, 

. that, “ ...、..广...'：’ 

"In order to achieve its objective the ivwiPtion of the Organization 
. ' � L * • ‘ '•‘ • • 1 • . +• • 

shall be …. .：.•“ ‘ 

’ (a) to act as the directing and： сэ-ordihating authority on 

. . i n t e r n a t i ongO. health work.». ; ‘.、• 

1 4
o The Gonvmittee，having' considered‘ the "information submitted by the 

‘.Director-General on the subject / set'-dut in'Annex 3CVII and in view of the 

greatly expanding programme of the Organization, wish to emphasize the 

ever increasing importance of this ihanction^； Щ：.necéssity for ensuring 

effective co-ordination of the programmes ,of the Specialized Agencies 

financed frbin various sources is paramount.. ' 
. . . . ‘

1

 ‘ 
150. Great importance is at.tached ： to methods of • reporting, not only 

matters accomplished by the Organization, but, projects being currently 

’ d e v e l o p e d . The Committeo agrped that, pending the full development of 

United Nations machinery, it was specially important 'tc
4̂
;devise techniques 

» . • . • . ! . •. 4 
. . . . . . . . : . .... • . • • • • M 

for keeping Member govëTiiîTiewt's'currently advised of the progress of -Wo.rld 

Health OrganiEatipn activities. ' This would materially assist, in с см, 

ordinating bilateral añü multilateral technical' assistance programmes. 
...... : "“ ‘ • . .'•-.«.: • - - i- • 

It is understaod that the Director-General is in the process of establish-

ing a small unit/. to devise raëthods for adequate reporting and also methods 

of effectively monsuring 'achievements- ‘ it was recognized that it would 

be extremely diffietilt and--perhaps' tiot practical 'to attempt to devise any 

eomplex statistical ；index of ̂ Valuation,；, büt it was felt that some attempt 

should be made t:o" pmig^ in.br^ad t-ërms the'.effectiveness of the 

Organization ' s v;-rk. 



PERSONNEL MATTERS 

Salaries, allowances and leave systems 

151. The Committee examined the changes in the salary, allowance anà leave 

systems proposed Ъу the Director-General^ following the changes adopted by 

the General Assembly of the United Nations in -the UN salary, allowance and 
* . . . ' • . 

leave arrangements. The division of staff posts into two main categories -

those filled Ъу international recruitment^ and those filled by local recruit-

ment - w a s ал extension of a policy adopted for WHO Ъу the first session of 

the Executive Board, The substantial reduction in the тгатпЪег of grades pro-

duces Ъу-'.the new scales was considered м major improvement. The grounds on 

which' this reduction was recommended are set out in the report of the Committee 

of Experts (Printed as Volume II of
1

 the Annex to the Summary Ее cord of meetings 

of the Fifth Committee of the UN General Assembly for 19^9) Tbè new leave 

provisions give better sick leave benefits to the staff, and at the same time 

effect some economies on annual and home 'leave. The c h a n g e - t h e method of 

paying installation expenses was considered a substantial administrative 

improvement. The Committee considered nnd approved -the proposal of the 

Dire с tor -General that the c.hanges should talçe effect as from 1 .January 1951 « 

-The Committee xinderstood that，while the reaction of the staff vas favourable 

•to some of the provisions of the nev salary, allowance and leave system, and 

leès favouïsible to certain of the others, it was not on tfíe whole dissatisfied 

with the totals new system., 
- • • . • ‘ ‘ ‘' , .. . ., - , • . 

•• . j • ；•' . • 

152. It is e'stimated
:

 tltót the proposed ;hanges would result in only a sligjxt 

increase in expenditure in 1951 and would effect savings in future years• The 

Committee therefore considered that the adoption of the changes would cause 

no financial problem in 1951^ and would result in savings in 1952 and future 

years• The Corainittee therefore：recommends the following resolution to the 
• * . . . . . . . 

Executive Board : • ‘ ’ . 

The Executive Board " 
‘ • • . . • • ‘ 

On the recoiimiendatiorv of its Standing Coromittee cm Administra bien 

and Finance 



1. CONCURS in the proposals made by the Director-General with regard 

to the application to WHO of the changes in salary, allowance and 

leave provisions adopted Ъу tbe United Nations; 

2. APPROVES the transitional arrangements propo.sea Ъу the Director-

General to give effect to these changes, 

153. The Committee considered the proposal of the Director-General that the 

salaries of the Deputy Director-General, the Assistant Directors-General and 

the Regional Directors should Ъе increased Ъу 500 in line with, the increases 

approved Ъу the General Assembly of the United Nations for Assistant Secretaries-

General and suggests for the consideration of the Executive Board the following 

resolution： 

The Executive Board 

On the recommendation of its Standing Committee on Administration 

and Finance 

CONCURS in the proposal of the Di re сtor-General to increase the 

salary of the Deputy Director-General from $15^.000 to.$l6
;
500 and to 

increase the salaries of the Assistant Directorsr.General and Regional 
• •• ... • . . •； 

Directors from |13,500 to #15,000.. 

Differential rate for Geneva 

I5IU The Committee considered at some length the question of the application 

of a differential of minus % to the salary of staff in Geneva who are 

recruited internationally, Thic ic : question separate from the changes in 
• . • • • ... ... . ' _ ' 

the salary
л
 allowance and leave systems recommended Ъу the United Nations 

Committee of Experts and was an additional provision ^écoimnended by the • 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions. The latest 00st 

of living data were the result of a survey made in Geneva in 19^9> which 

showed at that time that the cost of living in Geneva was not. le&s:than that 

in New York. The Committee was concerned that WHO should act in accord with 

the United Nations on this matter
;
 "but felt that it was essential that any 

salary differentials should Ъе "based upon firm and.objective evidence• It 

therefore suggests that the Executive Board should request the Director-General 

to make representatlor t.̂  Яесгсtary-General of the United Nations for an 



immediate joint survey of the cost of living of the përsons concerned in 

Geneva. It is desirable that sound information on this question should Ъе 

available to the. next meeting of the Executive Board. Similar surveys in 

regional office cities should be conducted periodically as necessary, to 

determine the validity of differentials for regional office staff. 

The Committee therefore suggests the following resolution for the con-

sideration of the Executive Board： 

The Executive Board 

Desiring that WHO practices should, so far as possible, accord 

with those of the United Nations, t»ut finding no sufficient evidence 

on the relative costs of living in New York and Geneva, 

1. DECIDES that the differential of minus % applied by the United 

Nations to its Geneva staff should not be applied to the staff of the 

World Health Organization, pending a joint survey Ъу the United 

Nations and interested specialized agencies of the actual cost of 

living in Geneva to the staff eoncerned; 

2, REQUESTS the Director-General to make representation to the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations that he should institute such 

a survey at the earliest possible moment so that the results may Ъе 

available for consideration by the next session of the Executive Board. 

Staff Regulations 

The Committee examined and found satisfactory the proposed permanent 

Staff Begulations presented Ъу the Director-General for the. consideration 

of the Executive Board before presentation to the Fourth World Health Assembly. 

These regulations are based upon a joint study Ъу the United Nations and 

specialized agencies designed to develop a uniform pattern of staff regulations 

for all the organizations. The Committee noted that the United Nations General 

Assembly had postponed consideration of similar regulations presented Ъу the 

Secretary-General, "but felt that in the interest of early stabilization of 

the basic conditions of employment Щ0 should proceed to adopt its permanent 

regulations. The Committee suggests, therefore, that the Executive Board should 

consider recommending the following resolution for adoption Ъу the Fourth 

World Health Assembly： 



157. 

The World Health Assembly 

Reiterating the desirability..of Ainiform /staff regulations for 

the United Nations^ .the _ Wqrlâ： Health .Orggiliization and other 

：

' specialized agencies,. ...
 ；

,
;
,„ .〜,；..，,：.

；x
.….

;

、... 

•.-••• ••••-•-• ... .... •',... ： 

...,,..:、..芦呼
1

^..热at
H
st喊f, reguiatióíis,; etV^ëVèloïj^ Ъу "the Administrative 

Committee； ,on Ш as are necessary 

to meet the special requirements, o^,/WorldivHealtb^Organization,
 4

 ‘" 

hâve been recommended Ъу the Exeç^tiye .Boards：>；,•； ...
 1 г : 

» ‘ j •* • " 1 “ ‘ * ““ 

DECIDES to adopt as the staff regul^tiQixs--a£ ：the.World Health 

Organization the regulations in Annex： ":XVIII 

. . F U K T H E B ^ C ^ S ： that:,.ipgiïaiftg 't:c^iW€ioii
;;

of negotiations for 
• • . . . '• ‘' ‘ . __ . . . . ； • 

the use of Admini strative
:

 Tribunal) '
:

 tííe %orld Health 

Organization shall continue .to.^tiUze： th,e.-'ser^icës èif'the Admini s-
_ . • •• , ••』 ：.. . • • ‘ I 

tí-üti^e Tribinal of the Intçrnat,ional fi*ce ； 
.• .. ..- . .,. - ..: • : ! Î• .. :. •• ' •“‘“ 

t i ..• . ；, •： • . i r : • � . . ',. .： к. ； ‘ •‘ 
-j' • . ‘ ‘ i . , • • ‘ . • “‘ • • i ; 

‘.‘. B E Q U E S ^ , th^t. in,-accordariceí^Ltii ^ragr¿¿i ^ c ) of 

the agreement,., between. -Ше. Uriited：' ifatiohs' .аШ 'feh.e. World fíealth 

Organization^ the Director-Geaerál ： be- repro
;

s¿ntéá
 ;

át meetings of 

the United Nations Advisory Committee QU .AdministrâtiVe^ and • 

Budgetary Questions when it studies ,Ше...proposed Ш；staff ”.......… 

regulations^ ‘ in order to participate in -.discussions： and ' 

• rep^eserif tiie views of the Organiaction,.,... -：.•,）：...
: 

.. . .,Г • •. • • ‘ :. • .• . . .. ‘.-...-•• - ••• 
； • . • • ； - : • . • .二 . i . . • . -Staff Bules ： ：• Г； 'С;.:..:,.. ....'.: 一一 

The Committee examined the .changes to； the； staff - rules pië-sented Ъу thé 
.、. ..... ‘* 'V • ‘ •

 5

 •' •''‘ . .. 
Director-General. ‘‘ It noted that these çh^nges fell into ’ 

• -, • ' .. . . -s- . . ： . s j V. • , . : •‘ . •. 

(1) those necessary to give effect to th§
7
..changes： in.tKe salaty^ allowance 

aná leave, sys'fëms/ (2) those necegsfiry -to., define, the «tatus
:

 of' ètaiff iri
:

‘ 

• - . . , 、 ： . . . 「 • '• ：‘ ... • .у ' 'r- • ' 

positions subject to local recruitment.; (5) those-.x-gsuiting from the changes 

w M c h
 :

liàd Become necessary since the last meeting - of ； the ：Executive Board. The 

‘Gôinmîtteë
;

 suggests the following resolTxtiQA. for -the consideration of the 
Executive' Boa^d;‘ .

 ; 
. , • . •• f . . * * • ‘ : ‘ “ 

•.,;.”...：、 •• . . . 
The Executive... Bçard :. ..' 

. . . . . . » ••.• ; • '• ' 1 ' • . 

Çn the reaormuenaation of. its,Standing Committee on Administration 
.-. • r: . . ' . . . . 

and Finance, ... .. . ‘ 广 



'CONFIRMS the changes in the Staff Bules as reported Ъу the 
• . ' . ‘ , « 

Director-General. (See Annex XIX) 

Level and composition of staff
 ;î 

158. The Committee examined' :the statistics presented Ъу the Director-General^ 

as to the level of staffing on 1 January 1931, and noted that insofar as the 

• •regular tudget is coneerned> the Organization was practically staffed up to 

thë- limit possible under the expenditure ceiling for 1951 established Ъу 

the Executive Board, at- its sixth session. It noted the principles elaborated 

by the Dire с t or -General with
1

 regard' to tthe maximum use of local staff on 

field projects, and considered the Organization
1

s position on this subject 

to be sound.... .+ “ 

• • ; ' . * ' 

Geographical distribution 

159
#
 The geographical distribution of the. staff has Ъееп progressively.improving, 

• '••.：. • " ‘ ' ' ' • • •• . . 

but this improvement will ргоЪаЫу not continue. The repidly ejcpauding 

programme and the increasing competition for teohnically trained people through-

out the world as a result of various new programmes of technical assistance 
! . ..... ' .. • -,

 ；

 . ' ' ‘ 
can Ъе expected to reduce the number of adequately qualified staff available 
on a very'wide geographical basis. It will" probably not Ъе possible to 

• • • • ., ： . ； . . . . . .. 

maintain the present standard of geographical distribution among staff employed 

under the Technical Assistance Programme. • 
• . . . . . • • • • • . • • .‘“ if' ' ' • . -• • • • * 

I60. The Committee noted the suggestion of the .Lebanese Government that the 

Organization should appoint at least one staff тетЪег from each cpuntry, so 

that there could Ъе effective liaison between the Organisation and the country. 
i A • ' ‘ “ ' * • * 

In the opinion of the Committee this suggestion_ha§ arisen from a misunder-

standing of the duties and responsibilities of international staff members 
who are international civil servants and not responsible to their governments. 

. • ‘ .. - - : * ‘ ‘ • . . . • 
The Committee considered that the proper channel for liaison between governments 

.. . . . . . • . » i • « • .. ' " 
and WHO is the existing liaison maahinery of the Organization and not 

individual members of the staff. Apart from this, it would be impossible to 

employ a national of every тетЪег country since certain Member states could 

not provide technical staff without serious loss to their own national 

programmes. 



FUTURE WOEK OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE. . • • 

• . • 

l6l. The report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance to the 

fifth session of the Executive Board provided the present Committee with, a 
' • , • • • 

basis of information for thë abntinuing examination of the adequacy of the 

organizational structure and aüministraLtive effinienoy of the Organization. 

The. terms of reference
;

laid
;

 down for the Committee Ъу the Third World Health 

Assembly, pertaining to structufe and effiniency, suggést that'^the Standing 
Committee- should primarily Ъе concerned with the solution of administrative 
. • • . . . . . . • • 

'and financial problems of pressing current aoncern, Thesé appeared to be 

decentralization, the examination of Assembly procedures, document^ti№ and 

the organizational structure of regional offices. The Director-General 

reported that he was unable to complete satisfactory studies of Assembly -
•
 1

 , • . • 

procedures and documentation. He indicated, however, his intention to 
• •• e , ' . 

initiate studies 011 these subjects and report progress thereon to the ninth 
- л • 

session of the Executive Board. In addition to the foregoing major items, 

the Committee reviewed and studied the implications of new salary, allowance 

and leave systems and new staff regulations, both of which arose out of joint 
‘ . • 

study and action by the United Nations and the specialized agencies. 

. . . < • • ’ 

1^2. It is apparent from the foregoing that the Committee' and the Secretariat 

were unable at this session to cope adequately with all the que;tion s presented 

Ъу the Assembly and the Executive Board. The review of the expenditure level 

for the current year and the programme and budget estimates for the succeeding 

year are in themselves an onerous task. These duties may be termed the 

perennial responsibilities of the Standing Committee. .In addition one or more 

major items relating to administrative efficiency might Ъе handled satisfac-

inailybythe Committee and the Secretariat, but it is respectfully submitted 

that the number of subsidiary, minor and repetitive Items should Ъе limited 
• • ь 

in the terms of referenee laid down Ъу the Assembly to the Executive Board. 

1б5, In this connexion the Committee discussed the ways in which it could 

perform its duties to the maximum benefit of the Organization. The conclusion 

wag reached that the Committee could not at its normal sessions - adequately 
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examine the organizational structure and admnistrative efficiency of the 

Organization, and that an inadequate examination might well lead to 

incorrect conclusions с It therefore recommends the following plan of action 

to the Executive Board: 

(1) That the Standing Committee Ъе allotted one or tvo ；major items of . 

this nature to study each year
0
 . 

(2) That the Standing Committee hold a preliminary disoussion to 

outline the approach which it feels should be taken and the 

methodology for such a study, 

(5) That a factual study of the problem then be made Ъу the Director-

General^ utilizing the Administrative Management Section jointly 

with other organizational unit s concerned^ ‘ 

(钵）That the Standing Committee review the report of the Director-

General at its January session and make recommendations to the 

Executive Boards 

The Committee puts foivard the following items as being worthy of 

examination in this way： 

(1) Regional organization, including the operation of Regional 

Committees and the extent and nature of the supervisory relationships 

between the headquartexs and regional offices, 

(2) The operation of Expert Committees. 

(3) Publications-

(红） Common services• 

Of these the Coimnittee 3 'that itera 1. is most appropriate for study in 1951, 

having regard to the rapid development of deoentras,Maüi^:^ 

1б5. The Committee discussed the possibility of a detailed study of the 

administrative implications of the proposal made by the Danish, Norwegian 

and Swedish governments that assemblies should be held every two years, but 

decided that in view of the changing aspect of the Organization
г

s functions 

.this prob.lew shonlr! Ъе ^eí^rred for л year, А
Л
 examination of the Executive 



Board^^i-ts^stratus^ ̂ membership, functions，etc。，would also Ъе inappropriate 

at the moment for the same reason, 

166. Thereforej the Committee, recognizing that it is for the Executive 

Board to define the terms of reference for the Committee, requests the 

Executive Board to decide which of the above-mentioned items, or of others, 

should Ъе studied during the next year. 
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A, Delete paragraphs 2 to 6 and substitute the following paragraphs: 

2, The Committee reviewed various considerations that would influence its 

recommendation on the size of the assessment budget for 1952, including the 

following Tjvhich are not listed in order of iirportance : 

(1) The size of the budget necessary to ensure the orderly development 

of тшо as the directing and co-ordinating authority on international 

health work. 

(2) The expenditure levels in 1950 and 1951 of ^6,300,000 and 

¿6,232,05V
1

 respectively. 

(3) The need for money in the regular budget of to enable it.to 

accept its responsibilities in carrying out UNICEF//ÍHO programmes. 

(4) The need for a regular budget that would permit increased 

assistance in training urgently needed health personnel, 

(5) The influence of money received from the United Nations special 

account for the Technical Assistance ,Funds for carrying out programmes 

for economic development. 

(6) The rise in the costs of maintaining the present staff and in the 

costs of supplies. 

1

 Including ¿82,057 OIHP 



(7) The concern at the increasing cost of international work 

expressed in the Fifth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly 
Ь

У the representatives of the several Members, which concern was 

embodied in a resolution adopted by the General Assembly at its 314th 

Plenary meeting and contained in UN paper A 1587, which recopnended 

that the specialized agencies should stabilize their budgets. 

(8) The substantial increase in some national budgets which has 

occurred in the case of several Members on account of the current 

tensions in the world, and the effects of"which expenditure may in 

some instances result in inproving the current financial position in 

some parts of the world while contributing adversely to the financial 

position in others. 

(9) The need for a budget that would allow 而 0 to continue as an 

international agency promoting health, which is a necessary component 

to the economic and social advancement of the nations of the world. 

(10) The resolution of the Regional Committee for South-East Asia 

which indicated that the Director-General's budget estimates should be 

increased by 20多. 

(11) Some difficulty which still exists in collecting contributions 

from some Members^ although the situation has improved. 

(12) The availability of conpetent personnel. 

(15) The complications which develop as a result of continuing to 

assess the. inactive Members. 

3. The Committee thinks it desirable that the Executive Board bring to the 

гкМсе of the Assembly the effect on the scale of assessments of a decision 

not to assess the inactive Members. The effect of restricting assessment to 

a smaller number of Members would of course be to increase the share of each 

of the remaining Members. The customary basis on which to distribute this 

increase among the remaining Members would be in proportion to their 

existing assessments. But the position is complicated since by.resolution 

ТША2.68 of the Second World Health Assembly and resolution 7JHA3.91 of the 



Third V/orld Health Assembly the contribution of the largest contributor may 

not exceed 35% and no other Member can contribute more per capita than the 

largest contributor• A number of Members are thus protected from paying 

more than their present percentage of the total budget and the increased 

assessments would therefore fail wholly on other Members, and primarily on 

Members with large populations and small per capita incomes.' ‘ 

4# The Committee notes that the proposed programme and budget estimates 

of the Director-General provide for an increase of $2^147,596 as compared 

to the 1951 e^enditure ceiling or working budget. The Committee further 

notes that this increase will require an increase in the assessments of 

active Members of 947,852.if the Assembly 'should decide not to assess 

the inactive Members in 1952• Having carefully weighed the above factors 

the Committee believes it is in the best interests of the Organization to 

provide for a more limited expansion than is proposed by the Director-General. 

It therefore suggests to the Executive Board that it recommend to the Health 

. Assembly the adoption of a budget for 1952 which will have the effect of 

reducing the assessments of active Members by an amount.of 銥701,872 below 

the assessments of such Members which would be required if the Director-

General
 t

 s recommendations were adopted• • 

S 5 • The Committee noted that the operation of many of the projects of the, 

Organization will be expanded with .funds provided for the Technical 

Assistance for economic development. It is realized that these funds have 

restrictions on their use but they may be used to extend existing programmes 

or introduce new programmes, into areas which might not otherwise be served• 

The Committee also noted that the technical staff needed on joint ÜNICEF/ШЮ 
• 

projects have to a large extent in 1950 and 1951 been financed with funds 
• • - * • • ‘ . _ • ：''-•-• • ‘ . • 

provided by UNICEF, Without- sucH "funds these projects could nôt- have been 
“ - ‘ ‘ 

undertaken,, since the budgets of the Organization for those'years did not 

include provision for these technical personnel. The Director-General has ‘ 

included provision in the 1952 regular budget estimates for expenditure of 

$143,000 (see paragraph 16) and also under Technical Assistance funds (see 

statement made on behalf of the Director-General to the UNICEF Executive 

Board in paragraph 12) for all such technical staff for which UNICEF has 
, . . . . '* . : • 

provided the necessary financing. ‘ 



‘- ‘
：
 ？- ‘ ‘ . •. , 

6# Taking all the above considerations into account.the Committee recom-

mends that, the Executive Board recommend to the Health Assembly that the 
‘ • : � . . . . • • • . . . . . . , 

total assessed budget for 1952 be approximately 6QQ,000.争.Should the 

Assembly decide not to assess certain Members of the Organization in 1952 
• � . - , . . , , - . . . . 

the assessment budget should be ^7,200,000; the difference. in amounts 

being the assessment of the ten inactive Members of the Organization. 

B . Paragraph 11, line 6. . 
一 • ； • • 

Delete "conformecj" and substitute "is a balanced programme which conforms". 

Line 1 . • 

After "Assembly", insert the word "and"• 

C. Paragraph 15, line 11• 

Insert "or any of" after "it be considered that all"• 

D . Paragraph 34, line 2 

After "budgets" insert "under Article 50 (f) of the Constitution"• 

E» Paragraph 42, lines 1 and 2. 

Delete "no proposal had been made under the regular budget in 1952 for 

Saudi Arabia and that"• 

F . Paragraph 49, last sentence.， . 

Delete "make funds available. for 1952", and substitute 

entertain requests from countries for assistance, in carrying out BGG 

projects in 1952, including the cost of international personnel which may 

be required by the plans of operation". 

G. Bring paragraphs 69 - 86，"The present financial position of 1H0
,!

 and 

"Director-General
1

 s proposals to improve the financial position of the 

Organization"
5
 forward as first paragraphs of Section I before "Budgetary 

Principles"# 

H. Paragraph 89, second sentence. 

. ' • / • 

Amend to read: "Excluding the assessments of the inactiye Members, the 

outstanding arrears of the remaining members were 2.51% and 2ЛЭ% respectively". 

I. Renumber all paragraphs in accordance with the attached revised Table 

of Contents » 
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REGIONAL OFFICE FOR THE AMERICAS 
ANNEX XIII 

INTRODUCTION 

The agreement whereby the Pan American Sanitary Bur eau^ the operating agency 

of the Pan American Sanitary Organization^ serves as the Regional Office of the 

World Health Organization in the Americas-• has cao sed the organizational, structure 

to develop along lines unique to the. Region。 The organizational structure is 

reflected in the attached char-t^ which shows bhe Office. Divisions^ and Sections. 

Every effort is being exerùed to make the World Health Organization/Зрал American 

Sanitaiy bureav：. structure serve in a dual capacity to the extent that functions 

are similar、 

The present organization с hart ̂  approved on 19 Apri,l 1950 ̂  was planned 
• . • . “ 

originally to have；； besides'the Office of the Director «； three Divisions г (1) 

Division of Public Health; (2) Division of Education, Training and General 

Technical Services a n d .⑶ Division of Adminj-títration
0
 ‘； 

The Division of Public Healthy with the Office of the Director and the three 

Branches of Health Promotion^ Environmental Sanitation and Communicable Diseases$ 

is in full operation as indicated in the chart-with Sections for Public Health 

Administration, Maternal and Child Health； Nursing., Nutrition, Health Education^ 

Sanitary Engineering^ Insect Control^ Veterinary Public Healthy Epidemiology and 

Statistics- Tuberculosis^ Venereal Diseases, Acute Gommunicable Diseases, 

Parasitic Diseases « The Medical Officers are attached to the Office of the 

Director of the Division to co-ordinate programmes financed by Technical 

Assistance as well as those carried out by WHO jointly with other Specialized 

Agencies such as UNICEF, The、Field Offices are responsible to the Division 

of Public Health. 

The Division of Education， Training and General Technical Services has not 

functioned during 1950 as a single unit
P
 becav.se the position of Head of the 

Division has not been filled for*, various reasons and the Sections have been placed 

under thè responsibility of other Officers, pending the time when the Division 

will be operating。 The Chief of the Division of Public Health has under his 

responsibility the Sections of Cartographie and "Drafting Services^ and of 

Hospital Adminis b:racdon
e 
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Аш^х XIII 

I ЧЩЦ.' ц «‘‘ 

The following sections are temporarily under the supervision of the Office 

of the Directors Editorial^ Translating, Library, Fellowships and Technical 

Training, and Conferences。 
. • . •“ 

The Food and Drug Section was not approved by the Directing Councilj nothing 
. . : . , , • ； • • ‘ 

along these lines is contemplated for 1)51^ 

The Division of Administration has the Sections of Budget, Finance and 

Accounts у Personnel； Supply and Offices Services under its supervision。
-

The Regional Office is responsible for all problems m t h i n the region and 

is the medium for negotiating with and serving governments in health matters 

through Î 

(a) Promotion of International Standard!zation 
. . . . • ； - • ‘ 

(1) Medical IntelligencQ 
(2) Demonstration Teams 

(b) Aid in Development of health pro grannies and related activities by-
means of 

(1)
 ;

Advisory Services 

• .； (2) Demonstration Teams 

(3) Fellowships 

(4) Medical Literature and Special Equipment 

(5) Educational facilities 

(6) Co-ordination of national health'programmes 

(7) Technical Conferences and research 

(c) The co-ordination and dissemination of public health information with 
particular reference toj 

(1) Quarantinable diseases 

(2) Eradication and control of diseases 

(3) Public Health developments 

(4) Bibliographical and related services 

(d) Aid in procurements ̂  

(1) Actual purchase and shipment 

(2) Information regarding prices and sources of supply 

(e) Such additional functi 'ns as may be assigned by the Regional Committee 
and by Headquarters., 
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Annex XIII 

Although Ш0 and PASB personnel are payrolled separately, the provisions 

regarding pay, allowances, leave, duties and obligations are identical. * As a 

result personnel can be transferred between the two organizations without 

affecting their accrued benefits, 

Supervisory personnel in the Region serve both organizations. For exaiaple, 

the Personnel Officer, "who is on the VfflO payroll, serves both PASB and ViHO 

Regional personnel. Similarly the Supply Officer, -mho is on the PASB payroll, 

serves as supply officer for both PASB and YfflO in the Region. 

The largest proportion of 而0 personnel are in the Division of Administration 

and the Fellowships Section since a major portion of the work of these units is 

carried out for the Headquarters and other regional offices of VfflOс 

Note. Yi/henever possible workload statistics have been furnished» Where such 

statistics were not available or were limited in extent, a statement of functions 

has been included. 

The estimates shoiro were checked against whatever accurate information 

was available, taking into consideration the following points г 

1. Pressure of work has been such that it has been difficult to maintain 
complete workload information. The estimates, therefore, were 
obtained by examining files and recalling pas龙 activities. 

2. Operations are usually conducted on a combined IHO/PASB basis in order 
to make the most effective use of all personnel,. 

3. Some additional work is performed for 1H0 by PASB personnel which is 
not reflected in the figures. 
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Annex XIII 

. . . FUNCTIONAL STATEMENTS. 

1. General 
(ll •丨丨 ____丨__ ••• • m 

The Regional Office provides, within' its regional area, facilities to 

permit the Regional Director to cariy out..his. responsibilities, .These 

facilities include : personnel, space and.equipment for administration, 
. • » > 

co-ordination, supervision and planning fpr all activities.； 

In accordance with .AHicle 51 of the Gor^titutioi; of the World Health 

Organisation: ； • : •• 、 .. .. . 

"Subject to the general authority of the Director-General of the 

Organization, the Regional Office shall be the administrative organ 

of the Regional Committee. It shall, in addition， carry out within 

the region, the decisions of the Health Assembly and of the Board.
11 

The main functions are: ； 

(1) Implementiàtion and development of all regional area activities：' 

(2) Consultation with Regional；Committee and governments aná report: 

ing to Headquarters, Geneva, thereon,. 

(3) Reporting on Regional Committee meetings and submission of . 、. 

proposals, of Regional Committée with appropriate re с oinmendat ions 

(4) Negotiation of: .； ::•• 、. ," , 

(a) Agreements with governments 

(b) Arrangements with National Health Administrations. 

(5) Preparation of Regional Programmes for? 

(a) Advisory Services which include: 

(i) Control and eradication of disease 

(ii) Assistance in organizing public health services 

(iii). Demonstration projects and consulting services . 

(iv) Education, traini恥 fellowship, medical literature 
.Í • “‘ 

；. and special equipment 

(V) Special health projects ； 

(vi) Joint -progr.airanes with other internat ional •.agencie s 

• - •‘ (b) Technical Services which include: .、
;
 ‘ ； • -

• ‘ . г - • . j • 

.(i) Promotion'.of the use of international pharmacoppeia 

(ii). Application of biological , standards ,： 
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(iii) Co-ordination of research 

(iv) Epidemiological studies 

(V) Administration and establishment of international 

sanitary conventions 

(vi) Promotion of local sanitary conventions 

(vii) Collection and analyses of health statistics 

(viii) Promotion of use of international nomenclature of 

diseases and causes of death . 

(ix) Publioation of technical and scientific works. 

Arrangements with Governments on contributions towards projects « 

and programmes. 

Local procurement of supplies and equipment when more advantageous 

than centralized procurement• 

Procurement of space, supplies and equipment for offices and 

programmes. 

Liaison with other interested agencies. 

Preparation of special studies as required. 

Provision of recording and reporting facilities. 

Supervision ,and administration of field programmes
è 
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2. The Office" of the Regional Director 

The Regional Director is responsible to the Director-General and the 

Regional Committee, for,all Wprld Health Organization matters within the 

Regional area, , 

The Regional Director is Head of the Regional Office, î rhich is the 

administrative organ of the Regional Committee and his duties, include the 

carrying out, through the Regional Office, of decisions of the Health 

Assembly and of the Board*.. .His duties relate to: 

(a) , Professional activities 

.(b) Administrative activities :. 

(c) Relations with governments and other agencie.s.. 

The Office of the Director includes the Director, Assistant Director 

and Secretary-General and has the général responsibility of the profess-

ional and technical direction related to all the programmes and activities 

of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau,
 6 

Some specialized activities are directly supervised by the Director's 

Office, I.e.: 、 

(a) Policy Advisory Board, formed by the three Officers mentioned 

above and the Heads of the three Divisions. The Policy 

Advisory Board advises the Director on all policy decisions 

referred to it by the Director for consideration. 

(b) Expert Committees m d Special consultants: established as needed 

for specific projects. 

(c) Public Information Office: Provides a focal point of information 

concerning the aims, purposes and accomplishments cf the 

Regional Office and the Organization. 

(d) Legal Office: Provides such legal aid as is required. 

Pending the establishment of the Division of Education, Training and 

General Technical Services, the following Sections are temporarily under 

the Office of the Director» Fellowship Section, Editorial, Library, 

Conferences and Translation® 
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The Regional Advisers 

Regional Advisers are responsible for: 

(1) Planning of regional activities in spécial fields.-

(2) Recommendations on budget，personnel, procurement,, assignment 

and training. • 

(3) Advice to governments in special fields. 

(4) Advice， co-ordination and recommendation on problems within 

special fields of activity® 

(5) Co-ordination of work of .consultants and teams• 

(6) Determination of amount and kind of medical literature and special 
» 

equipment required and processing requests therefor, 

(7) Determination of number and type of fellowships required and 

making recommendations thereon to the Fellowship Seсtion• 

The Public Information Office 

Functions and Workload Statistics 

1. Correspondence Received . 

Daily average of 25 to 30 pieces of mail. This includes: . 

(a) requests for information 

(b) requests for additions to mailing list • 

(c) inter-office memoranda 

(d) instructions from Geneva : 

、 (e) one copy of all WHO documents • 

(f) press releases from Geneva, Alexandria, Lake Success 

and New Delhi 

(g) requests for information material • 

2. Correspondence Sent Out . . • 

Daily average of 10 to 12 letters, ranging from covering letters sent 

with information material, to replies for specific information. 
V 

Average of 2 or 3 intern-office memoranda. 

3. Telephone inquiries 

20 to 30 daily. Some inquiries can be answered immediately;• others 

require 15 to 20 minutes of research. The Public Information Office is 
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also the source of information within the organization and furnishes dates 

of meetings, agenda, names and addresses of health officials, Geneva staff 

members, etc. 

4. Press Releases 

Since January 1950， 192 press releases have been issued from this 

office (this total included English and Spanish issues)
9
 The breakdown 

for the past six months is as follows i 

Number of"Releases Number Mailed 

May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October (to date) 

28 
20 
12 
26 
24 
20 

29,596 
21,140 
12,684 
27,482 
25,368 
21,280 

This represents about 61,500 words for the six-month period, or a 

monthly average of 10,250 words. 

Procedure for issuance. Releases originating from Geneva, Lake 

Success, New Delhi and Alexandria..are reviewed and reissued in English 

and Spanish• Information for press releases prepared by the Regional 

Office is obtained from staff officers and progress reports received from 

the field* Drafts are prepared in Public Information and submitted to 

the Section Chief, and Division Chief, for approval. The release is then 

stencilled and processed^ ‘ 

5# Radio 

During the past six months, the Public Information Office has arranged 

a number of broadcasts over the UN Radio, the Voice of .America, local 

Washington stations, and broadcasting stations in Rio de Janeiro and 

Ciudad Trujillo» About 30 separate tape and disc recordings were made in 

English and Spanish. 

6 . Newsletter (once a month) 

(a) WHO Newsletter (master copy) is received from Geneva. 

(b) 15,600 copies in English are printed by offset process. 

(c) The Newsletter is translated into Spanish and Portuguese• 

(d) Galleys are proofread and corrected. 

(e) Printed newletters (3 languages) are mailed to individuals and 

in bulk (3300 copies)• 



7. Reading and Clipping Newspapers, and Periodicals； Reviewing WHO 

Documents 
••

 1
 •丨• 丨丨

 1
 • 4 • 

Periodicals - Certain periodicals, UN Bulletin, clipsheets, Latin 

American health journals, are received in Public Information and are 

scanned to determine coverage of our releases» WHO and PASB items are 
, • • • . 

clipped and pasted in clipping scwxpbooks according to subject. 
• • » 

Newspapers - The New York Times and Heral.d Tribune, Washington Post 

and Evening Star are checked every day for items mentioning WHO, PASB, 

UNICEF, and special health news of national or international interest. 

Items are clipped and pasted in scrapbooks according to subject. Since 

1 May, 7 large (2-inch ring binder) scrapbooks have been filled. 
' • • • 

Press Clipping Service - Public Information subscribes to a press 

clipping service covering the United States and major Canadian newspapers, 

from which clippings are received on an average of 2 to 3 times per week. 

.These are classified according to subject and pasted in scrapbooks. About 

450 such clippings are handled per month in addition to those clipped in 

the office. 

WHO Documents - A copy of each WHO Document is reviewed in the Public 

Information Office for information of interest to the public, 

8» Distribution of Informaticn Material 

During the past six months, approximately 18,000 items have been 

mailed. This figure does not include the pegular mailing of the News-

letter and press releases» It. does include: the WHO folder, reprints 

of articles, clipsheets, documents, copies of WHO and PASB publications, 

WHO and PASB Constitution, Dack numbers of Newsletters, and press releases, 

photographs, etc. An average .of 3,000 items is sent out each month, 

9. Other Public Informatlion Activities 

Exhibits - The Public Information Office has furnished material 

including pictures, maps, captions, and literature for the following exhibits: 

World Health Assembly " 

Meeting of Southern 'Branch of American Medical Association 

Bi-Centennial Ëxposition in Port-au-Prince, Haiti • 

Third Inter-American Institute for Hospital Administrators 
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XIII Pan American Sanitary Conference, Ciudad Trujillo 

,American Public Health Association Exhibit, St* Louis 

lidcentury White House Conference on Children and Youth 

Speakers - The Public Information Office prepares the material and . 
arranges for staff officers to address civic groups, church organizations, 

- . . . ’ ,• • .tí» ••• • i- • -.J ¿'- ； , í" < .‘“ 

parent-teacher groups, etc., on the World Health Organization and the Pan 
, • - _ . 

American Sanitary Bureau'. ' ' ,:.•。-::」..::—：……二二 
‘ . • ... - ., . . ,, .*/ j С ; “ >- '/‘‘ . •‘ 

Conferences and Meetings - The Chief- of the Information Office covers 

all health conferences and meetings in this hemisphere held under the 
. . .• ' , . t- - • • •• ：-*•'• ： • 

auspices of WHO or PASB, issues releases and arranges press, radio and other 
;
-• • " . . . ‘ .. ’ . ； 、.； •‘ • ‘ - - ‘ ‘ ‘ •‘‘

 :
 ',.‘".，... 

publicity. 

Mailing Lists - The breakdown 

and WHO Newsletter is as follows: 

WHO Newsletter - English 
• i' Spanish 

Portuguese., 
French 

Press Releases - English 
：•• ‘ Spanish 

of the mailing list s -for -press
1

 rele ase s 

1
4
 
8

 
8
 
4

 
^
 

4
 
3
 
3
 
4
 
2

 
3
 

2
 
9
 
2
 
2
 
5

 
5
 

3
 
1
 

• -V 

Files - Thè Public Information Office maintains the following files: 

(1) Photographs .....:.: 

(2) Subject file on WHO activities 

(3) Reports, Speeches, Biographies 

(4) Press Releases 

The,Legal Office 

Functional Statement 

of the World In providing legal facilities to the Regional Office 

Health Organization, the Legal Office: 

X, Drafts and prepares legal documents related to projects, programmesj 

and affairs of the Regional Office» 

2 , Conducts an advisory service for the Director
1

s Office and Chiefs 

of the operatimg sections on legal aspects of plans, programmes 
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and affairs of the Organization and collaborates m t h technical staff 

in planning and formulating projects. 

Prepares memoranda of law on problems and questions of a le^al nature, 

and conducts related research. 

Prepares and reviews correspondence havins le二al implications. 

Studies, analysesj and reports on current législative developments, 
*• •• - • ..... r. . . . •； _ • 

statutes, treaties, etc., having bearing on the jurisdiction^ powers 

or programme of the Regional Office. 

Serves as Secretariat and Legal Adviser to the Policy A d v i s o r y 

Bo^.rdo 

.• . . . • . ' • •: 一 ， 

Originates Regional Policies and Procedures relating to the 

development and negotiation of tfflO Programmes. ‘ 

Prepares orooosed resolutions and other nacessary documentation in 

connexion with regular meetings and conferences of the Bureau•‘ 
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FUNCTIONAL STATEMENTS 

3, The Division of Public Health 

Purpose; 

The Division of Public Health is responsible for: the crienta^ion and 

co-ordination of the different osotions which comprise the Division, the 

direction and supervision ef "bhe Zone Offices, the preparation and supervision 

of the Field Programmes, and on matters relating to public health in 

general. 

Scope: 

The responsibilities and duties of this division are: 

1. To supervise and co-ordinate the activities of the Sections of 

Epidemiology and Statistics； Maternal and Child Health； Mutrition; 

Venereal Disease; Tuberculosis； Nursing; Sanitary Engineering; 

Veterinary Public Health； Health Education; Public Health Administration; 

Insect Control； Acute and Communicable Diseases and Parasitic Diseases
c 

2. To direct and supervise field offices and programmes. 

3. To study and prepare the Field Programmes and their respective 

budgets, both regular and Technical Assistance. 

4
C
 To execute these programmes directly or through field offices in 

co-operation with the governments and national public health 

organizations of the countries of the hemisphere, under their direct 

supervision or through the Field Offices. 

5. To co-ordinate technically the regional public health programmes. 

To give technical assistance in the health programmes of United 

Nations International Children's Emergency Fund. 

7« To study, prepare and promote adequate standards and methods in 

health administration, by means of local demonstrations。 

8。 To study and evaluate local public health problems and programmes 

upon request of the governments. 



9e To co-operate in the education and training of persciinel for the 

development of specific or general sanitation programmes.；• 

Field Offices 

Purposes 

The principal objectives of the programme and the activities developed 

by these Field Offices are essentially of a technical nature。 The programme 

conforms with the resolutions of the Pan American Sanitary Conferences^ 

Directing Council- and the Executive Committee and is carried out т/vith due 

respect to the internal problems and the sovereignty of the different 

nations》 under the direction of the Division of Public Health of the General 

Office in Viashingtoric The major problems are с 

To decentralize the activities from the Central Office 七о obtain 

more i.iiioiont execution
e 

To supervise and direct public health field programmes in the 

areas
5
 in accordance with instructions from the Regional Office

e 

3. To maintain direct working relations with the governments and with 

the local public health authorities。 

4。 To contribute to the study and solution of local public hearth 

problems о 

5P TO supply advisory^ educati-onal^ .téchriical and professional services 

to .governments
e 

To collect public health information in order to provide a thorough 

knowledge of the actual public health problems in the .areas• and to 

serve as a basis for the preparation of health surveys
c 

Present offices have been considered as observation posts and experi-

mental offices to carry out the programmes in closer relationship with the 

governments . of the Ameri:ras
0
 The experience of recent years, the available 

•technical рег;юппе1
5
 the moans of coramunication (particularly by air; and the 

availability of bilingual staff make it feasible to use 'ii" Id offices。 They 



provide a better geographic distribution of supervisory authority for: 

(a) co-ordination of programme activities； (b) interchange of personnel and 

consultants; and (c) better service to the governments by being closer to 

the health authorities. 

The present Field Offices covering the Americas, are those in El Paso, 

Texas； Guatemala, Guatemala； Kingston, Jamaica; Lima厂 Peru; Rio.de Janeiro， 

Brazil and Montevideo^ Uruguay. 

Sections of the Division of Public Health 

No statement is included in this report of the organization and work 

of the active sections on Nursing^ Nutrition, Environmental Sanitation, 

Veterinary Public Health, Health Education, Public Health Administration, 

Insect Control, Acute Conmiunicable Diseases and Parasitic Diseases which 

have been
5
 up to the present time口 essentially Pan American Sanitary 

Bureau Activities, 

Tuberculosis Section 

Workload Statistics 

1- Correspondence received: Considerable correspondence is being received 

from the countries of the Western Hemisphere requesting information connected 

with Tuberculosis. 

2a Correspondence issued: The nature of this correspondence consists of 

replies to questions received in addition to dispatching general information 

material on Tuberculosis. 

3. The necessity for frequent visits to the field and for consultation 

with governments
5
 makes it difficult to keep the office work current with 

the present staff
e 

Functional Statement 

The Section is responsible for: 

l
c
 Advising the governments in the development of plans for the control of 

tuberculosis; analysing and making recommendations with respect to plans 



for (a) implementation of approved advisory, demonstration and training 

programmes^ and (b) programmes for future years； and advising on integration 

of such programmes into the total public health programmes。 

2. Advising governments on organization and operation of programmes for 

national tuberculosis services. 

3o Advising governments on organization and operation of the programme 

for training tuberculosis personnel, 

4. Planning and carrying out surveys and investigations to obtain know-

ledge and develop techniques related to tuberculosis services. 

Giving technical and administrative supervision to consultants and 

advisory and demonstration staff. 

6. Assisting in co-operating with UN^ specialized agencies and non-

governmental organizations with regard to technical development of tuber-

culosis services。 

7o Advising on the selection of fellowship candidates to be given training 

in tuberculosis^ on medical literature to be furnished by the Organization 

to the governments and on the needs for exchange of scientific information. 
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Epidemiology and Statistics Section 

Workload Statistics 

1950 

August September October Total 

Memoranda issued : : . 9 3 11 23 

Letters issued 26 28' 19 73 

Cables sent 11 17 10 38 

Cables received 17 ‘ 13 13 43 

Weekly Reports received 118 103 94 •315 

Monthly Reports received 
(on Quarantinable Diseases) 6 7 4 17 

Monthly Reports received 
(on other Communicable 
Diseases) 4 2 5 11 

Other Monthly Reports 12 11 10 33 

Other Reports 9 4 4 17 

Interviews with visitors 5 7 6 18 

Conferences & discussions 6 14 3 23 

Telephone enquiries incoming 
and outgoing 7 3 2 12 
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Maternal and Child Health Section 
. . . . . . . - . » • • * • • • 

Functional Statement . 

The section is responsible for: ^ 

1. Planning and technically supervising the maternai and child health 

projects under both the regular and Technical Assistance programmes for 

the region。 ： 

2. Providing advice to governments on maternal and child health problems. 

3. Providing technical approval and advice on projects proposed to UNICEF 

by the member governments. 

4. Collecting and distributing information on maternal and child he红th 

problems and activities in the region. 
• • ‘ 

5« Providing advice to institutions and groups interested in Maternal 

and Child Health' Programmes. 
• • 

6. Advising other units of the Regional Office on aspects of their work 

relating to maternal and child health. 

Venereal Disease Section 

Functional Statement 

The Section is responsible for: 

1, Planning and technically supervising venereal disease projects under 

both the regular and Technical Assistance programmes for the region, 

2. Providing advice to governments on venereal disease problems, 

3» Providing technical approval and advice on projects proposed to UNICEF 

by the œ m b e r governments. 

4
e
 Collecting and distributing information on venereal disease problems 

and activities in the region• 

Providing ad:. i ; ^ to institutions ánd groups interested in the control 

and eradication of venereal diseases. 
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6. Advising other units of the Regional Office on aspects of their work 

relating to venereal diseases. 

7» Ensuring knowledge of the latest developments in the field of venereal 

diseases by liaison with research institutions, etc. 

Public Health Administration Section 
• -. * • • * . • • : • 

• . . • • - • > • 

Functional Statement 

The Section is responsible for: 

Advising governments on methods of organizing and strengthening their 

public health administration j analysing and making recommendations for 

improved advisory services and programmes under both the regular and 
• ; . ‘ • ‘ » -

Technical Assistance programmes for the region; advising on the integration 

of such programmes into the total public health programme. 

. . « 
2. Advising governments on the organization and operation of prograrames 
for a complete public health administration. 

3. Carrying out surveys in relation to the needs of any specific public 

health administration. 

4. Giving technical and administrative supervision to public health 

consultants and other advisory and demonstration staff working in the field 

programme of public health. 

Assisting in the organization of health demonstration areas. 

•‘ Recommending fellowship candidates to be given training in the field of 

publie health administration. 

，•• Advising on the needs of governments for medical literature and 

exchange of scientific information. 

8. Analysing and reporting on public health administration programmes 

and on the integration of programmes. 



FUNCTIONAL STATEÍ.IENTS 

4. Division of Administration 

Purpose : 

To provide administrative services for the regional organization• 

Scodô: -.. 
- Г L - - -

The duties and responsibilities of thi.a Division are: 

1. To provide budget estimates for the region• . 

2. To maintain control of fündsj to ascertain .that funds are boinp 
expended in accordance with approved plans and programmes. 

3» To maintain firiancial arid fiscal records of the Bureau and to 
-provide .-necessary audits and reports. 

4 . To study and evaluate organizational problems, recommending such 
changes in organization as are.desirable. 

.5• To study and•evaluate the effectiveness of procedures, equipment 
and forms. 

• . • • - • • ' f 
• • • • . 

6. To provide administrative management services to member govern-
ments upon request. 

. . . • • . •. 

7 . To provide personnel serTices ..for thQ Regional Organization and 
to administer the Staff Rules and Regulations• 

8# To ascertain that adequate statistics are produced to meet the 
requirements cf operating heads•, 

9 • To provide office and custodial services for the Regional 
Organization• 

10• To supply medical needs for the programmes of the Regional 

Organization and upon request to act as purchasing agent for . 
member countries, :7H0 headquarters anc

1

 other regions• 

11• To maintain catalogues of supply sources, together with specific-
ations, relative standards, costs, etc# 

12. To provide travel and transportation services. 

13- To maintain necessary stock control and invoice records. 



Checks Issued 
Payment Vouchers Issued 
Receipt- Vouchers Issued， 
Debit and Credit Notes Issued 
Debit and Credit Notes Received 
Number of Invoices Processed 

“ ”Purchase Coders 
“ “Travel Authorizations 
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• ~ To provide steno^aphic, clerical and administrative services fэг 
field operations. 

In order to expedite functions described above, the Division of 

Administration comprises: 

1 . Office of the Director of Division 

2. Budget Section 

3. Personnel Section . 

4 . Finance and Accounts Section 

5. Supply Section , 
• • • 

6 e Office Services Section 

The ¿dministrative Regulations, the Fiscal Procedures and the Staff 

Rule.s and • Regulations of the T.orld Health Organization are followed by the 

Regional Office of the Americas•.. 

The professional etaff of the Bureau has been recruited amongst Public 

Health graduates from the member countries and include Health Officers, 

Sanitary Engineers, •Veterinarians, Nurses, etc» 

The Administrative Staff is also selected according to qualifications 

and, at the present time, there are nationals of twenty-two countries from 

four continents on the staff of the Regional Office.‘ 

Finance and Accounts Section 

Workload Statistics • 
1950 

fcnth Operation pe: 

4
5
 
8

 
6
3
9
4
8
 

^
1
0
7
3
6
^
9
 

0
 8

 1

 2

 6

 2
 

1
 



TOTAL 2005 

2. Feiloxvship Control Records 

Approximate number of entries 

3. Cash Book 

Approximate number of entries 

4。 Ledger , 

Approximate number of entries 

5 о Programme Erense Register 

Approximate number of entries . 

6 , 

150 

445 

80 

.235 

Ilonthly Reports Prepared 
for Geneva Headquarters 

(a) Form 31 - Summary of Cash Receipts and Disbursements 
(b) Form 32 - Bank Reconciliation 
(c) Form 33 - Analysis of Account Cocfesof Cash Receipts 

and Disbursements 
(cl) Form 34 - Details of Cash Receipts and Disbursements 
(e) Form 35 - Statement of Accounts Receivable 
(f) .Form 36 - Outstanding Commitments and Accounts payable. 
(g)工nter_0ffice Statement of Debit and Credit Notes 

Operation per Month 

lo Budget Control Record 

Number of Allotments 
Number of Commitments 
Number of Liquidations and Partial Liquidations 
Approximate number of entries in control 

Approximate amount of correspondence outgoing 

Horuiquaters，Geneva 
Intrr-Office Memos 
Setters of Transmittals •‘ 
Other 

TOTAL 

Other payments (i。e。Advances• 
Payroll, etc») 

Fellcnvship Stipend Payments 
Travel Claims processed 

TOTAL 3595 
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9

 1
5
 

3
 
7
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/о Budget Reports prepared for Regional Office Monthly Reports 

Cuaulative Extract Budget Control Record 
Monthly Extract 
Monthly Reconciliation Statement with cash Returns and IOT Statements 
Quarterly Reports 
Analysis of Allotments 

Personnel Section 

T'orkload Statistics 

The ïïork of the Personnel Section requires the full integration of 

Regional Office activity with that of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau. The 

figures presented below are an арргозаmation-.of the activities of the Personnel 

Section which relate exclusively to 7Ж) operations. The approximation is 

based on the normal distribution of PASB and WHO vrork among the staff, 
•； - .. 

The figures represent ТШО workload only as averages 

1 с Interviews 

(a) Applicants (197) 
(b) Appointment (4) 
(c) Staff 

members, on ençiloyment 
and staff rules (14) 

2。 Applications received, coded and classified 

3o Inquiries from staff and the public on ÏÏHO 
procedures and plans 

4。 Vacancy announcements prepared (since July) 

5' Tests for clerical applicants . . . 

6
0
 1VH0 Personnel Actions prepared ¿ud/ог processed . 

7e Ш0 Personnel requests to Geneva 

8. Medical Examinations arranged for staff members 

9 » In-grade Promotions prepared and/or processed 

10o Service Rating prepared and/or pr^c<=ssc;d 

per month : 

215 

130 

155 

4 

45 

10 

4 

4 

5 

、5 

11 • T7H0 Post Classifications piopared 5 



12 • Memoranda to staff 

13. Correspondence, cables, transmittals - 1TH0 
business in essence 

14. Discussions with operating officials on personnel 
needs and clearances on actions 

15. Reports on 7Щ0 Personnel and activities of Section 

Budget Office 

Functional Statement 

The Budget Office of the Region of the Americas is charged m t h the 

responsibility of collating budget material in accordance with the instruc-

tions issued from Headquarters for the Regular and the Technical Assistance 

Budgets• In the past, due to conditions peculiar to the western hemisphere, 

it has been necessary to evaluate the averages established by Headquarters 

in order to determine whether or not they are applicable to the Region. In 

those cases where the averages are inapplicable, new methods of estimate have 

had to be developed
 f 

The present responsibilities of the Budget Office in this region require 

that all incumbering documents against Regional Office allotments be reviewed 

by a member of the Budget Office • This procedure is followed not to determine 

the availability of funds, but rather for the purpose of pacing the experdi^ 

ttïPôs against allotments in force • Other routine duties conprise special 

reports as to the status of allotments as requested by Headquarters. 

Supply Section 

The tabulation of correspondence issued, outlined on the attached 

summary, includes only an approximate tabulation of memoranda, lettere and 

cables prepared. In addition, there is a considerable number of informational 

forms which are prepared and sent out notifying Consignees, Regional Offices 

and Headquarters cf shipments of medical literature and medical supplies 
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154 

34 

ordered on W 3 ptrroha-зе orders• After actual shipment of medical supplies, 
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equipmentj, -etc », receiving, report forms are prepared and included in form 

:.....letters, enclosing shipping documents ̂  i ,, bills of lading
 >
 commercial 

invoices., insurance certificates,. etc : Form letters for purpose of trans-

mitting informational documents；, such as purchase orders^ expovo licence, 

etc
0 i
 to the Forwarding Agents are also preparedq Expert declaration and 

shipping instruction forms to carrying agents are prepared by the Shipping 

Unit» 

• - .. • * 

The tabulation of contract placement is an accurate summary of 

Supply Procurement from January through Septeniber of the current year. 

It is difficult to ascertáin the exact volume of ШЗ correspondence 

requiring action
e
 A conservative estimate would be an average daily flow 

of fifty pieces. Correspondence received and requiring- action includes ¿ 

1, Letters from Suppliers of medical supplies^ laboratory, and other 
equipment, ' Publishers：, Government Agencies^ Institutions, etc， 

2я Memoranda from Headquarters； Regional Offices, and inter-regional 
. office memoranda ̂  

3ó Invoices submitted by Vendors against Ш0 and RO Purchase Orders. 

4。 Shipping documents - (bills of lading^ insurance certificates, 

consular invoices^ etc®). • • . 

5о Réquisitions and order for materials for ÏÏH0 Regional Offices and 

rjember governments submitted by Headquarters e 

6。 Regional Office requisitions requiring purchasing action
a 

7
d
 P -Ice Quotations from Suppliers for list of supplies on requisition 

from Headquarters sent in response to our requests for bids. 
‘ . . • ‘ • 

8。 Price lists, pamphletscatalogues，supply schedules^ etc» 

1 flow of incoming and outgoing telephone conversations relating to T7H0 

purchasing activities is m。：G daily
0
 A major p jrtion of incoming calls is in 

reply to telephone inquiries made by this Office with relation to prices, 

availability delivery^ shipping of materials^ and many other problems。 

Many personal visits are received fron supp]iers representatives 

regarding procurement matters с 



3.5 Average 39% 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July-
August 
September 

TOTALS 
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Workload Statistics 

Travel Unit 

Travel Authorizations 

1950 
Month Total ТШ0 ШЮ % 
January- 50 37 74 
February 63 33 52 
March 94 59 62 
April 37 .60. 69 
May 125 47 37 
June 107 ..... 72 • 6.7 
July 67 . 35 52 
August . 125 56 45 
September 112 67 . 5 9 

TOTALS 830 466 Average 56% 

Tickets Purchased 

1950 
Month 

Total WHO :mo % 

January 50 37 74 
February 63 33 52 
March 94 ... • .59 62 “ 
April .101 68 67 
May 73 31 42 
June 109 72 66 
July • 67 35.. 52 
August 71 33 46 
September 161 . 65 40 

,—‘;i TOTALS 789- 433 -Average 55% 

Passports Obtained 

1950 
Month Total ШЮ ТШ0 % 
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January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July-
August 
September 

January 22,959 
February 25Д78 
March 17,973 
April 29；243 
May 30,594 
June 26,540 
July- 28Д63 
August 29,600 
September 31,248 

TOTALS 89,093 9,560 Average 10% 

TOTALS 241,498 49,051 Average 20% 

Material Received for Filing 
Г950"

 :

 ~ : ~ 

Month Total No, Pes. 17H0 No, Pes. TTiO % 
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A p ^ e x j m Visas Obtained . 

1950 
Month Total ГН0 YH0 % 
January-
February 
March 
April 
May ' 
June 
July 
August 
September 
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16 
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TOTALS 414 141 Average 3 4多 

Records and. CoEimunications Unit 
‘ -

Outgoing Communications 
1950 
Month 

Total Noо Pes. ПЮ No
u
 Pes > ТШ0 % 
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Reproduction Unit 

Duplicating Work 

1950 
Month Total Impressions WHO Impressions . WHO % 

January- 24,521 3,250 14 
February 26,970 7,465 28 
March 113,778 51,533 45 
April -226,225 58,265 26 
May- 144,105 56,780 36 
June 188,105 38,245 21 
July- 148,590 25,225 17 
August 337,985 28,570 8 
September 397,345 •131,530 33 

TOTALS 1)603,634 400,863 Average .25% 

Addressograph and Mailing Work 

1950 
Month Total No. Pes。 WHO No. Pes. WHO % 

July- 15,725 ‘ 7,987 50 
August 17,194 9,088 52 
September 14,078 12,511 89 

TOTALS 46,997 29,586 Average 63% 

Translating Unit 

1950 
Month Total No. Pgs. WHO No. Pgs. WHO % 

January 265 49 18 
February- 377 84 22 
March 495 232 47 
April 618 84 13 
May 446 11 3 
June 437 56 13 
July 387 42 11 
August 542 139 25 
September 638 62 9 

TOTALS 4,205 759 Average 18笫 



January 
February 
March 
April 
May-
June 
July 
August 
September 

•May 
June 
July 
August, 
September 
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Service Unit 

Transportation 

1950 — — — — 

Month Total No. Trips No, WHO Trips WHO^ 

-"TOTALS 2,708 • 1,246 Average 46% 

Requisitions Pilled from Stock 

1950 
Month • ‘Total • No, WHO WHO % 
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TOTALS 861 98 Average 11%. 
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FUNCTIONAL STATEMENTS 

5. Division of Education, Training and General Technical Services 

Purpose； 

To provide co-ordination and direction to training activities and 

general technical services. 

Scope : 

During the past year it has become increasingly evident that a major 

function of an international organization is to provide and co-ordinate 

education and training in its broadest sense. One of the greatest contri-

butions that can Ъе made in the field of international public health is to 

ensure the training of local personnel to carry out the needs of the pro-

gramme. This investment of time and money in people has a permanent effect 

in advancing such programmes, and lays the foundation for future development. 

Many functions of the office, such as those of the Fellowship Section, 

come obviously within the functions of this new division and will profit 

by such co-ordination. Also, most of the activities in regard to medical 

care or social welfare are in the last analysis educational ones, since the 

limited resources of the Bureau can best be used .for medical training rather 

than bedside care or social services programmes. Supplementary to and 

closely allied with the education and training functions of the office are 

the general technical services, such as editorial, library, translating, 

etc. Specifically, the functions for the two principal parts of the 

division are given below under (a) Education and Training; and (Ъ) Technical 

Services. 

Education and Training 

Education and training is designed: 

1. To plan educational programmes within available resources. 

、 To maintain liaison with educational and training agencies 
in medicine and public health. 



5- To review standards and academic competence of training agencies 
and schools. 

t . ... •• ： ... ..... •厂 

紅. To review thë adequacy of faculties of the institutes, 
seminars, etc., conducted Ъу the Regional Office. 

5. To supervise the training of fallows, in" public health, 

nursing, sanitary engineering and'related fields. 
• '• ' . • • ；. - . • • ..,,.. 

6. To develop plans for the conducting of institutes, workshops, 
and seminars to assure : 

‘ • .. . • Г -- - .、： •
:
、. . . 

(a) that..,the proper technical personnel is available/：： 
(b) that the timing of courses is carefully integrated,. 

(c) that appropriate information about each course is made 
generally available, and 

(d) .that.the results of all courses are evaluated. 

workshops, 

medicine, 

Те'.hnical Services 

丨 i • 
The Technical Services are designed: 
• . . . . . •. • • • ... • 

.1. To assemble, review and «dit all materials published Ъу 
the Bureau. 

2. To establish the editorial policy of the Bureau^ 

• ... -..:...+ • . ,, . i .
 ;

 • 
5. To secure -reconmiendatioiis of sections concerned, -as to 

technical suitability, scope and media of publication of all -
materials published. … •，. . 
To Ъе familiar vith sources of appropriate editorial material, 
and to secure and maintain records of such material. 

. . . - • • • 

5. To edit official； releases of the Bureau for technical accuracy. 

6. To maintain a Library and Reference Service for the 
Organization. 

• .、 .. Г: , ,.. • . . . . ... • 
7- Tó recommend the purchase of publications. 

• • •. . . 

8•‘ To co-operate with technical personnel to develop the 
widest utilization of reference resources. 
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Public 工 n í o . m t a t J . o n 
1 Public Information ûffi.cer 

G. 13 
1 Secretary (L) 
1 Messenger (L'I 

Office of the Director 

1 Regional Director 

$13,500 
1 Secretary (L) 

Regional Coramittee 

Шпех XIT 

WORLD HEALTH 
ORGMIZATION 

Regional Office 
South-East Asia 

Position Chart 1951 
(25th UKvember '50) 

Health Services | 
i 

1 Chief of Health Service-
.:.""

1

 i 
G.I9 

and Deputy Tîegior.al Director . 1 

1 Secretary (L) 
Public Health Acirunistrator G.16 
Public Health Adirânistrator • G,16 
Public Health julr'àrxistrator G.16 ; 

1 Secretary (L) I 
2 Stenoccrc.'oher3 О 

Regional Advisees: 

2 Medical Officers (Katei-r.al & Child • • ‘ 

Health) G.16-
1 Medical Officer (Malaria) G.16 ！ 

1 Medical Officer (Venereal Disease) G.16 ！ 

1 Medical orficar (Tuberculosis) G.16 -; 
1 Medical Officer (Tuberculosis) G.15 ； 

1 Medical Officer (Professional and 
Tech。 Sducation)* G, 16 ！ 

1 Advissr； 5 íi-vlronnent al Sanitation G. 15 .； 

i Advissr^ Nursing-
G . 1 4 

7 Sterc.^rapher^ (1.Л 

Fellowship Gnl'o 

X Medical O^.^ice^ 
Prof. & Tech. Üdu, 

1 Fellowship 
Assistant fL : 

Health Statistics and 
Records 

(L) Local Staxf 
* Regional .Advise: 

i 

1 Medical Officer G.13 
1 Statistical Clerk ' 

(L) 

丄 StenoRrapher (L) . 

Administration and Finance 

1 Chief of Adm. & Firu 
1 Personnel Officer 
1 Personnel Records Assistant (L) 

1 Secretary (L) . 
, 1 Stenographer (L) 

s
 

*

 *
 

G
G
 

Fin. Budget & Accounts 
M i 

1 Head, Fin. Bud. 
к Accs. Unit G,12 

1 Finance Officer G.9 
2 Stenographers (L) 

I 
Accounts <Sc 
Budget Control 

2 Accountants 

(L) 
2 Assistant 

Accountants 
: ( L ) 

2 Accounts 
Clerks (L) 

Treasury 

1. Assnt. 
Accountant 

General Services 
Unit 

1 Head, Gen/ Services 
Unit • G

#
ll 

' 1 Steno, (L) 

Office 
Management 

Travel and 
Procuranent 

1 Office Management 
Assistant (L) 
Librarian (L) 
Registry Clerks 

(L) 

Sorting'Clerk (L) 
Despatch Cleric (L) 
Receptionist (L) 
Typing Clerks (L) 
Storekeeper (L) 

1 Mimeograph 
Operator 

Custodial Staff 

1 Travel and 
Procurement 
Assistant (L) 

1 Travel Clerk (L) 
2 Procurement 

Clerks (L) 
2 Chauffeurs (L) 

0.11 Professional & Technical Education will be in charge of the Fellowship Unit. 
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PART I. Ш DEVELOPMENT 

The opening of the Regional office Гor South-East Asia fallowed the first session 

of the Regional Committee, end of 1/48, and the subsequent appointment of the Regional 

Director in December 1948. 

During the year 194乂 the office h3d been functioning with a skeleton staff 

composed of the Regional Director^ the Deputy Regional Director, the Medical Officer 

and two regionally recruited administx-aiivu assistants# At the end of 1949, an 

Adviser in Maternal and Child Health 约)pointed together with the Public Information 

Officer, and a Special Services Officer («icneral Services) • 

A consultant in administration r.nd Liance was assigned to the SEARO for a period 

of six months from November 1949 to March 1950» The structure of the Regional Office 

remained sketchy and rather fluid until the beginning of 1950, when additional personnel 

were assigned to New Delhi. 

A first attempt to organize the office was made in May 1950, and since then the 

major components of the Regional Office remained as follows t 

• 

⑴ The Office of the Regional Director and Deputy Direоtor, to whioh are directly 

attached： 

The Public Information Unit. 

The Fellowship Unit, and 

The Epidemiological Intelligence & Health Statistics Unit. 

(2) Planning and Operations to which belongs 

. . . -... 

The Planning & Operations Officer, 
: . . : • • - . . . � . . . - - ' • • ‘ 

®io Regional Advisers, and the corresponding field teams, and 
• , • ：. ....... . : : • 

• .. ' - • 

.....i二i:丄::.-îhe short-term consultants. 
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(3) Administration к Finance which includes»；.......:..-.‘...... 
11 1

 i . • '•； 

The Administration &. Finance Officer. 
. • • • 1 • 

4 • 

The Administration & Personnel Unit. 

The Budget, Finance к Accounts Unit, and 

The Office"Management & General Services Unit.’ 

On 31st October 1950, the International Staff of the Regional Office 

consisted of? 
• « • ;

 Regional Director 

Deputy. Regional Director 

• , • • • , . . 

Planning and Operations Officer 

Medical Officer 

Public Information Officer 

, . • . . ‘ • — . . . . . 
Regional Advisers in 、 . 

\ • • ' • . . . . 

Malaria 
Tuberculosis , 
Venereal Disease 
«Maternal- and Child Health • 
Environmental Sanitation and ...-
Nursing .. •.....； : . 一 “ •. 

’ . . . . . < 

Administration and Finance Officer 

Finance Officer 

• Special Services Officer (General Services) 
• . ». * • • ‘ 

Special Services Officer ̂ (Administration - Personnel) 

The nttmber of staff by Organizational Units was as. f-ollowst •Locally Recruited 
on local wages. 

Regional Director's Office 2 

Public Information Unit 1 

Grade 
8-13 

Grade 14 
& above 

* Including the Regional Director, who is ungraded 



Epidemiological Intelligence 
& Health Statistics Unit ' 

Fellowship Unit 

Planning к Operations 

Regional Advisers 

Administration & Finance 

Administration & Personnel；Unit 

Finance and Accounts, Budget Unit 

General Services Unit 

Locally Recruited 
on local w^iges 

1 

3 

3 

1： 

2 

Grade 
8-13 

Grade 14 
& above 

1 1 

6 

1 

7 . 

26* 

1 

1 

46 5 10 

During the year 1950, one local staff member was discharged for inefficiency and 

three others have resigned for personal reasons. 

The Organizational ..o^rt. (drawn on 1 July 1950) was only ал attempt to show the 

first phase of- the organization of development of the Regional Office. It was found 

unsatisfactory in many ways： and a new chart was prepared on J. October in the light 

of the experience gained during 1950 and in view of the increasing responsibilities of 

the Regional Office. 

* This figure includes 10 messengers, sweepers atid guard. 
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Regional Office for South-East Asia 〜. 

• * . 

PART II ORGàNIZATEONàL STRUCTURE FOR 1951. 

uie formation of the organizational structure of the SEâRO for 1951 has been 

built"up on the following basis»-

(1) The abolition of the existing post of Planning & Operations Officer. 

(2) ' The formation of a sub«division of Health Services which will include Public 

Health Administeators and Regional Specialist Advisers. 

⑶ The amalgamation of the posts of Deputy Director and Chief of Health Services. 

The reasons for this radical change of structure axe -

(a) That the Regional Director is responsible to the Director-General 

for supervising all aspects of activities of the Regional Office 

and is , also diarged with maintaining top-level contact ydth 

governments and appropriate professional groups within the region. 

As long as he is present in the Regional Office which would be 

during more than half of. any year it would be difficult to justify 

the existence of a whole-time post of Deputy Director. 

(b) Biat the increasing emphasis on the need for the integration of 

all field programmes into general public health plans for each 

countiy and the rapid development of the various activities within 

the region necessitating the formation of a clearly defined sub-

division of Health Services within the Regional Office. 

(c) That it is necessary to,have clear cut definitions of the duties 

of the various Officers. 

The proposed structure is essentially.of a praqtical and temporary natare. It 

is designed in the light of the experience gained during the year 1950» It may be 

necessary to review it during 1951. 
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OFFICE OF ÏHE DIRECTOR 

Functional Statement ..：..,.：；'._： 

(1) The Regional Director is responsible to the Directoi»-Gteneral for supervising 

all activities of the Regional Office. 

(2) Ho will maintain appropriate top-level contact with governments and appropriate 

professional groups within the region, 

(3) He will act as Secretary to the Regional Committee and advise it on the 

iormulation of policy in lina with that laid down by World Health Assembly and 

he will act as Liaison Officer between the Regional Committee and Headquarters 

of WHO« ‘ 

(4) He will maintain contact with all agencies international or otherwise having 

common interests in the region and will co-ordinate WHO activities with theirs 
. ： 

in order to obtain the maximum effective utilization of.¿11 available resources. 

(5) He will act generally as a directing and co-ordinating authority on international 

health work in the region. , 

The Regional Director will have on his staff one Secretary (local) 
• ' . 、 

Linked directly with the- Office of the Regional Director will be -

(a) Public Information Unit 

(b) Health Services 

(c) Administration and Finance. • 

PUBLIC 工№0腿 H O N UNIT 

No change, is contemplated in 1951 for the Public Information Unit which is 

‘composed of - . 

Public Information Ofiicer (Grade 13) 

Secretary ( L o c a l )
; 

Messenger (Local) 

Ihis Unit is receiving monthly about 85 incoming letters and sending out 135 

letters and documents. It issues a monthly average of six press releases. The monthly 

average of interviews given is about 25. 



PUBLIC INFORMATION UNIT 

Punctional Statement 

The Public Information Unit -

- a d v i s e s the Regional Director, on all aspects of Public Information, 

- p r e p a r e s , develops and executes the projects outlined by the 

Regional Director, 

一 prepares special or routine press releases, radio scripts, visual 

presentations, interpretative or feature articles, 

- h o l d s or supervises press conferences or briefings with press 

representatives, 

， p l a n s ^ rehearses and participates in radio programmes, 

- p r e p a r e s or edits articles and speeches for staff or persons 

designated by the Regional Director. 

， p r e p a r e s photographic and visual presentations 

- p r e p a r e s feature articles and pajnphlets, 

- c o v e r s the session of the .Regional Committee or other meetings 

as instructed by the Regional Director, 

- p r e p a r e s mailing lists， 

- m a i n t a i n s as public information liaison with the United Nations 

and Specialized Agencies, as well as with the governmental and 

non-governmental organizations, newspapers, magazines, radio -stations, 

documentary film producers, within the region. 

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

During the year 1950， besides has duties and responsibilities as the Regional 

Directoras alter ego，the Deputy Director was entrusted with the relationship with
 t 

the Regional Committee and the preparation of its session. He was also personally-

responsible for the Fellowship unit. 

In 1951^ the Office of Deputy Director m i l be amalgamated with that of Chief 

of Health Services• 
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- HEALTH SERVICES 

During 1950, the position of the planning and Operations Officer which was 

established cn 1 February 1950, has net been defined in detail particularly with 

regard to the working relationship between the Repicnal Advisers. Although the 

Planning and Operations Officer was supposed tp plan and co-crdinate the activities 

of the Regional Advisers, an exact limitaticn of duties was not established and. 

the Advisers working under arrangements set up early in 1950 were reporting directly 

tc the Regional Diro=ctcr on their specialities. With the rapidly increasing 

activities within the region and the necessity for having intagrated country pro— 

grammes, it has become evident that the health services
1

 functions•oí the Regional 

Office should be better adapted to the pre gramme requirements, and that they should 

be under a responsible head ablo tc co-crdinate the work cf the Advisers while 

putting special, emphasis on the Public Hoalth side of the activities within the 

refricn. It is therefore proposed to abolish the post cf Planning and Operations 

Officer and to create a sub-division cf Health Services which will be headed by a 

Chief assisted by Public Health Administrators and Specialist Advisers. The exist-

ing post of Deputy Director will be amalgamated with that cf Chief of Health Service; 

There will be three Public Hoalth Administrators one cf whom will be charged with 

the cc-crdinaticn of TAED programmes, another will be charged with the co-crdinaticn 

cf all other programmes and the third whe should have had special training in 

Iiipideraiology will bo available for Health Survey wcrk particularly in countries tc 

which resident Public Health Administrators had not been allotted. 

The Chief and the Public H ,alth Administrators will have at their disposal the 

services of locally recruited Secretaries. 

With the appointment of a Public Hoalth Administrator to assist the Chief cf 

Health Services, it was felt that the posts of Senior Assistants (locally recruited) 

whe wérG жrking under the Planning and Operations Officer should be suppressed from 

1 January 1951， 

The Junior Medical Officer appointed in 1950 tc assist the Flaming and 

Operations Officer did net have his duties clearly defined. Among：' other duties he 

was handling the wcrk of the Health Statistics Unit. His present post m i l be . 

abolished, in 1951. . 
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nal St a temen!: 

The Chief of Health Services will -

(1) advj.se the Regional Director on the technical aspects of. all 

health activities throughout the region. 

(2) direct the planning and activation of general and special health 

surveys throughout the region 

⑶ recommend to the Regional Director the giving of technical approval 

to health programmes, 

(4) co-ordinate individual health projects into country programmes 

and advise governments on their integration into their general 

health services
d 

(5) provide at the request of governments consultative services to 

assist in the implementation of governmental health programmes» 

(6) secure joint planning of programmes with other international 

agencies and their integration into international health programmes< 

(7) advise governments on the organization of their National Health 

Administrations。 

(8) formúlate the annual programme of the organization with the 

‘region.' 
/ 

(9) .draft the Regional Operational Reports. 

PUtíLI。 HEALTH ADMINISTRATORS 

Functional Statement 

There vdll be three Public Health Administrators. Except that one of the Public 

Health Administrators will deputise for the Chief of Health Services during his 

absence and will be charged also with the maintenance of liaison with the Division 

of Technical Services at Headquarters, ajad another Public Health Administrator will 

be charged with advising the procurement section on the technical aspect of medical 

supply work, their functions -will be the same. One of these two will deal with 

T.A.E.D. projects and the other with all other projects. The tro Public Health 
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Administrators whilst they may travel for the purpose of getting background inform-

ation on the health services of regional countrias will primarily be stationary 

and function at Regional Office
e
 The -third Public Health Administrator will on 

the other hand, be primarily mobile« 

The Chief and the two
 11

 stationary
11

 Public Health Administrators m i l be the 

pivot around which will revolve- the technical activities of the Regional Office. 

To avoid any delay in the. clearance and implementation of projects it should be 

possible to arrange that two of these three officers will always be at the 

Ragional Office
 c 

The functions of the Ьж> stationary Public Haalth Administrators other than 

those specified above will be : 

(1) To critically зхгтхпз all projects in their assignad fields in 

conjunction with the appropriate specialist advisers from the general 

public health point of view., 

(2) To ensure that specialist projects are planned so as to fit the ззпзгг! 

public health structure of the countries for vràiich they агз designed,- • 

(3) Acting in collaboration v/ith the Chiof of Health Services and the 

Chief of Administration and Finance to finaliza projects handled by them 

at the next lowar echelon for technical approval by tha Regional 

Director. 

(4) To plan projects involving mora than one specialist field in 

collaboration with the appropriate specialist advisers and the Mobile
1 

Public Haalth Administrator, Public Health Administrators resident in 

countries of the region vdll be consulted by correspondonc.3 or personal 

contact during the planning of this typo of project. 

(5) To initiate or continue health survey тогк normally tho function of the 

"mobile" Public Health Administrator during tho absence of tho latter
# 

(6) To act with the Chief of Health Sarvicas and tha Chief of 

Administration and Finance as a Programme Board in the formation of 

ccuntry programmes for presentation to the Regional Committea. 

(7) To jvaluato projects on tho basis of data supplied by tha Statistics and 

Records Unit, the specialist advisers end Public Health Administrators 

in tho fiold. 
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The functions of the 打mobile^ Publi'’； Health ückdrdstrator will be: 
< 

(1) To carry out health surveys as directed by the Chief of Health Services.. 

(2) To secure, in ooiintrtes not serviced by resident Public Health Admini-

strators, and in collaboration with governments, the integration of 

specialist projects vdth the general public health structure of countries 

and to advise on the conformity of such projects to the customs and 

habita of the peoples
c 

(3) To supply material which will assist in the evaluation of projects. 

(4) To assist where possible and desirable in the planning of projects 

involving more than one specialist field as specified in the functional 

statement covering the duties of the two stationary Public Health 

Administrators
P 

REGIONAL ADVISERS 

At the present stage of development of the Regional ргингашше, the services of 

9 Regional Advisers will be require;] during 1951. 

Functional Statement 

(1) Advise and assist governments with respect toi (a) overall planning 

for their specific subject including, in collaboration with Public 

Health Administrators
5
 integration into the total public health programme 

of the countryj (b) planning and preparation of specific projects; 

(c) inç)lementation of approved projects j (d) training of personnel 

including fellowships^ the latter in collaboration with the Adviser on 

Professional and Technical Education, 

(2) Advise the Chief of Health Services in consultation with the appropriate 

Fublic Health Administrator on the devolopraunt of the programme for all 

points of view. 

(3) Participate with other Regional kdvisevs and Tfdth Public Health Admini-

strators in developing iticegxj.ted hesGth plans 
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(4) Prepare analysis and recommendations on specific proposals of governments 

and, in collaboration with Public Health Administrators, on proposals of 

a more general character. 

(5) As may be requested by the Chief of Health Services, plan, advise on 

and carry out surveys and investigations to obtain knowledge and develop 

techniques related to their special subjects. 

(6) Assist the Chief of Health Services and his Public Health Administrative 

Staff in technical administrative supervision of the work of Consultants 

and field staff. 

(7) Assist in eo-operating with United Nations Specialized Agencies and non-

governmental organizations with regard to technical development and 

joint activity in the region, 

(8) Analyse in collaboration with the Medical Statistician and report to the 

Chief' of the Bureau of Health Services on the subject programme activities. 

(9) Together "with the Adviser on Professional and Technical Education， advise 

on the selection of fellowship candidates on medical literature to be 

furnished by the Organization to governments, and on the needs/or exchange 

of specific information. 
• • . 

(10) To visit medical and para-medical educational institutions within the 

region and by agreement with the authorities of these and after consultation 

with the Adviser on Professional and Technical Education to hold special 

instructional sessions in the field of their specialities. 

REGIONAL ADVISER IN MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH 

In 1950, there was one Regional Adviser in Maternal and Child Health assigned to 

the Regional Office. With the development of IHO/UNICEF programmes within the region, 

it is felt necessary to'have an additional adviser attached.to this office during the 

year I95I. 

The ti«o Maternal and Child Health Advisers will be assisted by a Secretary-

Stenographer (Locally recruited), 
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REGIONAL ADVISER IN M b l R I k 

In 1950， there was one Regional Adviser in Malaria assigned to the Regional 

Office, and it is proposed to continue his services in 195L 

The Malaria Adviser will be assisted by a Secretary-Stenographer (Locally 

recruited). 

REGIONkL ADVISER IN VENEREA!, DISMSES 

A Regional Adviser in Venereal Diseases, was assigned to this Regional Office in 

1950• His service's m i l be continued during the year 1951c 

. • . . . . . • • 

The Venereal Diseases Adviser "will be assisted by a Secretary-Stenographer 
• • • • ‘ • • . • 

(Locally recruited)• 

REGIONAL ADVISER IN TUBERCULOSIS 

There was one Regional Adviser in Tuberculosis assigned to this Région for the 

year I95O. It is proposed to continue his services during the year 1951® It is 

expected that the responsibilities for the technical aôpect of the BCG programme and 

its incorporation into the general Tuberculosis Control Programme will be placed on 

the Regional Adviser in Tubérculosis^ but it is felt neceqsary to have jadditional 

expert advice in this speciality. It therefore， proposed to have in 1951 an 

Additional Tuberoulosis Adviser (Grade 15) who would be specialized also in BCG; 

The.two Tuberculosis Advisers will shaie the services of a Secretary—Stenographer 

(locally recruited)• 

• • •. 

REGIONAL ADVISER IN PROFESSIONAL АШ TECHNICAL EDUCATION 

In view of the. importance given to ШЮ programmes of professional and technical 

education, it was found necessary to have a Regional Adviser in Professional and 

Technical Education assigned to SEâRO in 1951. This Regional Adviser
д
 mûïo would be 

Medical Officer Grade 16^ will be assisted by a locally recruited Secretary-Stenographer. 

His work in general will be to maintain liaison with National Health Administrations 

and other national, authorities in the region, and public and private Medical and 

Public Health Organizations to foster and develop long range medical and public health 

education and training programmes• He will also maintain close working relationship 
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with Directors of Educational Institutions, arid, research institutions and hospitals 

to facilitate the training and counselling of selected fellows. He will represent 

the Regional Director on National Fellowship Selection Boards víienever practicable. 

:
 1

 ..'’，- “ • 

REGIONAL ADVISSR.IN NURSING : : 

In 1950, there was one Regional Adviser in Nursing assigned to the Regional 
‘ • _ . , V . •: • ‘ 

Office and it proposed to continue her services in 1951, She will be assisted 

by a Secretary-Stenographer (Local), It is envisaged that in 1951 a very full use 

shall be made of the services of the Nursing Adviser in particular connexion with 

the critical examination Ъу the Chief of Heaïth Services and his staff of projects 

involving the services of qualified and auxiliary nursing personnel. 
• . . . ••‘ ‘ • • . . . . . . ...，. í 

• • , . • . : • • •‘ . 

REGIONÁ.L ADVISER ‘ IN ENVIRONMENTAL “ 
SANITATION 

In 1950 there was one Regional Adviser in Environmental Sanitation and it is 

proposed to continue his services in 1951. He m i l be assisted by a Secretary-

Stenographer (Local). It is envisaged that in 1951 his. services will be particularly 

utilised in collaboration with Public Health Adininistrators- in projects planned for 

the feç^ral improvement of public health as well as in specific、projects such as 

^in^i^fnalarial campaign and those directed to combating communicable disease, and iràiich 
• .. • ； : . . ... __ • , . . , : . . 

include measures for the improvement of environmental conditions of populations • He 

•will also undertake survey work in environmental Sanitation. 

” . FELLOWSHIP UNIT 
• il V •• ；• ' . , , . - . 

、.：“‘“ : . . . . • • : . 〉 . : . . • , ..、.;•._. ••丨丨. 

Лс 'ÈfkriTig the year 195.0厂 the wcrk in connexion with the Fellowships has been passed 
iëgipîiai-Director to the Deputy Regional Director and finally to the Regional 

, 1 • . • ‘1 . • • 

Advisôi? in,Venereal Diseases) -who took this duty, in addition to his work in his 八 

speciality» The clerica], work has been handled by one clerical assistant
#
 It has . 

г:

iecôiife' necessary to create a well established Fellowship Unit, "which will be haidling 

% H 'adininistrative work connected with the fellowship programme within the Region, 
, . . . . . i _ 

of a Fellowship Assistant will be created and filled by a senior locally-
recruited staff member. The Fellowship Unit will be put under the direct supervision 

of the Regional Adviser in Professional and Technical Education. 
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f'ELLOWSHIP FïiIT 

Functional Statement 

.The Fellowship Unit -

« prepares and issues awards, 

一 maintains a classified record of fellowship awards, name-wise, as well 

as country-wise, 

~ maintains connected files up-to-date and ensures that these are handled 

confidentially, 

”.follows up the award through the various stages^ 

submits monthly returns showing the status of various fellowships, 

- k e e p s close liaison with the other units concerned) namely, Administration.， 

...Finance, Travel, and obtains clearance for actions taken, 

- f o l l o w s up post-fellowship records of fellows。 

HEALTH STATISTICS AI® RECORDS UNIT 

It is understood that the statistical work of 1Ш0 is to continue to be handled 

by the Headquarters or by specialized centres such as the Singapore Epidemiologioal 

Station. It is, however, felt necessary to have in this Regional Office a special 

unit Tshich would collect all 'health statistics which might be of use in the formation 

of country programmes. There is also a mass of informâtion^ record cards etc., 

collected in the course of operation of field projects already in operation which mass 

will be increased vhen further projects are established. This material should be 

collected and presented in usable form for the evaluation of existing projects, the 

planning of new ones and for the evaluation also of techniques. To this end the unit 

should be provided .with calculating and card-sorting machines and it is intended to 

employ a statistical clerk trained in the operation of such ms.chincs or to arrange 

"in service" training for an existing staff member» The present Medical Officer 

attached to the Planning and Operations Officer has epidemiological and. public health 

training ançi some experience in statistical work. It is proposed to secure for- him 

"in service" training in medical statistical work. Besides a statistical clerk (local) 

he will have the services of a Secretary-Stenographer (local)• . 
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Functional Statement 

The Medical Statistician will -

(1) Collect health statistics within the region. ' 

(2) Receive and file records of country programmes, 

(3) Superintend the putting of such records into the proper,form for 

mechanical sorting and the carrying out of such sorting, ‘ 

(4) Present the results in properly usable form for study and 

evaluation, 

(5) Assist the Chief of Bureau of Health Services and his staff in 

programme evaluation. 

(6) Develop, "whenever possible work methods and techniques for the 

appraisal and review of. the progress made within the region. 

It is not proposed to bring in any great changes in the organization of Admini-

stration and Finance during the year 1951-1952. 

The post of Chief of Administration and Finance at Grade 15 will be open 

as from 1 January 1950. The increased responsibilities of the holder of the post 

fully' justify the level of this position. .. 

2, The Administration - Personnel Unit will Ъб suppressed. It has not been found 

necessary for the present to have a separate unit for "Personnel". In'.factj th' 

responsibility for the handling of personnel matters is basically that of the Chief 

of Administration and Finance. It will be, however, necessary for him to be assisted 

by a Personnel Officér (Grade 11) and a Personnel Record Assistant (locally recruited). 
- • 

The present work-load of the Administration 一 Personnel Unit is as follows : 

ADMINISTRATION AMD PINâNCE 

Monthly average 

Interviews 

Contracts/ Certificates， Personnel Actions, 
issued. 

20 

10 
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Monthly average 

Incoming mail dealing with personnel matters 160 letters 

Outgoing mail dealing with personnel matters 210 ” 

The responsibilities and duties of the Personnel Officer in assisting the chief of 

Bureau fully warrant the classification of the post at Grade 11. 

坊e Secretary of the Chief will be at the level of Secretarial Assistant and 

the Personnel Officer will be helped by Secretary-Stenographer (locally recruited). 

ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE 

Functional Statement 

The Office of the Chief of Administration and Finance -

- A d v i s e s the Regional.Director on all administrative' and financial matters 

regarding thè region. 

- I
s

 responsible for planning and administering administrative and financial 

..matters-throughout the region. 

- - D i r e c t s the budget, finance and accounts and general services functions 

and operation of the Regional Office. 

- I s responsible to the Regional Director for executing personnel policies, 

methods and'procedures• 

- A d m i n i s t e r staff regulations and staff rules and issues local staff 

contracts• 

- D e v e l o p s and maintains a job specification plan and the salary system of 

‘the locally recruited staff members of the Regional Office. 

• Is responsible for recruitment, replacement and personnel movement within 

the region. 

- D e v e l o p s and advises in the execution of an in-service training for locally 

recruited staff members. 

- A n a l y s e s reports on individual performance and is responsible for follow-up 

action. 
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一 Is responsible fop the implementation of the disciplinary decisions of the 

Regional Director and necessary investigations. 

- M a i n t a i n s personal.records and statistics, attendance and leave records. 

- A d m i n i s t e r s the insurance and retirement plan as far as the Region is 

concerned• 

-Co-operates with Headquarters in management and posts evaluation services. 

— A d v i s e s and counsels staff members in personnel matters• 

_ Develops data on Regional Personnel for presentation to the Regional 

Committee or the Headquarters. 

一 Ensures liaison with the various governments in the region orr matters 

concerning staff (immunities, privileges, etc.) 

- D e v e l o p s plans and methods for achieving efficient management in the regional 

office and the field activities• 

- I s responsible to the Regional Director for the preparation and Administration 

of the regional budget. 

- A d v i s e s the Regional Director on all matters of a legal or constitutional 

nature and advises on negotiations with the governments and other UN Agencies 

concerning projected programmes. 

- D r a f t s ' a n d
4

 examines agreements, letters cf arrangement and other legal 

documents dealing with the activities of the Organization within the region, 

and is responsible for their negotiation and implementation; 

- A d v i s e s on matters concerning protocol and diplomatic requirements in corre-

spondence and other related matters• 

FINANCE, BUDGET AND ACCOUNTS UNIT . 

In view of the increased responsibilities duo to decentralization, it was found 

necessary to create a post of Finance Officer at Grade 12， who will bo the head of 

the Finance, Budget and Accounts Unit. He will be assisted by one Finance Officer 

(Grade 9)• 
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Tlióre will be 9 locally recruited personnel working in this unit. 

- O n e Accountant to be in charge of WHO and Local Funds accounts, 

assisted by one Ássistajrb Accountant, dealing with WHO funds and 

another Assistant Accountant dealing with Local funds •… 

~ An Accountant to be responsible for keeping the budget control records
3 

assisted by two accounts-clerks. “ 

~ Assistant Accountant dealing with, the Treasury and two stenographers. 

亇he work-load of the Finance, Budget and Accounts Unit for 1950 was as follows : 

1. Maintenance of Individual Pay Roll, Provident Fund, Pension Fund, Prepa-
ration of Vouchers authorising payments including payments from Local 
Fund and Fellowships involved an average of 700 entries per month. 

2

« Financial transaction, including payments of all approved claims,, com^ 
putation of travel claims required, the. issuance .t)f an average of 140 
cheques a month. •••' 

‘ ^ ... . . . . - «• . 

3. (a) Maintenance of allotment control accounts.and recording of cominit-
ments and expenditure against the individual allotment account required 
an average of 668 entries. 

(b) Certification of availability of funds required the clearance of 
.about 250 ̂ q u e s ^ a a month, t 

4. Maintenance of general ledger, Provident Fund and Pension.Fund Ledger， 
Journal and other subsidiary accounts books to reflect properly all 

finanoial transactions of the Organization required 2 щап-months a month. 

5. Preparation of monthly financial reports, allotment reports, I.0»T.. 
statements, reoonciliation statement厂 Analysis of Allotments and' other 
budgetary reports and months statements of expenses from Local Funds. 

6. Typing of vouchers ^nd other miscellaneous jobs in the Finance & Accounts 
Unit required‘1 man-month à month. 

FINANCE， BUDGET AND AC00UNTS UNIT 

Functional Statement 

- T h e Finance, Budget and Accounts Unit : 

~
 I s

 responsible to the Chief of Administration and Finance for the conduct 

of all activities of the region with respect to the preparation of the 

budget, the maintenance of budget control and all forms of collection； 

disbursement and accounting
e 
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~ Provides advice and assistance to the sub-division of Health Services and 

other units of the Regional Office on budgetary and financial matters。 

一 Is responsible for the financial administration of the Staff Provident Fund^ 

Retirement and Pension Fund and other Trust funds within the region, 

- Reviews claims and authorizes payment
0
 . 

…Recommends the design of the regional :budget document and budget estimate 

forms for the collection of basic data for budget compilation。 

- A d v i s e s on financial relations with members governments of the region aid 

other agencies
 0 

- M a i n t a i n s a system of reports to reflect adequately and correctly the 

financial position of the'region^ the status of allotments and such other 

financial reports as may be required by the Head Office
й 

一 Maintains allotment control records
 0 

- M a i n t a i n s the continuous analysis of the position of each allotment and 

recommends necessary action。 

- R e c e i v e s and disburses the funds allotted to the region and maintains all 

necessary records
 & 

GENERAL SERVICES UNIT 

The increasing activities within the Regional Office made it necessary to 

alter the organization of the General Services Unit
e
 In view of the increasing 

responsibilities^ the head of the General Services Unit will be Special Services 

Officer (Grade 11)
0 

This officer will be assisted by a locally recruited stenographer
P
 He will 

be responsible for the office space arrangement and allocation, the preparation 

for conferences and meetings and other activities not provided for m t h i n the 

staffing arrangements of the Unit
0 

The functional activities of the Unit will be grouped into tv/o sub-units : 
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The Office Management Sub-Unit consisting of: 

Records and Communications, Library, Document Services, and Custodial and 

House-keeping Services, • 

The Travel and Procurement Sub-Unit^ consisting of: 

Travel and Transportation and Procurement. 

The Office Management Assistant and the Travel Procurement Assistant, both 

locally recruited, will be responsible....to the head of the Geñeral Services Unit for 

the work in the respective sub~units. 

Office Management Sub-Unit 

Records and Communications 

This activity consists of Registry, Despatch and Messenger Services. 

Registry-Despatch - The Staff -will consist of two registry clerks, one sorting clerk 

and one despatch clerk who will be responsible for receiving, despatching and main-

taining for ready reference all incoming and outgoing correspondence q,nd telecommu-

nications « 

• Library •- Docmnent Services 

The Library is served by one Librarian who is responsible for maintenance of 

the Regional Office Library and the document files. 

The Librarian is alsç responsible for maintaining the collection of book and 

medical supply catalogues. 

General House-Keeping and Custodial Services : 

. .
T h i s

 consists of the typist pool) telephone receptionist, one supplies st.ore-keeper
3 

one mimeograph operator and a custodial staff of 9 (6 messengers and 3 sweepers). 

Travel and Procurement Sub-Unit 

Travel-Transport - The staff engaged in travel “ transport activities will consist of 

one travel clerk and two Chauffeurs who will be under the direct supervision of the 

Travel and Ргосш-ement Assistant, This function involves making travel arrangements； 

providing local transportation to and from airports, e t c” arranging for accommodation, 

and making arrangements for clearing shipments of personal, effenta of staff members. 
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 T h e

 staff ¿onsists of two procurement clerks, with the part-time 

•
 ;

-trnce of a typist.clerk from the typist pool. The Travel and Procurement 

Asaist-mt will be'responsible to the Head of the General Services Unit for activi-

involvinj procurement of administrative supplies j arrangements in connexion 

with procui-iacnt of medical supplies and medical literature/teaching equipment for 

fiol-i tocKo and Goyeranants in this Region, 

for UNICEF supplies. 

In 1950； the average monthly work load 

activities of the General Services Unit are 

and in co-ordinating field team requests 

figures for the component functions or 

as follows i 

Registry - Despatch : 

Incoming items of correspondence 
Outgoing items of correspondence 
Incoming wires .,;. 
Outgoing wires .,^. 
Pieces classified 
FjJ.es prepared , … 

Typist Pool; 

Copy and draft work 
Stencils 

Mimeograph Work Î 

Stencils (including Public Information) 
Jobs} New 

Returns 
Stencils 

Docuacnts, Forms, etc
t 

Documents, formsí prepared 

Library; 

.3
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Supplies\ 

TravelÍ 

Purchase Orders written 
Shipments cleared 

Travel authorisations prepared 
Ticket bookings made 
Local transportation arrangements raade 

27 
12 

25 
35 

280 

GENERU. SERVICES UNIT 

Functional Statement 

The General Services Unit: 

工s responsible to the Chief, Administration and Finance for all conference 

arrangements within the region, including space, staff, records, documents and 

other material arrangements. 

Arranges^ manages the space and office furniture and equipment of the 

Regional Office. 

Is responsible for maintaining liaison with the appropriate governmental 

authorities at the Regional Office location for the provision of adequate office 

space, and for recommending appropriate steps to be undertaken. 

Arranges for the procurement of supplies, equipment and material and maintaining 

records of non-expendable items of equipment. 

Is responsible for arranging for transportation, travel and accommodation for 

staff members^ fellows or any other persons connected with the Organization 

as required. 

Provide^ such general services as communications records and messengers service. 
； • • 

Arrange^ for control, translation, reproduotion and distribution of documents 

and stenographic and typing services. 

Maintains the regional office library. 

一 Maintains custodial and house-keeping services of the re^/^nal office. 
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BEGIONAL OFFICE FOR EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN 

1. Organizational and Functional Charts.» 

2 . Functional Statements 
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CHART I 

EASTERN MEDITERR/^NEAN REGIONAL OFFICE 

Present Organization 

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 

I 
DIRECTOR..GENER；丄 

P M I N G ^DVISORY PUBLIC EPIDEMIOLOGICAL ADMINISTRATION 
SERVICES INFORMATION INTELLIGENCE 、& FINANCE 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR REGIONAL СОШ1ТТЕЕ 

SERVICE 

Planning Advisory Field 

Services Demonstra-
tions 

Adminis- Finance 
tration Account 

Î ' j and 

rson-
 ( i

«n.
 B u d

s
e t 

Person- uen-
nel eral 

Serv-
ices 



OFFICE OF THE 

EPIOEMlOLOGfCAL 

INTELLIGENCE SERVICE 

EPIDEMIOLOGIST 

CLERK (3) 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

REGIONAL DÍRECT0R 

Deputy Regional 

O i rector 

Persona I Assistant 

Secretary 

PLANNING I OPERATIONS 

i SECTION 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

Medîcal DI rector i 

Personal Asstnt. 1 

Secretary L 

FIELO SERVICES 

•ADVISORS 

MecMca丨 Officer PHA 

M e d U a i Officer MCH 

Medîca丨 Officer MAL 

Medical Officer ТЗ 

Medical Officer ВСб 

M e d U a i 參ífícer VD 

Public Health 

Engineer 

Public Wealth Nure« 

Steno ⑷ 

F4e]d Personne i 

^Teams-Demonstration 

Consu丨 tants)• 

PLANNING 0FFÍCE 

Planning Officer I 

(General Planning) 

Secretary L 

Planning Officer I 

(lech .Asst.Planning) 

Secretary L 

TECHNICAL 

SERVICES 

EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Epîdemîo丨ogist 
Secretary 

STATISTICS 

Stat i st îc Ian 

Secretary 

A d v . P r o f . & Technical 

Education 【 

Fe I iowship Asst• ! 

Secretary L 

Supply . 

SuppJy Officer 

Stenographer 

REGISTRY & MAILS 

Registry Clerk 

Classification • 
Clerk 

Maîi Clerk 

Тур丨 st 

LIBRARY 

Libr?rían L 

CUSTODIAL 

Local Staff 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION 

INFORMÂT丨ON OFFICER l 

INFORMATION CLERK L. 

SECRETARY L . 
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Proposed Structural Organization 

EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN REGIONAL OFFICE 

195! 

ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

Administrative & 

Finance Officer I 

Secretary L 

Clerk-Typist L 

GEWERAL SERVICES PERSONNEL 

Personne I . 

Officer 
Stenographer 

FINANCE BUDGET ACCOUNTS 

FINANCE OFFICER 

SECRETARY 

Trave1 Л transporta七îon 

Trsve1 Officer L 

• Clerk L 

TRANSLATING 

Trans Iator Eng/Fr 1 

Trans丨 a tor Eng/Fr L 

Trans i ator Arab Iс/ 

E n g . L 

T/pîst Eng/Fr L 

Тур i st Arab¡c/Eng L 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

PROJECT ACCOUNTS 

Accountant 1 

Accountant Clerk 

(2) L 

Tzpist L 

Accountant 

Steno 

BUDGET CONTROL 

Accountant 

Acceuntant 

Clerk 

Typî st 

DOCUMENTS 

Documents Clerk L 

Typist L 

MACHINE & TELEPHONE 

Machine Operator L 

Telephone Operator L 

Draftsman L 

TREASURY & ACCOUNTS 

Accountant L 

Voucher Clerk L 

PayroJ丨 Clerk L 

Typist ‘ L 
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Functional Chart of the 
PUBLIC INFCMùTION OFFICE - 1951 

PUBLIC INFO腿.Т10Ы OFFICER 

Filing 
Translation： 

NEWS St. PRESS R/J5IO VISUAL INFORMATION NEWSLETTER PUBLICATIONS 

Functional Chart of the 
EPIBEMIOLOGIC.i INTELLIGENCE SERVICE 

Office of the Chief 

INTERNETIO№ib QUARANTINE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL INFORMATION 

CONVENTIONS & 
INTERNATIONAL 
REGULATIONS 

РДЖШЮЕ EPIDEMIOLOGICÍJ, 
REPORTS 

1 
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL 

INFORMATION 

CABLE ШЛО BULLSTIN INFORM- MAPS к 
TIONS CHARTS 
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FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION OP АШШДТЙ̂ТЗШ AND 
FINANCE SECTION 

DIíGGTOb О? ASiBiISTrulTIOlî AIQ РБШГСЕ 

Under the direct supervision of the Regional Directors 

1. Advises the liegiorial Director on ¿iainistrative and 

Financial Matters. 

. 2 . Prepares' Aâain. q.sheets of 2eg.Comm. and Conference-.. 

3. üudeet Estimates — Preparation ior overall Reg.Programme. 

4. Co-ordination with Planning and Operation Section, 

i 5 . Direct supervision of ¿drain, and Fin. Staff. 

1. personnel Sub-Unit - Local staff: Hccruitnent, 
Testing, Placement, ,

r

age Surveys, Training.'. 
International Staffs Assist in recruitment, 
•estatlish registers, Personnel records. 

Ш : 工 STIL.-TIVS 
UIÎIÏ 

1. General Services 

Supply Sub-Unit - Purchase of a/iainistrativo supplies, 
_ maintain property records, invontorios, lío jional 

liesources file for T . Iro^raames, assi&t Г. & С. 
Section in supplies and equipment for projects. 

Documents Sub-TJnii: 一 liai nt a in docuracnt control and 
records

7
 ros;ponsi"blG x'or distribution. 

二enistry and îlail Sub-Unit - 2c¿l,¿try • of all incoaine 
and outgoing nail, naintonaiico of central fil&s, 
po¿ta¿；G records. • 

Translating- Sub-Unit -.Translating all doçmaents into or 
"frota En^l i фДг en oh，also wliero necessary into .么！^-

•Tranaportation and Travel Sufb-Xlnj/b - Prc-pares Travel 

authorization, arrange s travel^ clears shiiDncnts, obtains 

visas ад-id permits. 

Library Sub-Unit 一 Ilaintains joint 'JIIC^/Quarantinc Library. 

Ilachino and Telepb-ono Sub-Unit - Duplicating，Telephone 

Service and ：. rafting. 

FIN л згоалт 

JUÎD ;.CCÔUIi!PS 
ихш 

Clii¿f of Office - ？ucsponsiblo for all Financial Budgetary 

and Accounting.Activities. 

Treasury and -lc count s Sub-Unit - Scsponsiblo for 

tho naiûtenancc of all Cash Rocords, Bank Accounts and 

other controls fDP expenditure of funds. 

B u d ^ t arid Control Sub-Unit - Maintains prosoribod Budget 
Control records for individual allotments vri.th relate^ 
controls for subsidiary accounts. Prepaxos^ aonthly 
rooorts and analysis of balanças. 

TQch>ù.sst> Project Лс count s Sab-jJnit -
all T 丄 accounts in local curroncics

3 

reports г о ¿arming TJL PrograaiaoB. 

líaint enanco of 
proparcs nocessary 



ADVISEE in Public Health. Administration 
Advice, survey and fundamental long-term country health programmes 

ADVISSa in Maternal and. Child Health “ 

ADVISES in Nursing . . . 

ADVISER, in Environmental Sanitation ‘“- ‘ 

ÍJ3VTSER in Malaria 
ADVISSB in Tuberculosis • • 
ADVISER in BCG 
ADVISES in Venereal Diseases 
РЕЖЖКТ GOTOWEI ÀDVIS3ES • 
CONSULTAÎÎTS for specific projects 

- S U C E S 
TO 
GOUSTRIES 

ADVISORY j 
& FIELD i 
SERVICES 

Eegional Vital Statistics 
Eegional Health Statistics 
Assistance to Staff in statistical, matters 
Statistical advice to countries 
Statistical analysis of field operations 

TEC3I- 丨 HEALTH & 
IIIGAL — : VITAL 

-SSSVICE3 ； STATISTICS 

‘FIELD 
-

!

-OPEHAT-
IOEfS 

PEOFESS-
I0íí¿L & 
TSCHI'IICAL 
"THÁIWIWG 

1. 
2. 

DIMOÎISTEATIOIÎ ASEAS 
DEMOiíSTILlTIOH TEÍMS : IÎILAEIA m W . ЭАМТАТ ION 

TRICHOMA I1ÎDUSTRIAL HEALTH 
CHOLEEA ÎTOTIIITION 

II. & CH. H . 
VEN. DISEASES 
TUBSECULOSIS 

JOINT PROGH¿lS.!SSs 
Eook^EouiKlatiûn? Others) 

: 1 . ASSISTANCE TO EDUCATIONAL 工IÍSTITÜT工ONS 

！ 

i 
！ ‘ — 

i 2. E E G I O U THAIIÍINC- PEOGEAMÜffi's 

Educational Experts 
Lecturers 
Technical Literature 
Teaching Eguipment 

Centres 

4. 

Tïaining 
Seminar 
Study Groups 

ТЙАШИ.Ю OF'. НЕАЫН PEESOMELs 

FELLOWSHIP COHNTHY 遍 EEGIONAL PIIOGILÓMMES 
Group training ‘ 

Assistance, in PRODUCTION A№D USE OF EÏÏTO^IORLL KLTERIAL (HEALTH) 

OFFICE POS 
PLANIIIHG & 

CO-ORDIN-
¿TIOÎT OF 
• ЗЖЕЕЖЛ

1

, 
EFFOHTS 

1. riamiing, progranKiiiig and projecting Tecbriical Assistance for Economic development, at 

country and regional levels 
2. Co-ordination of efforts with UN agencies and other international organizations at 
- regional level, including T : and bilateral arrangements 

3. Analysis cf Programmes and Operations in -fcorms of Econ.Development 

Preliminary intra-office co-ordination of Planning . 
Planning in fields without technical advisors . 
Preliminary steps in overall regional progfamme 
Proposals for action on decisions of Reg.Committee and Eef.Conferences 
^Inalysis of reports and evaluation of field operations • 
Maintenance cf position charts and maps of field operations, etc. 
Specifications of technical equipment and supplies for programmes 

. P L A T I N G 
OFFICE 

厂 FOE. 
I j BEGIOn/丄 
Уг,/.ш- ； PLiHNING 

:TNG ！ 

~ ~ A d v i c e to coimTries in Epidemiology (âïid other Communicable Diseases； 

EPIDEM- 2. Epidemiological studies of regional interest 

'IOLOGY гЗ. Epidemiological analysis of field operations 
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PUICTIOKAL OEGMIZATION PLAMíING AIÍD OPERATIONS SECTIONS 
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IISDICAL DIRECTOR FOH ТЪШШК МД OFEM T I O H S • 

Under the direct supervision of the Eegional Directors 

Assist.Reg.Director on technical matters 
Directs the Planning and Operations Section 
Prepares technical aspects of Reg.Committee and Conferences 
Prepares overall Regional Programme for Reg.Dir. approval 
Co-ordinates Regional planning m t h Intern, agencie s and T^iSB 
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Annex XV 

REGIONAL DIRECTORAS OFFICE 

The technical and administrative responsibility of the Regional Office lies 

with the Regional Director whose functions are as follows ； 

1* To cariy out decisions of the Assembly ánd Executive Board within the 
r e g i o n , “ ‘ 卜 . . 一 , ： 

. • • ‘ 
• .*» 

2. To act, within the Region, on behalf of the Dire с tor-Gene ral, in any-
matte r concerning the WHO. . • .... •:、:,:: 

3* To service the Regional Conmittee, as ex-officio secretary. 

4. To carry out decisions^ recommendations arid policies approved by the 
Regional Committee• 

5
#
 To direct all administrative and technical activities of the Regional 

•Office. 

6. To advise and assist countries in their health development, within the 
limits of WHO constitutional provisions and to the extent re commended 
by the Regional Committee and approved by the Director-General^ the 
Board and the Assembly, • 

7. To perform co-ordination activities^ on a regional"basis, between the 
regional countries^ the Regional Committee

5
 the Organization,, the UN 

regional- specialized agencies^ and the non-^ovarnmental regional 
organizations• 

PLANNING /J® OPERATIONS SECTION V' 

The Director of the .Planning and Operations 

Director on technical matters and is responsible 

the Regional Director for： 

Technical aspects' of the Regional Committee 

Preparation of overall regional programme 

Section advises the Regional 

linder the direct supervision of 

and regional conferences 

Co-ordination of regional planning with other international agencies and TAED 
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Direct supervision of the Planning and Operations Saction staff and the 

following functions: "‘ 
• •. • • : ‘ : • • .... ‘ • • . •• • 
I . . Î . ‘ • - . • . . • . , - ‘ • . . .. f . 

(a) Planning 
•j • • • : • ' . � . . . ' i ' . • . • • . ‘ •. ： - - : . . 

• .. 7 . . , ‘，.•.•,； J 乂. ；； . . . . , • • 

Responsible for the collection of technical informatioii
3
 planning 

programmes in relation to the need§ of the countries in conformity 
with policies of ;the Resionai Director. Thase may-be regular WHO 
programmes, Technical Assis tance . programe s ot programme s with UN 
agencies or other international organizations. 

(b) Field Services to Countries 
т ‘ . . . . . . . • • • • . • 

(i) Advisory Services. Responsible for advisory services to 
countries in public health administration and in certain 
specialized.fields

л
 makes reports 2nd recommendations to Regional 

Director, assists the Planning Sub-Unit in pr
2
Daring country 

programmes. " 

:(ii) FiaId Services. Rasponsible for démonstration teams, 
doraonstration. arjr.s and short-tarn consultants doing a soecific 
assignment. Ths Director of .Planning and Operations is" 
rosponsibls for bri

3
fin

3
 and instructing thoso staff membars, 

, with tho assistance o'f advisory servicos staff in evaluation of 
,demons trat.iori' to am and field work,-

(c) Technical Serviess ~ , 

(i) 

(ü) 

Professional, Technical and Educational Sarvicos. Responsible 
for assistance to educational institutions through the use of 
experts, bcturersj technical literature and teaching supplies 
supervision of regional traininj programmes through training ' 
centres

л
 seminars and study

 2
roup

S j
 demonstratiorTof fellowship 

programma, making regional fellowship olacdnents) r-commending 
international fellowships to re

S
ional 'director and making follow-

ups эп resional fcllows. ° 

I 
Statistics. Изsponsible for the collection and analysis of 
h 3 G l t h 311(1 v i t a

l .statistics for use of the Ragional Office in 
plannin2 and. e v a l u a t i n g “ 

. . . . • ' ' - • • 

. . - • ‘ • • • 

Epidemiology. Responsible for epidemiological studies for uss 
in planning regional and country programmes. Advisory services 
to countries in other communicable disaasas in which full-time 
a d v m s are not available

л
 evaluation of field programmes. 
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• . . . . . . 广 

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE 

1. Collection, analysis and distribution of quarantine information and 

epidemiological notifications, according to sanitary conventions and 

agreements.
 f

 , - , r
: 

• .. ：：%.-. — ' • - 一 • • . . 

2.. Collection and distribution of notifie.atibns relating to outbreaks of 
. . . . • .:‘：••‘ • ’ 

infectious diseases of international importance not-covered by sanitary 
. •• - • . - • ； . 

conventions and agreements-: , ' •. 
* . • ；•• ¡. ' • " •• 

3
r
： Collection ánd -distribution of information related to the pil^rimaje, 

, áccording t̂o conventions and agreements., 

.4.- Compiling^ issuing and distributing of a bilingual weekly epidemiological 

bulletin, 
: . . — … - - -

5
#
 Interpretation of the existing sanitary conVvBntions .arising from 

- . • . , • • • : 、 . . 

infringements or mis interpretation of these conventions •• 

ADMINISTRATION ..SEC-TION.-.. 

The Director of Administration and Finanqe -一…..••：• 一 .. 
t ‘ • "V : . 

Advisas, the Regional Director on Administrative and Financial 

the region and is responsible under the direct supervision of 

Director for：. 

matters throughout 

the Regional 

Adminis trative aspects of the Regional Coramittee and Regional Conference, 

Budget estimates-preparation for overall Resional Programme 
- ‘• - . . • ‘ ‘ * • ；' • . 、 

Co-ordination, with Planning ^nà- Operation ' Ss с t ion ““ ‘ 

Direct supervision of Adminis t rat ive and Finance Staff in the following 

functions 



Administrative、Unit ' 

Supply Sub-Unit. Responsible for the purchase of administrative 
supplies for the Regional Officej maintains property control 
and inventories records on Regional equipment. In connexion 
with Technical Assistance Programme will develop a Rational 
Rasources file of supplies and equipment available for purchase 
with local currancieSi assist the Planning and Operation 
Section in developing; lists of supplies and equipment for 
projects and Теaching Equipment to govornmants. 

(v) Travel and Transportation Sub-Unit^ Prepares travel 
authçrizations makes travel and hotel arrangements; clears 

, shipments"of supplies, and personal effects of staff members 
through Customs j arranges, shipments, fro.üi Regional Office to 
member countries, .Headquart^re, a t e” involving Cus to as, Exchange 
and Export Control docundrits. Also rasponsiblo for obtaining 
visas and resident permits. ° 

(vi) Library Sub-Unit. . Maintains the joint WHO/Quarantine library of 
books and periodicals, raceives^ classifies and indexes new 

.material, mákes out purchasa orders for naw book's-； nakss weekly 
‘report of new material. '* 

(vii) Machine and.Telephone Sub-Unit, Responsible for the орзration of 
th3 tslsphono switchboard and duplicating nachinc. Prepares all 
graphic material for use in tha regional office. * 

Ci) Personnel Sub-Unit. In сo-oparation with the
::

Planning and 
Operation Section will establish register of available 
specialists within the Region :who can be employed as short-term 
consultants； “ Assists.Headquarters in recruitment of international 
staff from within the Resion. Is responsible for recruitment, 
testing, placement, wage surveys, training programme¡ health 
insurance and pension scheme for. locally recruited staff.. 
Maintains personnel records on áll staff, conducts cost of living 
surveys. 

Gene ral Services 

(i) Documents Sub-Unit. . Carries but a documents service for the. 
Из̂эп which includes distribution, storing and recording. 

( ü ) Registry and Mail Sub-Unit. Davolops and operates a re^istrjr 

service, for, the Rj^ional Office and is гэsponsible for cable and 
postage control. .

r

 • • 

(iii) Translating Sub-Unit, Responsible for translating all 
documents producad in Regional Offico from En二lish^or French

д 

and pross releases into En^lish^ French and Arabic• “ 
Translating correspondence into one or mora of tho. above three 
languaga s• 

•IV
 

y
—
h
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(c) Finance B u d y t and Accounts Unit 

The Chiaf )f Office 3stablishas, implements and supervises 
aethods, controls and procedures for all phases of baoking^ 
accounting budget control, payrolls and related functions• Is 
responsible for preparation of all reports, correspondence in 
finance inatters. 

(i) Treasury and Accounts Sub-Unit» Responsible for the maintenance 
of all cash records, bank accounts, and other controls for 
expenditure of funds. Maintains personal accounts^, Accounts 
Rocaivablo, Accounts Pcyabl、 ond proper cashbooks for transferred 
or local funds

>
 funds held in trust. Travollars Choques

3
 Cash 

for Offica Us3, account for tho control of Registry cash fund. 

(ii) Tho Budget Control Sub-Unit. Responsibl3 for maintenance of tho 
prv3Scribod budget control racorcls for individual allotments, 
with rjlated controls for subsidiary accounts or momo accounts， 
and furnishes thj figures for preparation of nonthly reports and 
analysis of balcncos. 

(iii) Technical assistance Projoct Accounts S u b - U n i R e s p o n s i b l e for 
tha mcintonance of all Technical Assistance accounts in local 
currencies and making nacsssary financial reports regarding the 
Technical assistance Pro ̂гаг̂пз• 

PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE 

Under the direct supervision of tho Regional Director, is responsible for 

all public inf ormation sarvices within tha Regí m. This is achiavad through 

the use of tho follo-vvin^s 

Press rolo aso s (over 500 racipijnt pross services) 

Radio ргозгсхшжзБ 

Visual média 

Feature articles of Ш0 activities in tha field 

Clipping services for local press in i,rabie, Franch and English nowspcipers 

and keeps RGjional Diroctor end regional staff Informed of local davúloprnonts in 

the field of health. 

厶 1 1 press raleases aro distributad in ^rabic
y
 Wrench and ¿nglish 



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES 

W O R L D H E A L T H 
O R G A N I Z A T I O N 

EXECUTIVE ВСШШ 

Seventh Session 

ORGANISATION MONDIALE 
DE LA SANTÉ 

EB7/73 Add.i' 
31 January 1951 

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 

REPORT OF THE STANDING СОЖЯТТЕЕ ON ADMINISTRATION AND 
FINANCE TO THE SEVENTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 

«ШШЙГ, 1951 

1* Paragraph 70 Before the last sentence, insert the followingj 

"As at 31 January 1951， additional contributions had been received, 

amounting to 釤5,054.04， increasing the total contributions received 

to $1,949,483«31 and reducing the net outstanding arrears to 

$356,779.11 including $302,610.66 due from the inactive Members .« 

2. Paragraph 73 After the first sentence insert: 

"As at 31 January 1951 additional contributions had been received 

increasing the total receipts to $4,155,092.17.» 

and amend the last sentence to read: 

"The outstanding arrears for 1949, amounting to ^891,200.83, 

include " 

3» Paragraph 76 Delete the entire last sentence beginning "The contributions", 

4* Paragraph 81 Amend the amounts under (c), (d) and (e) as follows : 

(c) Outstanding withdrawals in respect of 
1948 and 1949 Budget Deficits $196,993.32 

(d) Working Capital Fund assessments 
still due from other than 

Inactive Members |il43,595.71 

Total eash in Working Capital Fund 

(e) Reserve for Executive Board Fund 

Effective Cash Working Capital Fund 

^ 340,589,03 

V2,412,045.74 

^ 300,000.00 

$2,112,045.74 
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5» Paragraph 83 In the last line, substitute the figure ”|2，112
e
045" for 

«$2,102,703"с 

6。 Paragraph 84 In the third line》 substitute the figure "$2,112,045" for 

"$2,102,703"。 
• ‘ : . • . . - . .i- t • 

7。 Paragraph 39 Add to the end of the paragx-aph the following; 

«As' at 31 January 1951 the net arrears for 1948 amounted to 

$356,779Д1 and the 1949 arrears amounted to $891,200
o
83

e 

Excluding the assessments of -the inactive Members
?
 the outstanding 

arrears of the remaining ''tebers were 2^35% 初d 

respectivelyV^ … 
. . . * • • 

8
e
 Paragraph 90 After the first sentence insert: 

"Further contributions were received in January 1 9 5、 and as at 

31 Januai-y 1951 the outstanding arrears had been reduced to 

758^253^39 or 24.76^= Excluding the arrears of the inactive 

Membersj amounting to $1,126,032 or 15^86%, the arrears of the . 

remaining Members amount to фбЗ?-,221,39 or 8
0
9^v However, the 

Committee considered that the 1950 position » “ 

9, paragraph 100 Insert between the hei-dings "Article 3^5" and "Article 3，9" 
广 _ • •••办 ĵ r.iли/Л-¿- I » IB*aft тятят 

the following;
 ; 

"Article 3o7 Substitute the word "approved" for the word "adopted" 

in the first sentence 



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES 

W O R L D H E A L T H 

O R G A N I Z A T I O N 

O R G A N I S A T I O N M O N D I A L E 

DE LA SANTÉ 

EXECUTIVE BOARD EB7/73 Add,3 
31 January 1951 

Seventh Session 
ORIGINALj ENGLISH 

REPORT OF THE STANDING С01ШТТЕЕ ON ADMINISTRATION AND 
FINANCE TO THE SEVENTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 

JANUARY 1951 

The following changes have been made by the Executive Board in the Report' ©f 

the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance to the seventh session of 

the Executive Boardj 

1. Paragraph 112 Add to the end of the resolution; 

RESOLVES further that Rule 13 for Expert Coimnittees be amended to 

read as follows: 

Rule 13 

The wtrking languages cf the coinmittee shall be English and French. 

Speeches made in Spanish shall be interpreted into both working 

languagps; speeches made in either of the working languages shall be 

interpreted, in the other working language and in Spanish. If 

requested, arrangements shall be rnade^ if possible, for the 

interpretation of any other language used by any expert during the 

session. 

Pending the adoption by the Assembly of the proposed amendments to 

Rules 66 and 67 of the Rules of Procedure of the World Health Assembly
â 

The Executive Board 

RESOLVES to provisionally amend Rules 23 and 24 of its Rules of 

Procedure to read as follows : 

Rule 23 

Speeches madQ in either of the working languages shall be interpreted 

into the other working language and Spanish. Speeches made in 

Spanish shall be interpreted int_ both working languages• 
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Rule 24 

Spëeches^made in any of the other official languages shall be 

..interpreted into both working languages and into Spanish. 

2». Pax-'agraph ,124. ‘ Amènd paragraph 2 of the resolution to read» . 

2. INSTRUCTS the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters 

to consider • and recommend the scale of assessments for 1952 and to review 

tiie broad financial aspects of the programme and budget, together vsith the 

comments and recommendations of the Executive Boardj 

3' Paragraph 125 Insert the following names at the end of the resolution： 

,fir
0
 H

0
 S. Gear 

Dr. A, Standar 

‘ and as alternate , Dr. G, Л. Canaperia 

4

. Paragraph 126 Aniend the second paragraph of the resolution to read} 

Considering that further study is desired by the Director-General 

and by the Executive Boardj 

5. Paragraph .126 Amend last paragraph of resolution to read: 
.r • . f " . • 

AUTHORIZES the Directors-General to report to the Faurth World Health 

Assembly that in the opinion of the Executive Board this study should be 

contimed.ana a report be made to the Fifth World HesO^h Assembly. 
. 、 . ： ， . . . . . . ; ' ’ ‘ ' ’ . 

Paragraph 1$5 ‘ í Add the follovdng paragraph to the resolutionj 

. FURTHER REQUESTS.the Director-General to make representations to 

the Secretary-General of the United Nations regarding the continuation of 

cost of living surveys in all cities where the Organization has offices. 
• • � • - . '. 

7. Paragraph 156 /imend the 'first sentence to read} 

T.he ioiKraittee examined and found satisfactory the proposed permanent 

Staff Hegulations presented by the Director-General for the consideration of 

the Executive Board before-presentation to the Fourth World Health Assembly, 

with -the single exception that the first sentence of Regulation 1.9 be 

amended to reads
 л 

1«9 The immunities and privileges attaching to the World Health 

Organization by virtue of Article 67 of the Constitution, are conferred 

： in the interests of the?*Organization, ''"： 


